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Welcome to the LDTP
Leadership Development Training Program: Level I

Equipping Local Churches for Wholistic Ministry

Dear Trainer:

Welcome to the Leadership Development Training Program—known as the LDTP!

The book you hold in your hand is a trainer’s guide for Level I.  It is a Bible-based training
course for local church members, pastors, and leaders.  (Level II is more advanced and is suitable
for pastors and leaders, but not congregations.)

The LDTP is a training tool for local church leaders who want to guide their churches in
outreach to the spiritual, physical, and social hurts of their neighbors.  It offers vision and
theology.  It also provides a practical strategy.  The LDTP, using Scripture, encourages a walk of
faith, love and compassionate service as local churches represent Jesus to the people around
them.

The LDTP has been developing since 1987, when people from numerous cultures gathered and
purposed to help local churches—especially churches among the Third World poor–-to be all
that God intended.  We realized God had already authored the plan for His church; we only
needed to communicate it in the form of the LDTP.  In this 1997 revision, we have used a format
that can be used by students of various backgrounds and educational levels.  We incorporate
nonformal learning techniques–-ones that help people discover, learn, and remember.

It is our prayer that these pages will widen your ministry vision and capacity as never before!  It
is our prayer, too, that all of us–-we, you, those you train, and those they train—will teach these
lessons not only with words, but with our lives and hearts.

Our Harvest staff desires to serve the Body of Christ with the LDTP and with other materials we
offer.  We are grateful for your use of the LDTP, and we are grateful for your input.

The Staff of Harvest
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INTRODUCTION
Leadership Development Training Program

The Question/Answer format provides quick reference to information about the LDTP.

The following pages introduce the Leadership Development Training Program—its purpose,
content, style, uses, history, and authors.

What IS the Leadership Development Training Program?
What is it NOT?

•  The LDTP IS a program developed by Harvest in 1987.  It has since been adapted to different
formats, contexts, and languages.

•  The LDTP IS a program that builds awareness and experience.  It trains, equips, and
encourages local churches to do "wholistic ministry" in their communities.

•  The LDTP IS NOT a comprehensive study of Scripture or a complete pastoral-training
program.

•  The LDTP IS NOT a series of teachings on such topics as Bible study, prayer, and seeking
God’s will.  Instead, each lesson incorporates Bible study, prayer, and seeking God’s will
while exploring other topics.

In the LDTP, "wholistic ministry" refers to balanced and integrated ministry to the physical,
spiritual, social, and wisdom needs of the community in which a local church is situated.

What is the LDTP Designed to Do?

•  The LDTP's goal is to equip and mobilize local churches to proclaim and demonstrate God's
love for the whole person.

•  It is designed to help pastors and leaders of local churches to:
•  Give their people theology, strategy, and practical experience in ministry to the

spiritual, physical, and social needs of their neighbors
•  Mobilize their members for wholistic ministry to their communities

•  It teaches Kingdom principles and biblical methods for community ministry and personal
development.

•  It not only provides methods, but enhances believers’ relationships with their Lord.  He is the
redeemer and transformer of individual and community life.  He is the source of strength and
salvation.

•  It incorporates immediate applications of lessons learned.

What is "Wholistic Ministry?"
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•  It encourages and trains materially poor churches to use local resources for wholistic
ministry.  It helps church members work together toward common goals of service.

•  It is designed to correct a belief that ministry to spiritual needs is the church’s sole focus.
•  It promotes the local church as the primary vehicle for the ongoing work of Christ:

His intent was that now, through the church, the manifold wisdom of God should
be made known to the rulers and authorities in the heavenly realms . . .         

(Ephesians 3:10)

This guide for LDTP trainers begins with an informative Introduction, Trainer’s Page and a
Master Guide, which explains how to use each part of an LDTP lesson.

•  The LDTP has two levels, Level I and Level II.
•  Level I is designed for members of local churches.  Church leaders study Level I and

then present it to their church members, to prepare them for balanced personal growth
and wholistic service to their families, neighbors, and community.  The full title of
the Level I guide is Leadership Development Training Program:  Equipping Local
Church Members for Wholistic Ministry and Personal Development.

•  Level II is geared for local church leaders only.  It prepares them to lead their
churches in biblical, wholistic ministry to their communities.  The full title of the
LDTP II guide is Leadership Development Training Program:  Equipping Local
Church Leaders for Wholistic Ministry.

•  The LDTP contains lessons and background papers, arranged by subject matter.
•  Lessons:  The major parts of the lesson (Evaluation, Introduction, Study, Application,

Closing) are represented by the symbols in each lesson. Included with each lesson are
its (1) role-play script (if needed); (2) handouts; and (3) overheads.

•  Background Papers:  These provide foundational principles and deeper insights.
There are papers for each major subject.  Overheads are included.

What Learning Strategies Does the LDTP Use?

•  The LDTP is "caught" through discovery, group interaction, discussion, role-plays,
practical experiences, and applications.  Much of the learning is nonformal.  Individual
lessons and the Master Guide give specific instructions.

What is the Format of the LDTP Manual?
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What Subjects are Covered in the LDTP?

LEVEL I:  Equipping Local Church Members for Wholistic Ministry

Christian Response to Human Need
The Irreducible Minimum
The Good Creation and Broken Relationships
Man's Brokenness:  Causes and Solutions

BACKGROUND PAPER:  God's Intentions Their Irreducible Minimum

Luke 2:52
Luke 2:52 and Development
Jesus–Our Model of Development
The Three Relationships of Man

BACKGROUND PAPER:  Jesus' Development and the Concept of Adequacy

Kingdom of God
The Kingdom, Jesus, and the Church
Characteristics of the Kingdom
Implications of the Kingdom

BACKGROUND PAPERS:  Parable of Vision
                                What Makes the Kingdom of God Visible in Our Daily Lives?

Kingdom Math
Kingdom Math
Mission Impossible?

BACKGROUND PAPER:  Kingdom Math:  Concepts and Principles

Moving Toward a Vision
Moving Toward a Vision

BACKGROUND PAPER:  Moving Toward a Vision of the Kingdom of God

LEVEL II:  Equipping Local Church Leaders for Wholistic Ministry

Discipline of Love
A Spiritual Discipline of Loving Others

BACKGROUND PAPER:  The Image of God and the Goal of Development

Servanthood
Motivation for Service
Context and Attitude of Servanthood
Conduct of the Servant
Work of a Servant

BACKGROUND PAPER
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A Narrow View of the Gospel
A Narrow View of the Gospel

BACKGROUND PAPER:  God’s Intentions for the Church
BACKGROUND PAPER:  A Narrow View of the Gospel—Implications for Mission

God's Intentions for the Church
Man Need and God’s Intentions for the Future
God's Intentions for the Present
God's Intentions for His Church

BACKGROUND PAPER: What Kind of Disciples?  What Kind of Churches?

Balance and Integration
Classification of Human Need

BACKGROUND PAPER:  Balance and Integration

Seed Projects
Seeds
Seed Project Planning

BACKGROUND PAPER:  Seed Projects Loving Your Neighbor

Principles of Biblical Development
Principles of Biblical Development

BACKGROUND PAPER:  Biblical Development

•  The LDTP trains local churches to carry out wholistic ministry in their communities.
(This is its primary use.)

•  The LDTP is taught in seminars.
•  The LDTP is used in Bible school and seminary courses.

How is the LDTP Used in Local Churches?

•  Level I is taught to local church pastors and leaders.  Then, those local leaders train their
church members through sermons, Sunday Schools, and Bible studies.  They also
encourage and help church members apply what they learn.

•  Level II is taught to local church pastors and leaders, but it is not designed to be passed on
to members of local congregations.  Again, lesson applications are important elements.

•  Trainers and local churches set the training times to suit schedules, travel distances, etc.
•  Options include meeting weekly (one or more hours); every-other week (two or more

hours); monthly (half-day to full-day); quarterly (several days); etc.
•  Ideally, lessons should be completed in once session, but the length of time needed for each

lesson varies.  Trainers should plan the time needed for the lesson and its parts based on the
time available, the learning pace of the students, and the length of the lesson.

How is the LDTP Used?
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•  It may take several years to complete the above plan.  The time required is affected by:
•  Frequency and length of training sessions
•  Level of active church participation in the training
•  Learning pace and educational levels of students
•  Difficulty of applications undertaken outside of class sessions

How is the LDTP Used in SEMINARS?

•  Seminar participants should be pastors and church/mission leaders who guide groups of
believers in ministry efforts.

•  Portions of the LDTP are presented in one week or less.  The time required is affected by:
•  Amount of time agreed upon by the seminar host, trainer, and students
•  LDTP topics chosen to fit the allotted time and students' needs

•  Seminars offer practical ministry methods and challenge old ways of thinking.
•  Applications are encouraged but cannot be well monitored.

•  Level I and Level II are two of seven courses in a Bible school and seminary curriculum,
"Wholistic Ministry for the Local Church."

•  LDTP lessons are taught to the class, first by the instructor and then by the students, so that
students practice-teach the LDTP to one another.  They also do seed project applications.

•  Level I and Level II each take eighteen weeks.  See separate instructions for academic
institutions.

What Educational Level is Needed for the Local Church LDTP?

•  Church leaders need a minimum of a high-school reading level to study Level I or II or to
teach Level I to their congregations.  Comprehension of Background Papers is important.

•  Church members at any educational level may study Level I.  Trainers adapt the LDTP to
meet their students' abilities.

•  Students with low reading levels will learn because the learning is experience-
based.  Handouts are optional for nonreaders.  Important points are reiterated and
key methods are repeated throughout the course.

•  Students with high reading levels will learn because the learning is experience-
based, and they can take class notes and write their applications on the Handouts.
If ready for deeper issues, they can be given copies of Background Papers.

How is the LDTP Used in BIBLE SCHOOLS and SEMINARIES?
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What is the History of the LDTP?  Why Was It Created?

•  The LDTP represents a joint effort of Harvest staff and associates from the U.S., Latin
America, and Haiti.  (See a description of Harvest, below.)

•  In 1981, Harvest began to oversee partnerships and projects involving churches among the
poor in Latin America.   Evaluation of results pointed to the need for the LDTP.

•  Believing that the local church is the primary avenue for ministry, Harvest created the LDTP
for local churches in 1987.  It has been used especially in evangelical or Pentecostal
churches among the poor in Latin America.

•  Harvest’s leadership and staff from various countries have continued to develop and revise
the LDTP since 1987.  National staff teams in Latin America, Haiti, and India have
translated, contextualized, and used it to train local churches for community outreach.   Other
Christian churches and agencies have also implemented it in their ministries.

Is the LDTP Only for Latin America?
Is It Only for Churches among the Poor?

Is It Only for Evangelical/Pentecostal Churches?

•  No!   Historically, the LDTP was developed for use in evangelical/Pentecostal churches
among the poor in Latin America.  Originally, many lessons were designed to help
materially poor churches extend God's mercy to their neighbors.

•  However, the call to love and serve is for the entire church!
•  It is Harvest's desire that the LDTP be used in every possible setting.  Where it has been

modified for other languages, cultures, and economic levels, it has been well-received.

What is Harvest, the Organization that Developed the LDTP?

•  Harvest is a nondenominational Christian organization.  It began in 1981 and is
headquartered in Arizona (U.S.).  Founder and president is Dr. Bob Moffitt.

•  Harvest has an evangelical theological conviction, as expressed by the Lausanne Covenant.
•  Harvest works with local churches and institutions that honor Christ as personal Savior and

Lord.  Most of those churches/institutions are considered evangelical and/or Pentecostal.
•  The Bible is Harvest's source for ministry principles and guidelines.

Harvest’s overarching goal: to equip local Third World church leaders and
churches for wholistic ministry to their communities . . .

•  Through local church training
•  Through LDTP seminars to missions agencies and Third World pastors
•  Through international church-to-church partnerships
•  Through training tools—from basic discipleship lessons to wholistic ministry

courses for Bible schools and seminaries.
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May the LDTP be Copied, Translated, or Adapted?

•  Yes!  Harvest gives permission for the LDTP to be used in order to advance the Kingdom.
•  Photocopies may be made without Harvest's permission, but must not be sold for profit.
•  Harvest requires written permission for translations and adaptations.  A permission form is

available upon request.
•  Adaptations should not change the basic message of the LDTP.
•  Translations and adaptations should not be sold for profit.
•  Harvest should be credited as the author and copyright holder of the LDTP.
•  Harvest requests a printed copy and a disk copy of each LDTP revision.

When Do Students Progress from Level I to Level II?
How Is Progress Evaluated?

•  Application and reproduction are the best evaluations of LDTP training.
•  The last lesson of Level I, “Moving Toward a Vision,” includes “Vision Chart” exercises.

Completion of those application exercises is a good evaluation for Level I.
•  In Level II, “Seed Projects” and “A Spiritual Discipline of Loving Others” include

significant application exercises.  They are good evaluative tools for Level II.
•  No other tests are included.  Trainers may choose to prepare other tests, papers, or reports.
•  Harvest has observed the best results with the following sequence in local churches:

•  Application:  Leaders of local churches study Level I of the LDTP.  They apply
it in their lives and ministries.

•  Reproduction:  Leaders of local churches teach Level I to others before moving
on to Level II.  They encourage their students to live it and teach it.

•  Local church leaders then study Level II and use it as they guide their churches in
personal and community development.
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TRAINER’S PAGE

How Do I Prepare to Teach the LDTP?

•  Make it part of your own beliefs and actions.  Then, encourage students to do the same.
•  Become familiar with the LDTP's participatory methods and strategies.
•  Have a goal that students: (1) grow in love for God and others; (2) obey God’s intentions;

(3) adopt a lifestyle of wholistic service; (4) apply what they learn; and (5) train others.
•  Read the Introduction, including the Master Guide, which tells how to teach all the lessons.

How Do I Prepare a Lesson?

•  Read the Master Guide for all lesson instructions, immediately following.
•  Read the background paper and lesson.  Consider the Outcomes (goals) and Follow-Up.
•  Read the Scriptures, role-plays, handouts, and overheads.  Some lessons list preparations

to be done before the session.  Check to see if large paper and markers are needed.
•  Make lesson-plan notes.  (Outside margins may be used.)  Make time plans for each part.
•  Consider the specific instructions.  Adapt for your group.
•  Photocopy handouts, one per student.  Photocopy role-play scripts, one per character.
•  Photocopy overheads onto transparencies or copy on a blackboard or large paper.  Be

prepared to use or to omit.  (See Master Guide.)
•  Review and obtain supplies.  Check with persons responsible for meeting rooms, chairs,

registrations, and supplies.  Possible supplies include a blackboard (chalk, eraser); projector
(bulb); large paper and markers; and food or coffee.

How Do I Teach a Lesson?

•  Follow the Master Guide, the lesson instructions, and your planning notes.
•  Arrive and set up ahead of time, and relate with students as they come.
•  Tell students to bring notebooks for Handouts, notes, reports, and other LDTP materials.
•  Move at a pace so you know that students understand.  Review as often as necessary.
•  Remember to use discovery techniques: Sit in a circle.  Use names.  Ask different people to

pray, read, act, or lead a small group.  Ask questions; wait for answers; don’t give your own
answer; thank people for their ideas; and ask others what they think.

•  Optional:  In a large seminar, there will be less interaction.  Introduce lessons by teaching
background papers (with overheads, as numbered).  When possible, divide into small groups.

How Do I Use Background Papers?

•  Always read them for personal enlightenment and understanding before teaching a lesson.
•  Options:  (1) Sermon or teaching material for congregations studying Level I.  (2) Copy and

make assignments for students in Level II.  (3) Introduce lessons in a seminar format.
•  Large margins are available for your teaching or personal notes.
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LESSON  TITLE
(Note: This is the most common lesson format.  Some lesson may vary.)

OUTCOMES

! First Outcome:  Review the teachings and applications of the
previous lesson

! Other Outcomes:  Your goals for students in the current lesson
! Outcomes help you understand what each lesson should achieve
! Outcomes help you see if students understand and apply the lesson

Opening Prayer
•  Open each session by inviting God's presence and guidance.  Lead in prayer, or

ask a student to pray.  Ask God to open hearts and minds to the truths and
applications of each lesson.

EVALUATION
– Helps you see if last lesson's Outcomes were met –

Review of Previous Lesson
•  Ask students to summarize the important points of the last lesson.
•  Have students recite last lesson's Key Verse from memory.

Individual Reports of Application Experiences
•  Divide into groups of four to six and select a leader for each group.  If the class is

small, do not divide.
•  Ask students to summarize their application experiences—two minutes each.
•  Do not make comments until all students’ experiences have been shared.
•  Walk around and listen to groups.  Select one student to report to the entire class.

Trainer’s Observations
•  Affirm students' efforts.  Point out strengths.  Provide gentle correction if needed.
•  Optional:  Ask students to evaluate why applications were/were not successful.

MASTER GUIDE
To LDTP Lessons
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INTRODUCTION
– Helps students discover and discuss issues –

Lead Exercise
•  The Lead Exercise uses discussions, role-plays, object lessons, or songs to

introduce the subject of the lesson.  Instructions are given in each lesson.
•  A box contains instructions for the trainer.  Other parts of the lessons are written

as if trainers were addressing students.

WORDS IN A BOX LIKE THIS CONTAIN INSTRUCTIONS FOR YOU, THE TRAINER.
Other parts of the lessons are written as if trainers were addressing students.

•  If the exercise is a role-play, a symbol appears in the margin, indicating that it is
time to do the exercise.  Role-plays may also be used later in some lessons.
•  A script is located immediately after the lesson.  Make one copy per character.
•  Select characters just before the session starts.  Give them time to look at

scripts and decide where to stand, etc.  Practice is not necessary.
••••  If the exercise requires that small groups of students write on large paper, then a

paper-and-marker symbol appears in the margin.  This type of exercise is used in
various parts of different lessons.
••••  See that there is one marker and large piece of paper (newsprint, etc.) for

every small group.  (A small group has approximately six students.)
••••  After small groups have met, have a group representative display the paper

and report.  If possible, post all groups’ responses where they can be seen and
referred to throughout the lesson.

••••  Adapt the exercise to students’ literacy levels and availability of supplies.

Discovery Questions
•  These encourage discussion about ideas introduced in the Lead Exercise.
•  Ask questions to help students discover and express issues raised by the Lead

Exercise.
•  Throughout the lesson, look for questions when you see this symbol:  "

The Bridge
•  The Bridge is a statement that leads from the Introduction to the Study.  Use it or

a similar statement as you move into the next section.

Role-
Play
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THE STUDY
– Helps students discover what Scripture says –

Key Verse (Bold print indicates a major topic.)
•  The key symbol appears next to the verse. Have someone read the Key Verse.
•  This verse best describes the central theme of the lesson.
•  Throughout the lesson, a numbered symbol appears when handouts are used.

•  Photocopy enough handouts for each student.
•  Distribute them when the correctly numbered symbol appears.

•  Each lesson has a standard lesson handout (Handout #1 in most lessons),
featuring: Key Verse, Supporting Verses, Discovery Questions, Notes,
Application Plans, Application Reports.

Discovery Questions (Underlined writing indicates a subtopic.)
•  In most lessons, the Discovery Questions are discussed and answered in the large

group.   (Instructions are given in each lesson.)
•  Ask different students for responses, then lead a short discussion.
•  Do not teach the lesson or look for “right” answers yet.

Supporting Verses & Discovery Questions
•  Supporting Verses expand on the Key Verse.
•  Questions help students discuss the Supporting Verses' meaning and applications.
•  Most lessons use small groups and reporting.  Each lesson gives instructions.
•  Students should take Handout #1 to small groups. Supporting Verses and

Discovery Questions are printed on Handout #1.
•  Important!  Discovery Questions encourage reflection and participation.

•  Your task is to help students discover principles.
•  Do not overcorrect wrong answers, but invite additional responses.
•  Write students’ ideas on a blackboard as they report or discuss.

Key Ideas
•  The key symbol appears next to Key Ideas in the margin.
•  Key Ideas summarize the main concepts in the verses.
•  Use them to guide the discussion and summarize the Study section.

Add your own examples to help students understand the meaning and
implications of the Scriptures.

•  Allow students to discover important ideas from the lesson.
•  If necessary, use overheads to reinforce or summarize Key Ideas or to

include important points that students missed.
•  A numbered symbol appears when an overhead is available for use.
•  Write the overhead information on a blackboard or large paper—

OR—photocopy onto transparencies and use a projector.

Handout

 1
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Reinforcement
•  Students review and strengthen what they learned from the verses and discussion.

Exercise
•  This includes such learning tools as in-class projects, role-plays, and discussions

that reinforce the lesson.
•  Instructions are given in each lesson.
•  Look for role-play, handout, or overhead symbols in the margin.

Memorization
•  This helps students commit the Key Verse to memory.
•  Read the verse and its location in Scripture.
•  Ask students to recite it together.  (Divide a long verse into small sections.)
•  Continue until repetition is easy.

Summary
•  This is a review of the principles learned from verses, discussions, and exercises.
•  Use Key Ideas to assist with the Summary.
•  Ask different students to summarize the lesson.  Encourage them to list key

points.
•  After students finish, add important concepts omitted in their summary.
•  Option: Overheads may be used for the final summary.  (The symbol does not

appear in the margin.)

APPLICATION
– Helps students see implications and make applications –

Group Exploration

Sample Questions . . .
. . .  and Possible Responses

•  Lead a discussion about the implications of the lesson for group members’
lives/ministries.  Concentrate on its applications for individual students and their
churches.

•  If you wish, use the same questions to guide your class discussion.  Students’
responses will vary.

•  Sample Questions are indicated by a box:     ❏
•  Possible Responses are indicated by a checked box:     #
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Commitment

Experience
•  In this time, students reflect and decide how to apply the lesson.
•  Important:  Emphasize that students write their Application Plans (before

applications) and their Application Reports (after applications) on the appropriate
handouts.  They should bring handouts to the next session, prepared to report.

•  Instructions are included with each lesson.

Intercession
•  Divide students into groups of two or three (unless a lesson directs otherwise).
•  Ask students to share their proposed applications and pray for each other.
•  Encourage them to continue praying for each other between sessions.

CLOSING
– Final part of the lesson –

Bridge Question
•  Ask the Bridge Question.  Do not answer it or begin a discussion.
•  Explain that the next class session will address the question.

Closing Prayer
•  Lead in prayer, or ask a student to do so.
•  Thank God for His guidance during the class.
•  Ask for His help in the coming days as students consider and apply what they

have learned.

FOLLOW-UP:  Before the next lesson, students should . . .

! Do their application experiences
! Be prepared to report about them at the next class session

Following is a guide to a standard lesson handout.
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TITLE  OF  LESSON

– Students use the front of this handout for discovery from Scripture and for their own notes. –

KEY VERSE

DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

" Discovery Question
" Discovery Question

SUPPORTING VERSES & DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

•  Supporting Verse

" Discovery Question
" Discovery Question

•  Supporting Verses

" Discovery Question
" Discovery Question

NOTES

Please turn over  ⇒
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APPLICATION  PLAN

•  Students fill out the Application Plan before they do their application experiences.

•  This is usually done just before the class session ends.

APPLICATION REPORT
 (Be prepared to report at the beginning of the next class session.)

•  Students fill out the Application Report after they do their application experiences.

•  Students bring these handouts to the next class session, prepared to report.



A  CHRISTIAN  RESPONSE  TO
HUMAN  NEED

The Irreducible Minimum
The Good Creation and

Broken Relationships
Man's Brokenness:  Causes and Solutions

BACKGROUND PAPER:
God's Intentions —

Their Irreducible Minimum

1.
2.

3.

4.
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THE IRREDUCIBLE MINIMUM

OUTCOMES:  In this lesson, the students should . . .

! Understand the “irreducible minimum” of the Gospel and how it
affects ministry

! Understand the vision that God has for man–-a vision of love for
the whole person

! Know who their “neighbor” is
! Prepare to apply the love of God to their neighbors

Opening Prayer

EVALUATION

This is the first lesson and does not require an evaluation

INTRODUCTION
Lead Exercise

•  Role-Play:  “The Evangelist”

BEFORE THE SESSION:
•  READ THE ROLE-PLAY SCRIPT, LOCATED DIRECTLY AFTER THE LESSON
•  MAKE TWO COPIES OF THE ROLE-PLAY SCRIPT.

AS THE SESSION BEGINS:
•  SELECT TWO STUDENTS TO PLAY THE ROLES OF A POOR, SICK PERSON (PSP)

AND A CHRISTIAN EVANGELIST (EV).
•  GIVE THEM A FEW MINUTES TO PREPARE.

AS THE PLAY OPENS, READ THE NARRATOR’S INTRODUCTION ALOUD
(INCLUDED IN THE ROLE-PLAY SCRIPT).

Role-
Play
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Discovery Questions

" What did you see in the role-play?  What problem is presented?
" Do you, or your church, ever act like the Christian in the role-play, freely

offering spiritual advice or ministry, but not helping with other problems?
" Was the Christian evangelist effective in spiritual ministry?  In any other area?

Why or why not?

Bridge

•  The Scripture is clear that God is concerned about hurting people—and that
we must be, also.  One of the best “clues” to help us understand God’s heart
for people is found in the commands of Jesus.  Within these commands, we
see the “irreducible minimum” of the Gospel.  Its emphasis is not only clear,
but surprising.

THE STUDY
Key Verse

I John 3:17

Discovery Questions

" What is the relationship between the love of God and our response to people’s
needs?

" Is it possible to share the love of God without helping people’s needs?
" Are we disciples of Jesus if we are not ministering to the social and physical–-

as well as the spiritual–needs of man?

Supporting Verses & Discovery Questions

DIVIDE INTO SMALL GROUPS OF FOUR TO SIX PEOPLE.  ASSIGN SET 1 TO HALF OF
THE SMALL GROUPS.  ASSIGN SET 2 TO THE OTHER HALF.  THE SCRIPTURES AND
QUESTIONS FROM BOTH SETS ARE PRINTED ON THE STUDENTS’ HANDOUT.  HAVE AT
LEAST ONE PERSON IN EACH SMALL GROUP PREPARE TO REPORT.  AFTER AN
APPROPRIATE AMOUNT OF TIME, HAVE STUDENTS RETURN TO THE LARGE GROUP.

Set 1
•  Luke 10:25-37

" What are the two questions that Jesus answers in this parable?
" What was Jesus’ answer to the first question?

Handout
   # 1
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" What was Jesus’ answer to the second question?

•  James 2:8     •    Galatians 6:2     •    John 15:12,17
•  Matthew 22:36-40 •    Luke 6:31

" What is the term that Scripture uses for the law of love in James 2:8?
" What name is used for the law of love in Galatians 6:2 and John 15:12,17?
" What does Jesus call the law of love in Matthew 22:36-40?
" What is the term often used for Luke 6:31?

Set 2

•  Matthew 22:36-40      •   Mark 12:28-31,33  •   Luke 10:27
•  Matthew 7:12      •   Romans 13:9  •   Galatians 5:14

" What are the similarities and differences in these six passages?
" What does Jesus say is the greatest of the two commandments?
" When the Law and the Prophets are summarized by only one of the Great

Commandments, which is it?

HAVE STUDENTS RETURN TO THE LARGER GROUP AND DISCUSS THEIR FINDINGS
FROM SETS 1 AND 2.  LIST THEIR IDEAS ON A BLACKBOARD OR LARGE PAPER.  STILL
IN THE LARGER GROUP, HAVE STUDENTS REVIEW AND DISCUSS SET 3 (BELOW).
USE KEY IDEAS (WITH OVERHEADS OR A BLACKBOARD) TO ADD TO OR REINFORCE
STUDENTS’ FINDINGS, AS NEEDED.

Set 3

•  James 1:27     •    I John 3:17 •   I John 5:3a

" Do these passages help explain why the lesser of the two Great
Commandments summarizes the Law and the Prophets?

" What is the irreducible minimum of the Law and the Prophets?

Key Ideas

God is deeply concerned about people’s suffering.  We must be, also.  If we
neglect to have compassion and to help others, God’s love is not in us.

To inherit eternal life, Jesus said it is important to love God and neighbor. Our
neighbors are those who are in need of practical acts of mercy.  A neighbor is
also one who shows mercy to those who are hurting.

The law of love is referred to as the Royal Law, the Law of Christ, the Great
Commandment, and the Golden Rule.

 1
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Jesus said that the greatest commandment is to love God.  Yet, when the Law
is summarized in the Scriptures, it is summarized as (1) love of God and
neighbor and (2) love of neighbor.

Scripture says that we really can’t love God without loving our neighbor.  God
reminds us that loving our neighbor is the essential, practical way that we
express our love for Him.  This is the irreducible minimum of God’s Law.

Reinforcement

Exercise

•  Role-Play:  “The Good Samaritan”

•  PREPARATION:  SELECT SIX VOLUNTEERS.  TELL THEM THEY WILL ENACT
THE CHARACTERS (THE INJURED PERSON, TWO ROBBERS, PRIEST, LEVITE,
SAMARITAN)—BUT THERE WILL BE A FEW CHANGES.  THEN, ASK THE
LARGE GROUP TO THINK HOW JESUS MIGHT HAVE TOLD THE PARABLE
TODAY IN THEIR COUNTRY.  THE NEW CHARACTERS DON’T HAVE TO BE
EXACT EQUIVALENTS; FOR EXAMPLE, THE “LEVITE” COULD BE A SUNDAY
SCHOOL TEACHER.  EXPLAIN THAT SAMARITANS WERE A DESPISED
PEOPLE WHO LIVED NEARBY.

•  ACTION:  ASSEMBLE THE CHARACTERS ON ONE SIDE, WITH ROBBERS IN
THE MIDDLE.  SLOWLY READ LUKE 10:30-37.  AS YOU READ, SUBSTITUTE
THE NEW CHARACTERS.  (“SO TOO, A SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER, WHEN HE
CAME TO THE PLACE AND SAW HIM . . . )  CHARACTERS ACT OUT THEIR
ROLES WHILE YOU READ.  AFTER READING VERSE 37, THANK THE
CHARACTERS AND PROCEED WITH THE MEMORIZATION (BELOW).

•  Optional Discussion:  “Cultural Equivalents”

INSTEAD OF  THE ROLE-PLAY, HAVE THE GROUP DISCUSS WHICH PEOPLE IN
THEIR CULTURE TODAY WOULD REPRESENT THE PRIEST, LEVITE, INJURED
PERSON, ROBBERS, AND GOOD SAMARITAN.

Memorization

•  I John 3:17

Summary
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APPLICATION
Group Exploration

Sample Questions . . .
 . . . and Possible Responses

" In the past, how well did you love your neighbor?
#### I loved some of my neighbors, when it was convenient for me.
#### I didn’t understand it.  My church emphasizes spiritual ministry.
#### Since salvation is by faith, the role of good works has been confusing.

" What can you do to demonstrate God’s concern for the physical needs of one
of your “neighbors?”

#### I can learn about my neighbor’s problems by spending time with him.
#### I can help my neighbor with his specific needs.  For example, I can

help him with a repair on his house.

" How will your neighbor know that the “good work” you do toward him is an
expression of the love of God?

#### I can show him a Scripture that speaks about God’s concern for his
need.  I can tell him how God influenced me through this passage.

#### I can pray with him as I help with the “good work.”
#### I can thank the neighbor for the opportunity.  I can humbly say that

any thanks belongs to God.
#### I can express the love of God by proclaiming the Gospel.

Commitment

Experience

•  “The Irreducible Minimum”

HAVE STUDENTS PRAYERFULLY SELECT ONE WAY THEY CAN DEMONSTRATE
GOD’S CONCERN FOR A SOCIALLY OR PHYSICALLY NEEDY, NON-CHRISTIAN
“NEIGHBOR” BETWEEN NOW AND THE NEXT SESSION.  HAVE THEM KEEP IN
MIND WHO THEIR “NEIGHBOR” IS.  THEY SHOULD ASK GOD FOR HIS LOVE FOR
THE PERSON.  HAVE THEM WRITE DOWN ANSWERS TO THESE FOUR STEPS.

" What will you do to demonstrate God’s concern for the physical or social
needs of a “neighbor”?  Write your plan on the back of Handout #1.

" When will you do it?  (This needs to be done before the next session.)
" Will the person know that your “good deed” is an expression of God’s

concern for them?  If so, how?
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" After:  Write the results of your “good deed” on the back of Handout #1.
Bring it with you.   We report these not only for the purpose of
accountability, but also to bring praise to God (Matthew 5:16).

Intercession

CLOSING
Bridge Question

" God has given us an “irreducible minimum” of the Law.  We really can’t love
Him without loving our neighbor.  In this lesson and others, we will be
challenged to understand and express our faith in new ways. What prevents us
from loving our neighbor?

Closing Prayer

FOLLOW-UP:  Before the next lesson, students should . . .

! Do their application experiences
! Be prepared to report about them at the next class session
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The Evangelist

Narrator’s Introduction:  Christians sometimes have what we call a “narrow view of the Gospel.”
They understand that accepting Jesus is a life-and-death decision.  But they don’t understand
something else.  When they are blind to their neighbor’s other needs, their message is actually
lost. . . . Today, we’ll visit a very poor home.  The only resident is quite ill in bed.  A visitor, a
Christian evangelist on a door-to-door campaign, has just arrived.

EV: Hello, hello!  Anyone home?  May I come in?  (Enters)

PSP: (Weakly)  In here . . .

EV: Hi.  I’m ____________ from  __________________  Church.  I just
came today to invite everyone to our church.  The Lord has been
blessing us with a powerful revival.  You won’t want to miss it.

PSP: (Groans, speaks haltingly )  Can’t come . . . can’t get out of bed . . .
too sick to move . . . lost my job . . . no money for medicine . . . or
food . . . or rent . . .

EV: Those are big problems, but I know Someone who has the answer to
all of life’s problems.  Have you accepted Jesus Christ as your
personal Savior?

PSP: (Weakly)    My family and friends left me when I got sick and lost
my job . . . Could anyone from your church help me?   Please? . . .

EV: The best help you could get is found right here in this little tract. It
explains God’s plan for your life.  You know, it isn’t His will that
you’re lying here!  Take this, read it, pray the sinner’s prayer, and
believe!

PSP: (Weaker)  Can’t . . . too weak. . . (Stops talking, lies motionless.)

EV: (Checks pulse)  Still alive!  Praise God, I got here in time to witness!
I’ll leave the tract.  I’d better get going so I can minister to other lost
souls.  (Talks loudly in PSP’s ear)  We’ll pray for you.  Remember,
Jesus is the answer.  (Leaves)

PSP: (Watches him leave, groans)   Ohhhhhhhhhhhh . . .
(Do nothing else—or whatever seems appropriate)
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THE IRREDUCIBLE MINIMUM

KEY VERSE

DISCOVERY QUESTIONS
" What is the relationship between the love of God and our response to people’s needs?
" Is it possible to share the love of God without helping people’s needs?
" Are we disciples of Jesus if we are not ministering to the social and physical–-as well

as the spiritual–needs of man?

SUPPORTING VERSES & DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

Set 1

•  Luke 10:25-37

" What are the two questions that Jesus answers in this parable?
" What was Jesus’ answer to the first question?
" What was Jesus’ answer to the second question?

•  James 2:8    •    Galatians 6:2    •    John 15:12, 17
•  Matthew 22:36-40     •    Luke 6:31

" What is the term that Scripture uses for the law of love in James 2:8?
" What name is used for the law of love in Galatians 6:2 and John 15:12,17?
" What does Jesus call the law of love in Matthew 22:36-40?
" What is the term often used for Luke 6:31?

Set 2

•  Matthew 22:36-40   •    Mark 12:28-31,33 •    Luke 10:27
•  Matthew 7:12   •    Romans 13:9   •    Galatians 5:14

" What are the similarities and differences in these six passages?
" What does Jesus say is the greatest of the two commandments?
" When the Law and the Prophets are summarized by only one of the Great

Commandments, which is it?

Please turn over ⇒

I John 3:17
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Set 3

•  James 1:27   •    I John 3:17 •   I John 5:3a

" Do these passages help explain why the lesser of the two Great Commandments
summarizes the Law and the Prophets?

" What is the irreducible minimum of the Law and the Prophets?

NOTES

APPLICATION PLAN

" What will you do to demonstrate God’s concern for the physical or social needs of a
“neighbor”?

" When will you do it?  (This needs to be done before the next session.)
" Will the person know that your “good deed” is an expression of God’s concern for

them?  If so, how?
" After:  Write the results of your “good deed” below.  Bring it with you.   We report

these not only for the purpose of accountability, but also to bring praise to God
(Matthew 5:16).

APPLICATION REPORT
(Be prepared to report at the beginning of the next class session.)
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THE  IRREDUCIBLE  MINIMUM

•  Neglect to have compassion and help others =
God’s love is not in us

•  Jesus:  To inherit eternal life, love God and neighbor

•  Neighbors =
•  Those in need of practical acts of mercy
•  Those who show mercy

•  The law of love  =
•  Royal Law (James 2:8)
•  Law of Christ (Galatians 6:2 – John 15:12,17)
••••   Great Commandment (Matthew 22:36-40)
••••   Golden Rule (Luke 6:31)

•  Greatest commandment =  Love God

•  Law summarized (6 times)
•  Love of God and neighbor (3 times)
•  Love of neighbor (3 times)

•  WHY?
•  We can’t love God without loving our neighbor.
•  Loving our neighbor is the essential, practical way to

express our love for God.
•  To love God is to obey his commands.

     THIS IS THE IRREDUCIBLE MINIMUM OF GOD’S LAW
______________________________
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THE GOOD CREATION AND BROKEN
RELATIONSHIPS

OUTCOMES:  In this lesson, students should . . .

! Review the teachings and applications of the last lesson
! Understand that God’s creation was “good,” healthy, and whole

when first created
! See that man’s sin (the Fall) caused brokenness in all of his

relationships, not only in his relationship with God
! Discover the many results of the broken relationships in their own

lives and communities

Opening Prayer

EVALUATION

Review of Previous Lesson
Individual Reports of Application Experiences
Trainer’s Observations

INTRODUCTION
Lead Exercise

•  A Test:  “Test Your Awareness As a World Christian”

•  THE TEST IS GIVEN TO SHOW THE BREADTH AND SEVERITY OF THE
PROBLEMS IN THE WORLD.  THESE ARE PROBLEMS THAT RESULT FROM
MAN’S SINFULNESS.  THE TEST ALSO SHOWS STUDENTS HOW LITTLE WE
SOMETIMES KNOW ABOUT THE WORLD IN WHICH WE MINISTER.

•  GIVE STUDENTS TEN MINUTES TO COMPLETE THE TEST, AND THEN
REVIEW IT AS A GROUP.  IT IS NOT AS IMPORTANT TO GET CORRECT
ANSWERS AS IT IS TO UNDERSTAND WHAT THE STATISTICS TELL ABOUT US
AND OUR WORLD.

 1

Handout
   # 1
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Discovery Questions

" What does this test tell us about the condition of the world?
" Is this the kind of world where people enjoy life?
" What areas of need were reflected in the test?
" Is the world better or worse then you previously thought?

Bridge

•  The world has many problems.  It is broken and hurting and no longer in the
condition in which God created it.  In this lesson, we are going to take a look
at the world as God created it.  It wasn’t always so bad!  We will then
discover what types of relationships were broken as a result of man’s fall into
sin, and we will see that God is working to restore all relationships—not only
man’s relationship with God.

THE STUDY
Key Verse

Genesis 1:31

Discovery Questions

" What was God’s impression of His new creation?
" How did the world as God created it compare to our world now?

Supporting Verses & Discovery Questions

LEAD A SHORT DISCUSSION ON SET 1.  STUDENTS REMAIN IN THE LARGE GROUP.

Set 1

•  Genesis 1:4-31

" In these verses, how many times does the writer record God’s evaluation
of His creation as “good”?

Handout
   # 2
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" What parts of creation did God evaluate as “good”?
" What is the difference between God’s evaluative statements before and

after He created man?

Set 2

•  HAVE STUDENTS DIVIDE INTO SMALL GROUPS.  GIVE EACH GROUP A LARGE
SHEET OF PAPER AND MARKERS.  AT THE TOP, THEY WRITE, “RELATIONSHIPS
BROKEN IN THE FALL.”  THEY THEN READ AND LIST EACH SCRIPTURE.  NEXT TO
THE SCRIPTURE, THEY WRITE THE KIND OF RELATIONSHIP BROKEN BECAUSE
OF SIN.  (EXAMPLE:  MAN’S RELATIONSHIP WITH NATURE).

•  HAVE STUDENTS RETURN TO THE LARGE GROUP AND PRESENT THEIR LISTS.

•  Genesis 1:26 •     Genesis 1:27 (2:22) •     Genesis 1:28 
•  Genesis 1:28(2:19,20) •     Genesis 2:15 •     Genesis 2:17
•  Genesis 2:18 •     Genesis 2:24

Set 3

AFTER REPORTING, STUDENTS REMAIN IN THE LARGE GROUP.  FACILITATE A
DISCUSSION ON SET 3.

•  Genesis 3:1-19

" What happened in these verses?
" What did this event do to the relationships that God had created for man?
" Was man’s relationship with God the only relationship that was broken

because of this event?

•  Genesis 6:6

" What was God’s evaluation after man’s fall into sin?

•  Colossians 1:20

" What was God’s plan concerning these broken relationships?

Key Ideas

Before God created man, He evaluated His creation as “good.”  After God
created man, His evaluation was “very good.”

Possibly, man was the part of creation about which God was most pleased,
since it was only after the creation of man that God raised His evaluation from
“good” to “very good.”  It is possible to think of man, then, as the crowning
achievement of God’s creation.

2,3
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Since it was God Himself who judged creation as “very good,” it must have
been more excellent, more perfect, than we can understand.

When God created man, He put him in a number of relationships.  At least
eight of these relationships can be identified in the first two chapters of
Genesis, as seen in the following list.

Scripture Relationships Broken in the Fall:
Genesis 1:26 Man with God
Genesis 1:27 (2:22) Man with other men
Genesis 1:28 Man with nature
Genesis 1:28 (2:19-20) Man with management
Genesis 2:15 Man with work
Genesis 2:17 Man with morality
Genesis 2:18 Man with himself
Genesis 2:24 Man with family

After the Fall, the evaluation of “good” or “very good” was no longer
possible.  It was so bad that God was grieved that He had created man.

The Fall affected more than man’s relationship to God, or man’s spiritual
relationship.  All relationships were broken, damaged.

God’s intention was to reconcile all broken relationships by Christ’s blood.

Reinforcement

Exercises

•  Role Play:  “Conversation Between Adam and Eve”

SELECT TWO STUDENTS TO ROLE-PLAY ADAM AND EVE.  THEY USE THE ROLE-
PLAY SCRIPT TO ACT OUT COMMON RESULTS OF SIN AND DISOBEDIENCE.  THE
ROLE PLAY IS A HUMOROUS COMMENTARY ON A SERIOUS TOPIC.

•  Discussion:  “Personal Evaluation”

HAVE STUDENTS EVALUATE BROKENNESS IN THEIR OWN LIVES—PHYSICALLY,
SPIRITUALLY, SOCIALLY.  LEAD A SHORT DISCUSSION.  REMIND THEM THAT
BROKENNESS IS A RESULT OF THE FALL.  EXPLAIN THAT THEIR PERSONAL
EVALUATION IS ONLY AN INTRODUCTION, HELPING THEM TO BETTER GRASP
THAT MANY PARTS OF LIFE HAVE BEEN BROKEN.  DO NOT ATTEMPT TO SOLVE
PROBLEMS IN THIS EXERCISE.

•  Discussion:  “Community Evaluation”

HAVE STUDENTS THINK ABOUT BROKENNESS IN THEIR OWN COMMUNITIES—
PHYSICALLY, SPIRITUALLY, SOCIALLY.  USING A BLACKBOARD OR LARGE PIECE
OF PAPER, HAVE STUDENTS LIST THE BROKEN RELATIONSHIPS IN THEIR OWN
COMMUNITIES.  REMIND THEM THAT BROKENNESS IS A RESULT OF THE FALL.
EXPLAIN THAT THIS COMMUNITY EVALUATION IS ONLY A STARTING POINT,
HELPING THEM TO BETTER GRASP THAT MANY AREAS OF LIFE HAVE BEEN
BROKEN. .  DO NOT ATTEMPT TO SOLVE PROBLEMS IN THIS EXERCISE.

Role-
Play
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Memorization

•  Genesis 1:31

Summary

APPLICATION
Group Exploration

Sample Questions . . .
. . .and Possible Responses

" If all relationships were broken in the Fall, and if God is working to redeem
all that was broken, what is our role?

# We are to work and minister to all that is broken in people’s lives.
# We are to share the Good News of God’s plan to restore those

relationships.

Commitment

Experience

•  Interviews:  “Community Evaluation”

•  ASSIGN STUDENTS TO LOCATE AND INTERVIEW DIFFERENT LEADERS IN
THE LOCAL COMMUNITY (PASTORS, COUNCILMEN, ETC.).  STUDENTS,
ALONE OR IN PAIRS, SHOULD GO TO LEADERS AND ASK:  “WHAT SPECIFIC
PROBLEMS ARE YOU CURRENTLY WORRIED ABOUT HERE IN OUR
COMMUNITY?”  “WHAT SPECIFIC PROBLEMS ARE YOU CURRENTLY TRYING
TO SOLVE?”  ASK THEM NOT TO GIVE YOU NAMES BUT TO BE SPECIFIC
ABOUT THE TYPES OF PROBLEMS PEOPLE ARE FACING.  AFTER THE
INTERVIEW, STUDENTS SHOULD DECIDE WHICH OF THE EIGHT TYPES OF
BROKEN RELATIONSHIPS WERE DESCRIBED. (EXAMPLE:  A FAMILY THAT IS
HAVING TROUBLE WITH REBELLIOUS CHILDREN WOULD BE AN EXAMPLE
OF BROKENNESS IN THE RELATIONSHIP OF MAN WITH FAMILY.)

•  ALTERNATIVE—IF SCHEDULE DOES NOT ALLOW COMMUNITY INTERVIEWS:
HAVE STUDENTS LOOK THROUGH A LOCAL NEWSPAPER..  THEY SHOULD
LIST LOCAL PROBLEMS FROM THE NEWSPAPER AND THEN DECIDE WHICH
OF THE EIGHT BROKEN RELATIONSHIPS THE PROBLEMS REPRESENT.

•  REMIND STUDENTS TO WRITE THEIR APPLICATION REPORTS ON THE BACK
OF HANDOUT #2 AND TO BE PREPARED TO PRESENT THEIR FINDINGS
(FROM INTERVIEWS OR NEWSPAPER ARTICLES) AT THE NEXT SESSION.

Intercession
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CLOSING

Bridge Question

" God created the world and said, “It is good.”  Man disobeyed God, and sin
destroyed the perfection that God had created.  Man has tried hard to restore
that which he helped to destroy, but his efforts are not good enough.  God has
his own plan of redemption.  What does the Bible say is the cause of man’s
problems?  What is a biblical response to human need?  We’ll look at those
questions and others in the next lesson, “Man’s Brokenness: Causes and
Solutions.”

Closing Prayer

FOLLOW-UP:  Before the next lesson, students should . . .

! Do their application experiences
! Be prepared to report about them at the next class session
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“A Conversation Between Adam and Eve”

Adam: (Gardening)  Eve, working in the garden sure got hard after we upset God
by eating that fruit!

Eve: Yeah, and our boys aren’t getting along well anymore, either.  They argue
and hit each other all the time.  I hope it doesn’t get any worse!   And
these stupid fig leaves I have to wear—they’re so ugly!

Adam: (Arguing)  Well, we can’t afford to buy new clothes, so don’t complain!
(Pause)  I miss the old days, when God used to walk with us and talk with
us.  Now He’s sorry we’re even around.   And remember how the animals
used to obey us?  Now they run scared of us!

Eve: Yeah, or try to bite us!  Ugh . . . I hate snakes!  I can’t believe I took
advice from a snake!  This whole mess is all the snake’s fault!

Adam: No, it’s all your fault!  You never do the right thing!  Why would I take
advice from a person who took advice from a snake?

 Eve:  Well, don’t blame me.  That’s your fault!  (Stopping, sadly)  I’m sorry—it
doesn’t help to yell.  Adam, do you think things will ever be like they used
to be?

Adam: I don’t know—only God could fix this mess!

Eve:  Oh, no—what now?  (Yelling, running out)  Stop fighting, you two boys!
Stop it right now.  Do you hear me?  I’m going to tell your father, and he’s
not going to be happy!

Adam: (Returning to garden, sighing)  Work, work, work, work, work, work . . .
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE AS A WORLD CHRISTIAN

1. _____ What is the world’s population?

2. _____ How many people are added to the world’s population every two seconds?

3. _____ Of those added people, how many are Asian?

4. _____ How many people in the world live in absolute poverty?

5. _____ TRUE or FALSE:  There is enough food for everyone on earth today, and the potential to
feed more than twice the world’s population.

6. _____ How many children under 5 years old die every day due to malnutrition and preventable
illness?

7. _____ What is the percent of children under 5 years old who die in developed countries?

8. _____ What is the percent of children under 5 years old who die in the least developed countries?

9. _____ How many of the world’s one billion homes are classified as substandard, mostly due to
inferior sanitation and unsafe water?

10.  ____ What percent of the world’s work force cannot be said to have satisfactory employment?

11. _____ What is the average annual income per person in the 40 Least Developed Countries of the
world?  (U.S. $)

12. _____ How many people die of starvation every year?

13. _____ How many nations have ongoing-armed conflicts?

14. _____ What percent of all men cannot read?

15. _____ What percent of all women cannot read?

16. _____ How many different languages are spoken in today’s world?

17. _____ How many of these languages have no portion of the Bible in written form?

18. _____ What percent of the world’s population is nominally Christian?

19. _____ How many people in the world have not had any meaningful opportunity to respond to the
Gospel?

20. _____ What percent of the world’s population has heard and believes the Good News of the
Gospel as found in the New Testament?
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Statistics are quoted or drawn from

“Target Earth,” edited by Frank Kaleb Jansen, and co-published by YWAM’s University of the
Nations and Global Mapping International.  Global Mapping International’s address is Box 368,
Etna, CA 96027.

United Nations Population Division, 1995.

Bread for the World Institute, 1994.

Johns Hopkins University study, 1997.
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THE GOOD CREATION AND BROKEN RELATIONSHIPS

KEY VERSE

DISCOVERY QUESTIONS
" What was God’s impression of His new creation?
" How did the world as God created it compare to our world now?

SUPPORTING VERSES & DISCOVERY QUESTIONS
Set 1

•  Genesis 1:4-31

" In these verses, how many times does the writer record God’s evaluation of His
creation as “good”?

" What parts of creation did God evaluate as “good”?
" What is the difference between God’s evaluative statements before and after He

created man?

Set 2

•  Genesis 1:26   •    Genesis 1:27 (2:22)    •    Genesis 1:28    •    Genesis 1:28 (2:19-20)
•  Genesis 2:15   •    Genesis 2:17               •    Genesis 2:18 •    Genesis 2:24

" In these verses we see eight relationships in which God put man.  What are they?  For
example, in Genesis 1:26 we see man in relationship with God.

Set 3

•  Genesis 3:1-19

" What happened in these verses?
" What did this event do to the relationships that God had created for man?
" Was man’s relationship with God the only relationship that was broken because of

this event?
 
•  Genesis 6:6

" What was God’s evaluation after man’s fall into sin?

Please turn over  ⇒

Genesis 1:31
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NOTES

APPLICATION  PLAN

•  Interview Community Leaders:

" What specific problems are you currently worried about here in our community?
" What specific problems are you currently trying to solve?

APPLICATION REPORT
(Be prepared to report at the beginning of the next class session.)

" Who was interviewed?
" What specific problems were identified?
" What types of broken relationships were described?
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE AS A WORLD CHRISTIAN
(Results)

1. 5.6 bil What is the world’s population?

2.   5 How many people are added to the world’s population every two seconds?

3.   3 Of those added people, how many are Asian?

4. 1.3 bil How many people in the world live in absolute poverty?

5. TRUE TRUE or FALSE:  There is enough food for everyone on earth today, and the
potential to feed more than twice the world’s population.

6. 35,000 How many children under 5 years old die every day due to malnutrition and
preventable illness?

7.  1% What is the percent of children under 5 years old who die in developed countries?

8. 16% What is the percent of children under 5 years old who die in the least developed
countries?

9. 70% How many of the world’s one billion homes are classified as substandard, mostly due
to inferior sanitation and unsafe water?

10. 35% What percent of the world’s work force cannot be said to have satisfactory
employment?

11. $294 What is the average annual income per person in the 40 Least Developed Countries
of the world?  (U.S. $)

12. 18 mil How many people die of starvation every year?

13.   36 How many nations have ongoing-armed conflicts?

14.  36% What percent of all men cannot read?

15.  50% What percent of all women cannot read?

16. 6,100 How many different languages are spoken in today’s world?

17.  71% How many of these languages have no portion of the Bible in written form?

18.  30% What percent of the world’s population is nominally Christian?

19.  1.7 bil
      (28%)

How many people in the world have not had any meaningful opportunity to respond
to the Gospel?

20. 4-7% What percent of the world’s population has heard and believes the Good News of the
Gospel as found in the New Testament?
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The Good Creation

•  Before God created man:  “GOOD.”

•  After God created man:  “VERY GOOD.”

•  WHY?    Some ideas . . .

•  Man was the part of creation about which
God was most pleased—the crowning
achievement.

•  If God judged it as “very good”—  it must
have been excellent!

•  God created man and then put him in
relationships.
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Broken Relationships

•  Man sinned.  After the Fall, man’s
relationships were broken with . . .

God Genesis 1:26
Other men 1:27
Nature 1:28
Management 1:28
Work 2:15
Morality 2:17
Himself 2:18
Family 2:24

•  Creation was no longer called “good”
and “very good.”   God was grieved.

•  ALL RELATIONSHIPS were broken,
damaged—not only man’s relationship

with God.
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MAN’S BROKENNESS —
CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS

OUTCOMES:  In this lesson, students should . . .

! Review the teachings and applications of the previous lesson
! Understand biblical causes and solutions for man’s problems
! Understand a biblical response to human need
! See biblical motives for responding to human need
! See that a biblical response to human need is not optional

Opening Prayer

EVALUATION

Review of Previous Lesson
Individual Reports of Application Experiences
Trainer’s Observations

INTRODUCTION
Lead Exercise

•  Discussion:  “A Naturalistic View of Man’s Problems”

Some people do not understand, or believe in, the Fall.  Theirs is a
"naturalistic" view of man's problems.  They see the causes and solutions of
man’s problems as external—outside of man.  They try to change the world
around man—his environment—to solve his problems.  For example, a
naturalistic understanding of the cause of poverty would be an unequal
distribution of wealth, and a naturalistic solution would involve redistribution
of wealth.
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STUDENTS STAY IN ONE LARGE GROUP.  FACILITATE A DISCUSSION USING THE
FOLLOWING LIST OF PROBLEMS.  HAVE STUDENTS LOOK FOR NATURALISTIC
CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS—CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS THAT ARE EXTERNAL,
OUTSIDE OF MAN.

•  Rich get richer; poor get poorer •  Overpopulation
•  Drought •  Drug addiction
•  Starvation •  Genocide
•  AIDS

Discovery Questions

" What did you notice about naturalistic causes and solutions, as related to man?
" In a naturalistic view, does man take responsibility for his actions?
" Does a naturalistic view see God as the solution to man’s problems?

Bridge

•  In this lesson, we’re going to see that God says
that the causes and solutions of man's problems
are internal, within man.  Only when we see
problems and solutions as God sees them can we
have hope of restoration and wholeness.

THE STUDY

Key Verse

II Chronicles 7:14

Discovery Questions

" According to this verse, what things must man do to receive healing?
" What two things does God promise?
" Who has to change to receive the promises of God—man or his environment?

Supporting Verses & Discovery Questions

DIVIDE STUDENTS INTO GROUPS OF FOUR TO SIX PEOPLE.  ASSIGN EACH GROUP ONE OR
MORE OF THE FOLLOWING FIVE SETS OF VERSES AND QUESTIONS.  AFTER AN
APPROPRIATE AMOUNT OF TIME, HAVE EACH GROUP REPORT ITS FINDINGS TO THE
ENTIRE GROUP.

 1

 2

Handout
   # 1
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Set 1  —  Biblical View:  Causes for Man’s Problems

•  Genesis 6:5, 6 •    Romans 1:18-28
•  Romans 3:23 •    Ephesians 2:1

" What do these verses say are causes of man’s problems?
" Where do causes of man’s problems originate—within or outside of man?

Set 2  —  Biblical View:  Solutions for Man’s Problems

•  John 3:16            •    Romans 8:19
•  I John 1:9            •    Colossians 1:20

" What do these verse say are solutions to man’s problems?
" Where do these solutions lie—within or outside of man?

Set 3  —  Biblical Responses to Human Need

•  Isaiah 58:6, 7 •    Luke 6:35 •    James 1:27
•  Matthew 22:36-40 •    Psalm 82:3, 4

" What do these passages say are biblical responses to human need or
problems?

" Are these things that you and your church are capable of doing?

Set 4  —  Response is Not Optional. . .

•  James 2:17 •    I John 3:17 •    Ezekial 16:49
•  Matthew 25:14-30 •    Luke 18:18-23

" According to these verses, is a positive, biblical response to human need
optional?

" What seems to be the consequence for not responding to human need?

Set 5  —  Biblical Motives for Responding to Human Need

•  John 14:15, 21 •    James 2:17-26
•  Matthew 5:16 •    I Corinthians 9:22

" What do these verses say are motives for responding to human need?

Key Ideas

Some people do not believe in the Fall.  They have a “naturalistic” view of
man’s problems.

A naturalistic view of man’s problems sees the causes and solutions of man’s
problems as primarily external.  To solve man's problems, the naturalistic
view would change the world around man—his environment.

 3

 4

 5
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The biblical view of the cause of man’s problems is internal, within man.

The biblical solution to man’s brokenness is internal.  For his world to be
made whole, man—not his environment—must change.

Scripture is full of positive responses to human need.  God desires to restore
His creation to wholeness, and He sees man as an integral part of His plan.

There are many biblical motives for responding to human need.  They include
love of the Father, a desire to bring God glory, a desire to see others saved,
and a holy fear of punishment.  They help us continue to serve God and man.

Scriptures are clear that a positive, biblical response to human need is not
optional.  To be a Christian and not respond does not reflect God’s love and
intentions.

Reinforcement

Exercise

•  Going Further:

USING THE SAME LIST OF PROBLEMS, HAVE STUDENTS LIST APPROPRIATE
BIBLICAL CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS.  HAVE THEM EVALUATE THEIR ANSWERS
BASED ON WHETHER THE CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS ARE INTERNAL, WITHIN
MAN.

Memorization

•  II Chronicles 7:14

Summary

APPLICATION
Group Exploration

Sample Questions . . .
. . . and Possible Responses

" Think of the problems in your community.  Do you believe that the solutions
are internal—that man has to change?  How might you help others to see this?

# Yes, I can see how things would be different if people saw themselves
as part of the problem.

# Sin has to be dealt with if man is going to see God’s intentions in life.
# It seems that God responds when man sees his need for God.

 6
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" Which biblical motives help you respond to human need?
# The motivation of seeing people saved.
# The motivation of doing good for others less fortunate.
# The reward in heaven.

" How do you feel when you see that a biblical response to need is not optional?
# I think I have to do more.
# I'm scared that I’m not doing enough.
# I'm confused—I don’t want to get overwhelmed doing “good works.”

" Look at your community.  What are some positive, biblical responses you can
put into practice?

# I can begin to discover the needs of my neighbors.
# As I discover needs, I can begin show God’s intentions.

Commitment

Experience

•  Survey and Action:  “A Christian Response to My Community”

•  HAVE STUDENTS MAKE A LIST OF PHYSICAL, SPIRITUAL, OR SOCIAL NEEDS
OF NEIGHBORS WHO LIVE NEAR THEM.  FOR EXAMPLE, ONE NEIGHBOR
MIGHT BE A WIDOW WHO NEEDS HELP WITH HER GARDEN.  ANOTHER
MIGHT HAVE A CRITICALLY ILL FAMILY MEMBER AND NEED HELP FIXING
MEALS.

•  ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO THINK OF BIBLICAL RESPONSES, THEN
PRAYERFULLY DECIDE TO TAKE ONE SMALL STEP OF OBEDIENCE TO HELP
MEET THE NEED.  TELL THEM TO SELECT SOMETHING SMALL, SOMETHING
THEY CAN REALISTICALLY COMPLETE BEFORE THE NEXT CLASS SESSION—
AND THEN DO IT!

•  REMIND STUDENTS TO WRITE THEIR PLANS AND REPORTS ON THE BACK OF
HANDOUT #1.  THEY SHOULD BE PREPARED TO REPORT ON THE LIST AND
THEIR SMALL STEP AT THE NEXT CLASS SESSION.

Intercession
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CLOSING

Bridge Question

" We’ve looked at how God intends that we respond to problems and needs.
We’ve seen that our responses may be naturalistic—we may be trying to
change external situations.  Yet, but we’ve seen that God’s restoration begins
when man changes internally.  We’ve learned that God wants all His creation,
including man, restored to its original perfection and wholeness.  Wouldn’t it
be wonderful to have a model—to see what God’s ideal of perfection and
wholeness would look like?

Closing Prayer

FOLLOW-UP:  Before the next lesson, students should . . .

! Do their application experiences
! Be prepared to report about them at the next class
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MAN'S BROKENNESS—CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS

KEY VERSE

DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

" According to this verse, what things must man do to receive healing?
" What two things does God promise?
" Who has to change to receive the promises of God—man or his environment?

SUPPORTING VERSES & DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

Set 1  —  Biblical View:  Causes for Man’s Problems

•  Genesis 6:5, 6 •    Romans 1:18-28
•  Romans 3:23 •    Ephesians 2:1

" What do these verses say are causes of man’s problems?
" Where do causes of man’s problems originate—within or outside of man?

Set 2  —  Biblical View:  Solutions for Man’s Problems

•  John 3:16 •    Romans 8:19
•  I John 1:9 •    Colossians 1:20

" What do these verse say are solutions to man’s problems?
" Where do these solutions lie—within or outside of man?

Set 3  —  Biblical Responses to Human Need

•  Isaiah 58:6, 7 •    Luke 6:35 •    James 1:27
•  Matthew 22:36-40 •    Psalm 82:3, 4

" What do these passages say are biblical responses to human need or problems?
" Are these things that you and your church are capable of doing?

Set 4  —  Response is Not Optional. . .

•  James 2:17 •    I John 3:17 •    Ezekial 16:49
•  Matthew 25:14-30 •    Luke 18:18-23

" According to these verses, is a positive, biblical response to human need optional?
" What seems to be the consequence for not responding to human need?

II Chronicles 7:14

Please turn over ⇒
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Set 5  —  Biblical Motives for Responding to Human Need

•  John 14:15, 21 •    James 2:17-26
•  Matthew 5:16 •    I Corinthians 9:22

" What do these verses say are motives for responding to human need?

APPLICATION  PLAN

•  List physical, spiritual, social needs of your neighbors.
•  Think of biblical responses to their needs.
•  Select one small response to do before the next session.

APPLICATION  REPORT
(Be prepared to report at the beginning of the next class session.)
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NATURALISTIC VIEW:
CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS FOR MAN'S PROBLEMS

Naturalistic causes and solutions are usually external—outside of man.

PROBLEM NATURALISTIC
"CAUSE"

NATURALISTIC
"SOLUTION"

Rich minority get richer;
poor get poorer

Political corruption;
bad economic system

Revolution—
new economic system

Drought Lack of rain
Wells are dry
Water not stored / distributed

Deeper wells
Irrigation; reservoirs

Starvation Not enough food

Poor distribution of resources

Relief & Development: food,
seeds, farming methods, etc.
Redistribution of resources
(often forced)

AIDS Ignorance about AIDS
HIV virus causes the disease
Unprotected sex
Drug users share needles

Education about AIDS
Find a cure for HIV
Protected sex
Clean needles distributed

Overpopulation Teenage pregnancies
More children needed to help
with family income
More children needed to take
care of aging parents

Birth control, abortion
Economic incentives for
smaller families
Government program to
care for elderly

Drug Addiction Aimless lives
Escape from reality

Jobs, education, training
Less harmful "escapes"—
Recreation, etc.

Genocide Centuries of warfare between
ethnic groups sharing territory

Religious intolerance

Negotiations and treaties to
establish territorial
boundaries
Enforced religious tolerance
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BIBLICAL VIEW:
CAUSES  AND SOLUTIONS FOR MAN'S PROBLEMS

The biblical view of causes and solutions to problems is usually internal—within man.

BIBLICAL
REFERENCES

BIBLICAL VIEW:
CAUSES FOR MAN'S PROBLEMS

Genesis 6:5,6 Man is disobedient.

Romans 1:18-28 Because of their wickedness, men have become filled with greed,
envy, and murder.

Romans 3:23 All have sinned.

Ephesians 2:1 We are dead in our sins.

BIBLICAL
REFERENCES

BIBLICAL VIEW:
SOLUTIONS FOR MAN'S PROBLEMS

John 3:16 God so loved the world [the cosmos].

Romans 8:19 The creation waits for the sons of God to be revealed.

I John 1:9 Man is to confess sins, and God will purify him.

Colossians 1:20 God intends to reconcile all things to Himself.
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BIBLICAL RESPONSES TO HUMAN NEED

BIBLICAL
REFERENCES

BIBLICAL RESPONSES

Isaiah 58:6,7 Loose chains of injustice.  Set oppressed free.  Share food.
Provide shelter.  Clothe the naked.  Don't turn away.

Luke 6:35 Love and do good to your enemies.  Be merciful.

James 1:27 Look after widows and orphans.

Matthew 22:36-40 Love the Lord with all your heart.  Love your neighbor as
yourself.

Psalm 82:3,4 Defend the weak and orphan.  Stand up for the poor and
oppressed.  Rescue the weak and needy.

Response is not optional . . .

James 2:17 Faith without works is dead.

I John 3:17 God's love is not in me if I don't share with the needy.

Ezekial 16:49 Sodom was arrogant, affluent, and unconcerned for the needy.

Matthew 25:14-30 The servant who did not use his talent was thrown into outer
darkness.

Luke 18:18-23 If I hold on to my possessions rather than obey Jesus, I will not
inherit eternal life.
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BIBLICAL RESPONSES TO HUMAN NEED

BIBLICAL
REFERENCES

BIBLICAL MOTIVES
FOR RESPONDING TO HUMAN NEED

John 14:15,21 Love for Jesus.

James 2:17-26 Confirming that faith is real.

Matthew 5:16 Honoring God.  Allowing men to praise God.

I Corinthians 9:22 Participating in others' salvation.
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Man’s Brokenness—Causes and Solutions

NATURALISTIC View of Man’s Problems

•  EXTERNAL Causes &
•  EXTERNAL Solutions:

“Change the world around man.”

BIBLICAL View of Man’s Problems

•  INTERNAL Causes &
•  INTERNAL Solutions:

“Man must change.”

God—Restore creation to wholeness.

Man—Part of God’s plan.

Biblical response to need—Not optional.
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BIBLICAL VIEW:
CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS FOR MAN'S PROBLEMS

Biblical causes and solutions are usually internal—within man.

PROBLEM BIBLICAL
"CAUSE"

BIBLICAL
"SOLUTION"

Rich minority get richer;
poor get poorer

Drought

Starvation

AIDS

Overpopulation

Drug Addiction

Genocide
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God's Intentions —
Their Irreducible Minimum

by
Bob Moffitt

Jesus’ words in Matthew 7:13-23 are arresting.  If you haven't read this
passage recently, I ask you to read the entire section now.  Jesus concludes
it by saying:

Many will say to Me on that day, "Lord, Lord, did we not prophecy in
Your name, and in Your name cast out demons, and in Your name
perform many miracles?"  And then I will declare to them, "I never
knew you. Depart from Me, you who practice lawlessness."   (ASV)

This passage should give us cause for serious self-examination.  Why?
Those whom Jesus talks about in this passage prophesied, cast out
demons, and performed many miracles.  Not only did they do these
supernatural works, but they did them in Jesus’ name.  If a person came
into our community or church ministering with such visible power, we
would be impressed!  We would view that person as very much attuned to
heaven, a model of spirituality to which we would aspire.  Yet, the people
Jesus referred to would apparently be shocked to learn that He didn’t
know them.

What about us?  Is there a possibility that we, too, have missed the crux of
what Jesus teaches?  Is it possible that we, too, have been doing what we
do in Jesus’ name, but He doesn't "know" us?  From Jesus’ account, the
risk is real.  Jesus says that the “right” gate is narrow, and only a "few"
find it. “Many,” He implies, assume they are ministering in His name—as
His representatives—yet they are not even known by Him.

As we read this passage, our hearts should cry out, “Lord, show me what it
is to know you—don’t let me make this mistake!  Lord, this is so crucial,
not just to the meaning of my life and ministry, but to my ultimate destiny.
Little can be of more importance!”

The key questions we need to know seem to be the following:  What is the
“Father’s will" (Matthew 7:21)?  What is “lawlessness” (Matthew 7:23)?
What is the “good fruit” and the “bad fruit” (Matthew 7: 17) by which we
can know the difference between true and false prophets, by which we can
see the kind of prophet we are?  The Father’s will and good fruit seem
related, as do those who practice lawlessness and bad fruit.  If so, then it is
crucial to understand the Father’s will and lawlessness.

 1
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Immediately above the passage we examined, Matthew 7:12 says,
“Therefore whatever you want others to do for you, do so for them; for
this is the Law and the Prophets.”  Interesting . . . the “Golden Rule” . . .
described as the summary of God’s Law!  Isn’t it the Father’s will for us
to obey His Law?  Then it seems that the opposite would be disobeying
the Father's will—not treating others as we want to be treated—
lawlessness!

Can it be that simple?  Can it be that the Father’s will, good fruit, and the
Law are as straightforward as the “Golden Rule?”  As simple as treating
others as I want to be treated?  Do we really find our way through the
narrow gate, do we bear good fruit, do we become known by Jesus simply
by obeying the “Golden Rule?”

As we think about this, our knowledge of Scripture cautions us.  The
apostle Paul taught that “we are saved by grace, not by works.”  True!
Yet, there are implications of Jesus’ words.  If all of these—our salvation,
being known by Jesus, and doing a ministry He recognizes—do not
depend on loving my neighbor, they are nevertheless directly related to
doing the will of the Father and obeying His Law.  This Law was
summarized in Matthew 7 as treating others as we want to be treated.

Let's look further at the relationship between the Law and loving our
neighbor.

There are six New Testament passages where the Law and Prophets are
summarized.  Three of them refer to the summary in two commandments:
to love God and to love our neighbor.  In three other passages, the two
summary commands of the Law are further summarized as one—
surprisingly, as a command to love our neighbor.

  Love God and Neighbor      Love Neighbor
•  Matthew 22:36-40 •  Matthew 7:12
•  Mark 12:28-31, 33 •  Romans 13:9
•  Luke 10:27 •  Galatians 5:14

Five other New Testament passages refer indirectly to these summary
commands.  Only one refers to both God and neighbor (I John 3:23).  The
other four refer only to loving our neighbor:  (1) The "Golden Rule,"
(Luke 6:31) concerns doing to others as we want done to us.  (2) The
“Royal Law” (James 2:8) is about loving our neighbor as ourselves.  (3)
The “Law of Christ” (John 15:12,17 and Galatians 6:2) refers to loving
one another.

 2,3
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Jesus says in Mark 12:29 that the “greatest commandment” is to “Love the
Lord your God with all your heart . . . "  It is clear from this and other
passages that loving God is the first order of importance. Then, why does
the Bible summarize the Law as loving our neighbor?

In the Law's summary command to love our neighbor, I believe that God
has given us the Law's irreducible minimum.  Is it because God
understands that we, like the lawyer who questioned Jesus in Luke 10,
tend to think we fulfill the Law as long as we just love God?  Is it because
God understands that we tend to think that, if we focus on loving Him,
everything else will work out—including loving our neighbor?  I believe
the conclusion is clear:  God wants to let us know that we can’t really love
Him without loving our neighbor.

In the absolute, eternal scale, loving God is the “greatest” commandment.
Jesus told us this truth.  But, here is a critical clarifier:

God wants to remind us that loving our neighbor is the
essential, principal, and practical way that we
demonstrate our love for Him.  This is the irreducible
minimum of God’s Law, of His intentions.

That is precisely the point of Isaiah 58, James 2, and I John 3:11-24.

Yes, Lord, we believe that “doing the will of Your Father,” “producing
good fruit,” and “being known” by You is much more closely related to
“loving our neighbor as ourselves” than we exhibit in our lives.  Savior,
help us!  Help us, please, to understand how we should live Your
intentions.  Help us, please, to love and treat others as we want to be loved
and treated.  Amen.





Key QuestionsKey Questions

■■ What is the Father’s will?What is the Father’s will?

■■ What is lawlessnessWhat is lawlessness
(evildoing)?(evildoing)?

■■ What is good fruit?What is good fruit?

■■ What is bad fruit?What is bad fruit?

■■ What is the difference betweenWhat is the difference between
a true and false prophet?a true and false prophet?

Overhead #1
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RelationshipsRelationships

■■ The Father’s will—Good FruitThe Father’s will—Good Fruit

■■ Lawlessness—Bad FruitLawlessness—Bad Fruit

Overhead #2
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Disobedience

Good
Fruit

Bad
Fruit

Lawlessness

Loving         Others

Living      for      Self

The Law
Father’s Will

Loving God



Summary of the LawSummary of the Law

■■ Love God and neighborLove God and neighbor
–– Matthew 22:36-40Matthew 22:36-40

–– Mark 12:28-31, 33Mark 12:28-31, 33

–– Luke 10:27Luke 10:27

■■ Love neighborLove neighbor
–– Matthew 7:12Matthew 7:12

–– Romans 13:9Romans 13:9

–– Galatians 5:14Galatians 5:14

Overhead #4
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LUKE 2:52

Luke 2:52 and Development
Jesus — Our Model of Development

The Three Relationships of Man

BACKGROUND PAPER:
Jesus' Development and

the Concept of Adequacy

5.
6.
7.

8.
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LUKE 2:52 AND DEVELOPMENT

OUTCOMES:  In this lesson, the students should . . .

! Review the teachings and applications of the last lesson
! Understand the areas in which Jesus grew and developed
! Understand that God has intentions for human development in all

areas of life
! Understand that human development can be seen as “moving

toward God’s intentions in all areas of life”
! Learn how to help others develop in the same ways that Jesus did

Opening Prayer

EVALUATION

Review of Previous Lesson
Individual Reports of Application Experiences
Trainer’s Observations

INTRODUCTION

Lead Exercise

•  Discussion:  “A Developed Person”

THE PURPOSE OF THIS SHORT EXERCISE IS TO (1) INTRODUCE THE TOPIC OF
DEVELOPMENT AND (2) DISCOVER STUDENTS’ CURRENT UNDERSTANDINGS OF
DEVELOPMENT.  DO NOT TEACH DEVELOPMENT, YET—IT WILL BE TAUGHT
LATER IN THE LESSON.  EXPLAIN THAT YOU ARE INTERESTED IN KNOWING
THEIR THOUGHTS ON HUMAN DEVELOPMENT.  USE QUESTIONS LIKE THE
FOLLOWING TO FACILITATE THE DISCUSSION.

Discovery Questions

" What do you think it means to be a “developed” person?
" How do you recognize “developed” persons?  What characteristics do they

have?
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Bridge

•  In this lesson we will look at Jesus’ development through the eyes of Luke.
As we study Luke 2:52, let us remember that Luke was a medical doctor.  Let
us imagine that Luke, like all good doctors, had keen powers of observation.
In fact, we see evidence of his observational skills in his Gospel (Luke) and in
his history of the early church (Acts).  We remember, too, that Luke wrote
under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit.  As we consider Dr. Luke’s
description of Jesus’ growth, we will use it as a model of development for our
families, churches, and communities.

THE STUDY

Key Verse

Luke 2:52

Discovery Questions

TO DISCUSS THE KEY VERSE, DIVIDE STUDENTS INTO SMALL GROUPS OF FOUR TO
SIX PEOPLE.  EACH GROUP SELECTS A PERSON TO REPORT ITS FINDINGS.

" What four ways did Jesus grow?
" What common terms describe these four kinds of growth?
" Did Jesus’ growth happen immediately, or was it a process over time?
" What were the physical/material living conditions in which Jesus grew?
" Did Jesus have the resources necessary to fulfill God’s purpose for Him?

Why or why not?

Supporting Verses & Discovery Questions

STUDENTS RETURN TO LARGE GROUP.  THEY GIVE SMALL GROUP REPORTS, THEN
EXAMINE THE FOLLOWING PASSAGES.

•  Luke 4:18-19 •     Matthew 20:25-28

" What was Jesus' goal or purpose in His life and ministry?  Who set it?
Who was the “development agent” in His life?

" How did Jesus’ own growth (Luke 2:52) prepare Him for His ministry?
" How did Jesus move toward God’s intentions for His life?
" Do you think that the very best human development could also be defined

as “moving toward God’s intentions in all areas of life”?

Handout
   # 1
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•  Colossians 1:28, 29

" To whom did Paul minister?  What was Paul’s goal for their development?
" What is the similarity between Paul’s goal and Jesus’ ministry?
" Who provided the labor for Paul?  Who provided the strength?
" Who is the ideal model for human development?

Key Ideas

Jesus is our model.  He grew in four areas—wisdom, stature, favor with God,
and favor with man.  In common terms, we can say that Jesus grew physically,
spiritually, socially, and in wisdom.  (These four areas are useful for planning
development in our families, churches, and communities.)

Man should grow towards a goal or purpose, just as Jesus did.  (Man should
not develop only to become developed.)  Man should grow towards the
purpose that God has for his life.  The “agenda” should be God’s, not man’s.

God insured that necessary conditions for growth were present for Jesus.  His
environment wasn't affluent (physical/material), but it was adequate.  He
didn't have running water, electricity, or the best secular education; but his
environment was sufficient for Him to reach God's purpose.  In the same way,
the development of man doesn’t require affluence.  However, it requires
adequacy, or sufficiency, to reach God’s intentions and purpose.

Jesus developed, became mature, and began His ministry and purpose—a life
of service, proclaiming and demonstrating the Good News.  Paul had a similar
goal.  He helped others become “perfect in Christ,” mature, complete,
whole—prepared to reflect Christ’s life, ministry, and service.

As God was the “development agent” in Jesus’ life, we should be willing to be
“development agents” for the people God brings to us in relationship, helping
them move toward maturity, wholeness, service.  This development is a
lifetime process.  We must be prepared to invest in people for a long period.
He empowers us as we labor, serve, and guide others to His intentions.

The ideal human development can be described as “moving toward God’s
intentions in all areas of life.”

Reinforcement

Exercise

•  Reflection:

ASK STUDENTS TO REFLECT AS YOU READ THE QUESTIONS.  THEN, ASK A FEW
VOLUNTEERS TO RESPOND TO EACH QUESTION.  INVOLVE DIFFERENT ONES.

" What was the best new idea I learned?
" How do I feel about this lesson?  (Encouraged, confused, etc.)
" If I could ask God a question about this, it would be . . .

 1
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Memorization

•  Luke 2:52

Summary

APPLICATION

Group Exploration

Sample Questions . . .
. . .  and Possible Responses

" Jesus grew in four areas.  Can we help others grow in these areas?  How?
# Yes.  He is an example for us to follow.
# Jesus' development gives us categories of growth to encourage in

others.

" Do the four areas of Jesus' development represent His complete growth?  If
so, what does that mean for us?

# Yes, they represent a description of how He grew.
# The implication is that they describe how others can develop.
# The areas can be useful for planning human growth or development.

" Can we help others develop towards the same goals as Jesus?
# Yes, because we follow the same God.
# Yes, because Jesus gave us a human example to follow.
# Yes, because Jesus lives in us and empowers us.

" If Jesus' development was a process of many years, how much time is needed
for other people’s development?  How much time must we be prepared to
invest in people’s development?

# People will need to continue to develop throughout their lives.
# We must be prepared to invest a large amount of time in others.

" What amount of wealth is necessary to reach God’s intentions?
# People only need to have sufficient and adequate resources to reach

God’s intentions.
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" God made sure that the necessary physical/material living conditions were
present for Jesus' development.  What should be our attitude about those
conditions—for ourselves and for others?

# We need to be encouraged that God wants to provide adequate
resources for people’s development.  We don't need wealth to develop
into all that God intends us to be.

# We need to help people see that God is the ultimate source of the
conditions necessary for development.  Yet, we must also be willing to
help people discern and locate the necessary conditions.

" Jesus had a “development agent.”  Whom can we serve as “development
agents?”

# Our families
# Friends and neighbors
# Other people with whom we have relationships
# Church and community members

Commitment

Experience

•  Development Plan:

This exercise helps us see ourselves as "development agents" for others.  The
chart in Handout #2 is divided into categories.  The top line lists the four areas
of Jesus’ growth from Luke 2:52.  The side lists three categories of people for
whom we can be "development agents."

Before the next session, we will practice making development plans.  To do
so, carefully and prayerfully observe several development needs in your
family, church, and community.  Then, using the chart on the front of Handout
#2, write down ways that you could help others move toward God's intentions
in each area.  The plans should be specific and small.  For example, you might
write that you could help your family grow in the spiritual area by beginning
to have daily devotions.  The reverse side of Handout #2 gives other
examples.

NOTE:  TAKE TIME NOW TO REVIEW SOME OF THE EXAMPLES ON HANDOUT #2.
THEN, HAVE STUDENTS INDIVIDUALLY WRITE ONE PLAN IN EACH OF THE
THREE AREAS.  ASK SEVERAL TO SHARE THEIR PLANS AND DISCUSS THEM, TO
VERIFY THAT STUDENTS UNDERSTAND HOW TO WRITE THE PLANS.  ASK IF
THEY HAVE QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS ABOUT THE AREAS OR THE EXAMPLES.

Bring your completed charts to the next session and be ready to discuss the
“development agent” work you have written.

Intercession

Handout
   # 2
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CLOSING
Bridge Question

" In this lesson, we saw a description of Jesus’ growth in Luke 2:52.  We
learned, too, that God intends that people develop in all areas of life.  We
learned that Jesus’ life is a model for development.  Specifically, what kinds
of development did Jesus model for us?  In what ways can we help others
grow as He did?  In what ways can we develop as He did?

Closing Prayer

FOLLOW-UP:  Before the next lesson, students should . . .

! Do their application experiences
! Be prepared to report about them at the next class session
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LUKE 2:52 AND DEVELOPMENT

KEY VERSE

DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

" What four ways did Jesus grow?
" What common terms describe these four kinds of growth?
" Did Jesus’ growth happen immediately, or was it a process over time?
" What were the physical/material living conditions in which Jesus grew?
" Did Jesus have the resources necessary to fulfill God’s purpose for Him?  Why or

why not?

SUPPORTING VERSES & DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

•  Luke 4:18-19 •     Matthew 20:25-28

" What was Jesus' goal or purpose in His life and ministry?  Who set it?  Who was the
“development agent” in His life?

" How did Jesus’ own growth (Luke 2:52) relate to His ministry?
" How did Jesus move toward God’s intentions for His life?
" Do you think that the very best human development could also be defined as “moving

toward God’s intentions in all areas of life”?

•  Colossians 1:28, 29

" To whom did Paul minister?  What was Paul’s goal for their development?
" What is the similarity between Paul’s goal and Jesus’ ministry?
" Who provided the labor?  Who provided the strength?
" Who is the ideal model for human development?

NOTES

Please turn over  ⇒

Luke 2:52
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APPLICATION  PLAN

•  Carefully and prayerfully observe development needs in your family, church, and
community.  Look for small ways you could help others move toward God's
intentions in each area.

•  Use Handout #2.  Write down the lists of ideas in the proper squares.  See examples
on the back of Handout #2.  Bring the completed chart to the next class session.

APPLICATION REPORT
(Be prepared to report at the beginning of the next class session.)
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Luke 2:52—Development Plan

Context Areas of Jesus’ Growth
For Growth Wisdom Physical Spiritual Social

Family

Church

Community

See reverse for samples  ⇒
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Luke 2:52—Development Plan

SAMPLES

Context Areas of Jesus’ Growth
For Growth Wisdom Physical Spiritual Social

Family

Discuss applying
two Proverbs

with my family

Wash dishes
after family meal

Lead my family
in a daily
devotion

Take spouse on a
“date” (without

the children)

Church

Do Monday
devotions on

applying
Sunday’s sermon

Repair the
walkway in front

of the church

Pray each day for
pastor and elders

of the church

Invite different
church members
to our home for

coffee

Community

Discuss
community

problems with a
community

leader

Walk around
neighborhood

and pick up trash

Invite neighbors
to a Christmas

celebration at our
home

Play soccer with
neighborhood

kids
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Jesus' Growth

•  4 Areas of Development
Wisdom = Wisdom
Stature = Physical

Favor with God = Spiritual
Favor with man = Social

•  Jesus grew toward God's purpose.
•  Jesus' growth was a lifetime process.

•  God provided the necessary conditions.
•  Jesus had adequacy, not affluence.
•  God was the "development agent."

 

Jesus' growth is a model for others’ development.
•  The four areas are useful tools for planning

# personal growth
# growth in others
# church ministry

•  We should be willing “development agents.”

•  We help others become complete—reflections of Christ.

Human Development = Movement toward God’s intentions
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JESUS   OUR MODEL OF DEVELOPMENT

OUTCOMES:  In this lesson, the students should . . .

! Review the teachings and applications of the last lesson
! Understand more how Jesus grew in the four areas of Luke 2:52
! See specific ways that Jesus’ growth is a model for development
! Design and implement plans for their own development, using

Jesus’ life as a model

Opening Prayer

EVALUATION

Review of Previous Lesson
Individual Reports of Application Experiences
Trainer’s Observations

INTRODUCTION
Lead Exercise

•  Role Play:  “The Example”

NO SCRIPT IS NECESSARY.   THIS IS A PANTOMIME OF JESUS WASHING HIS
DISCIPLES’ FEET.
SELECT THIRTEEN STUDENTS OR LESS.  ASSIGN THE ROLES OF JESUS, PETER,
JUDAS, AND OTHERS.  READ JOHN 13:1-15, WHILE STUDENTS SILENTLY ACT OUT
THEIR PARTS.  STOP READING AT VERSE 15—“THE EXAMPLE.”

Discovery Questions

" If you had been one of the disciples, how would you have responded to Jesus?
How would you have felt?

" If you had been one of the disciples, what would have been the most
memorable, powerful part of the lesson for you?  Why?

" In one sentence, what was the lesson Jesus was teaching His disciples?
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Bridge

•  In the previous lesson, we saw Luke’s description of Jesus’ development.  We
saw that Jesus grew as God intended and that “moving toward God’s
intentions” is the goal of development.  In this lesson, we will look further
into how Jesus developed in each area.  We will see how we, too, can grow in
the same areas, using Jesus’ life as a model—an example—for our own.

THE STUDY

Key Verse

John 13:15

Discovery Questions

" We saw this passage in the role-play.  What “teaching method” did Jesus say
He was using?

" What are some reasons Jesus might have used this method?
" What can we learn about the power of teaching by example?
" What can we learn about the power of Jesus’ teaching by example?

Supporting Verses & Discovery Questions

STUDENTS WORK IN SMALL GROUPS, USING HANDOUT #1.  ASSIGN EACH GROUP ONE OR
MORE OF THE FOLLOWING SETS OF VERSES AND QUESTIONS.  AFTER AN APPROPRIATE
AMOUNT OF TIME, HAVE EACH GROUP REPORTS ITS FINDINGS TO THE ENTIRE GROUP..

Set 1  —  Growing Like Jesus in Wisdom

•   Luke 4:31-32 •   Matthew 13:54

" Was Jesus a man with wisdom?
" How did people respond to His wisdom?

•   Proverbs 2:6 •   Proverbs 9:10

" Who is the source of true wisdom?

Handout
   # 1
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•   John 12:49,50 •   Luke 4:4,8,12 •   Isaiah 11:2-3

" What were sources of Jesus’ wisdom?

•   I Corinthians 2:12 •   James 1:5 •   Proverbs 2:1-6

" How can we obtain the wisdom of God?

Set 2  —  Growing Like Jesus in the Physical Area

•   Luke 2:22-24, 52  •   Matthew 13:55

" What was Jesus’ home environment?
(Two pigeons were used if a family could not afford the usual offering.)

" How did God provide for Jesus’ physical development?

•   Matthew 6:25-34 •   Matthew 14:1-21 •  Deuteronomy 28:2-6
•  I Corinthians 6:19,20 •  III John 1:2 •  I Thessalonians 4:11-12

" Is God concerned about physical development?  In what ways?
" What are some of our responsibilities?

Set 3  —  Growing Like Jesus in the Spiritual Area

•   Luke 6:12-13 •   Philippians 2:5-11 •   Hebrews 4:15
•   Luke 4:16-21

" What do you observe about Jesus' spiritual life?

•   Joshua 1:7-8 •   Hebrews 4:14 •   Philippians 4:6
•   Ephesians 5:18 •   Hebrews 10:24-25 •   Psalms 42:1

" What are some ways we grow spiritually?

Set 4  —  Growing Like Jesus in the Social Area

•   John 19:26-27 •   Luke 2:51 •   John 7:2-5

" How did Jesus relate to His family?

•   John 15:12-15 •   Mark 6:30,31

" How does Jesus relate with disciples?
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•   John 8:3-11 •   Luke 7:36-48 •   Matthew 9:9-13

" How do we see Jesus relate with sinners?

•   Mark 10:13-16 •   Luke 14:1-6,7-12 •   Matthew 11:18-19

" How did Jesus relate with others?

Set 5  —  Growing Like Jesus in the Social Area (continued)

•   Ephesians 5:21-25;  6:1-4 •   II Timothy 2:2
•   I Corinthians 10:31-11:1 •   I Peter 4:8-11 •   Galatians 6:1

" What are ways we can relate with our families, disciples, and sinners?

•  Philippians 2:1-7 •   Ephesians 4:22-5:1 •   Romans 12:2
•   I Peter 3:8,9

" What are ways we can grow in spiritual relationships with others?

STUDENTS RETURN TO THE LARGE GROUP AND REPORT.  COMPARE THEIR FINDINGS WITH
KEY IDEAS (BELOW), WHICH ARE NUMBERED TO REFER TO THE VERSES AND QUESTIONS.
IF NECESSARY, SUPPLEMENT THE STUDENTS' REPORTS WITH THE FOLLOWING POINTS.

Key Ideas

Set 1  —  Growing Like Jesus in Wisdom

Jesus had so much wisdom that people were amazed and asked where He had
gotten it.  They recognized that He spoke truth, with authority.  Jesus also
demonstrated wisdom in the way He treated those around Him.

We gain wisdom from God’s Word, which teaches us His intentions, His will
for our lives. Wisdom comes from God.  It begins with the fear of the Lord
and comes from a knowledge and understanding of Him.

Jesus grew in wisdom.  He studied God’s Word and recorded it in His heart.
He walked in the Spirit.  He obeyed the Father and had intimate communion
with Him.  He spoke only what the Father gave Him.

We can have the mind of Christ through the Holy Spirit.  If we ask God for
wisdom, He will give it to us.  As we search for it, we will find it.

Set 2  —  Growing Like Jesus in the Physical Area

Jesus grew up in a poor family, but His basic growth needs were met—food,
clothing, shelter, health.  He had a trade and an education.  God gave Him a

 2

 1
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family and provided resources through Joseph's carpentry.  When Jesus began
His ministry, God provided people to meet His physical needs, though He had
times of hunger and “no place to lay His head.”  God provided in miraculous
ways, too.  Jesus had enough to provide for His disciples, minister to the
multitudes, and carry out God’s intentions.

We are to concentrate on God’s Kingdom, and He will supply our needs.  We
are to work responsibly, flee immorality, and remember that our bodies are
temples of the Holy Spirit.  God will bless us in many ways as we obey.  Jesus
had compassion and healed and fed the multitudes.  We see a believer’s prayer
for the total well-being of his friend.

Set 3  —  Growing Like Jesus in the Spiritual Area

Jesus is God, and He is empowered by the Spirit.  He became a humble
servant to carry out God's intentions; then God exalted Him. He prayed all
night before He chose disciples; He faced the same temptations we do without
sinning; He knew and used Scriptures; He went to the synagogue.

We can be filled with the Spirit, meditate on God's Word, long for Him, pray,
and trust God.  We should meet regularly with other believers and encourage
service.  We should hold firmly onto our faith.

Set 4  —  Growing Like Jesus in the Social Area

Jesus, as a young family member, obeyed His parents.  During His ministry,
His family didn’t always understand or support His mission.  On the cross, He
provided for His mother's ongoing needs.

Jesus served His disciples, taught them, and took them away to rest.  He
explained that friends lay down their lives for each other—and He called them
His “friends.”

Jesus ate with sinners, despite others' objections.  He forgave sinners and let
them minister to Him.  He sensitively forgave a woman caught in adultery.
He used those interactions to teach and challenge others.

Jesus participated in relationships with others and in social gatherings.  He
blessed and welcomed children.  He challenged His culture—He celebrated
instead of fasted, He healed on the Sabbath, and He preached humility.

Set 5  —  Growing Like Jesus in the Social Area (continued)

We can grow in social relationships.  In families, wives and husbands are to
submit and love; children are to obey, and parents are to train children.  We
can realize that family members may question or discourage our faith.  We are

 3

 4
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to follow and exemplify Christ, teaching and serving our disciples.  We are
told to restore sinners in a spirit of gentleness.

We can grow and become like Jesus in relationships with others. We can
consider others more important than ourselves and put on Christ’s character in
speaking, forgiving, giving, edifying, and having compassion.  Instead of
conforming to the culture, we can allow God to transform our minds from
within.

Reinforcement

•  Exercises:  “Development Beginning with Me”

•  FOR EXERCISE 1, READ THE SCRIPTURE AND FACILITATE A DISCUSSION IN
THE LARGE GROUP, USING THE QUESTIONS BELOW.

•  FOR EXERCISE 2, ASK EACH STUDENT TO REFLECT INDIVIDUALLY, MAKE A
LIST, AND SHARE IT WITH A STUDENT SEATED NEARBY.  ASK VOLUNTEERS
TO GIVE SAMPLE RESPONSES.

Exercise 1:  Read Matthew 5:19.
" Which is given priority—teaching or practicing?
" What happens to a person who teaches the laws of the Kingdom, but

minimally fulfills or obeys them?  In your observation, do people make
an impact if they do not practice what they teach?  Why or why not?

" What happens to a person who teaches and obeys Kingdom laws?  Who
has impacted your life by practicing what they have taught?  How?

Exercise 2:  Individually, reflect for a few minutes how your own life
would be different if you had reached all of God’s intentions in all areas of
life.  List several real examples, and then share those with another student.
Examples: “I’d spend more time in prayer,” or “I’d have better balance
between time spent with family and ministry.”  This is only an
introduction—do not take the time to solve problems or make suggestions
to each other at this time.

Memorization

•  John 13:15

Summary
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APPLICATION
Group Exploration

Sample Questions . . .
. . .  and Possible Responses

" Will ideas from this lesson change the way you look at Jesus?
# I respect the way He grew and want to be like Him.
# I see that He faced the same kinds of things I do, but didn’t sin.
# I see that He wants me to be like Him.

" Will ideas from this lesson change the way you look at your own
development?

# I have hope!  I have a model who experienced the same things I do.
# I respect the way He grew and want to be like Him.
# I believe that Jesus wants me to follow His example, so that is

important to me.  I can ask, “What would Jesus do?”

Commitment

Experience

•  “Development Beginning with Me”

Prayerfully consider four small activities that will help you develop in the four
areas of Luke 2:52.  Choose one new personal-growth activity for your
spiritual development, one for physical development, one for your social
development, and another for your wisdom growth.  These should be small
steps—each activity should take fifteen to thirty minutes.  Write your plans on
Handout #1 (Application Plan).

Before the next session, carry out the four application plans that you selected.
Write the results on Handout #1 (Application Report).  Bring it to the next
session, prepared to discuss.

Intercession
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CLOSING
Bridge Question

" What problems will we encounter when we attempt to follow Jesus’ model of
development for ourselves or for others?  The next lesson will look at one of
the most common problems—balance.

Closing Prayer

FOLLOW-UP:  Before the next lesson, students should . . .

! Do their application experiences
! Be prepared to report about them at the next class session
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JESUS   OUR MODEL OF DEVELOPMENT

KEY VERSE

DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

" What “teaching method” did Jesus say He was using?  What are some reasons?
" What can we learn about the power of teaching by example?  What can we learn

about the power of Jesus’ teaching by example?

SUPPORTING VERSES & DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

Set 1  —  Growing Like Jesus in Wisdom

•   Luke 4:31-32 •   Matt. 13:54

" Was Jesus a man with wisdom?
" How did people respond to His wisdom?

•   Proverbs 2:6   •   Proverbs 9:10

" Who is the source of true wisdom?

•   John 12:49,50 •   Isaiah 11:2-3
•   Luke 4:4,8,12        

" What were sources of Jesus’ wisdom?

•   I Corinthians 2:12-16 •   James 1:5
•   Proverbs 2:1-6 

" How can we obtain the wisdom of God?

Set 2— Growing Like Jesus in the Physical Area

•   Luke 2:22-24 and 52  •   Matthew 13:55

" What was Jesus’ home environment?
(Note:  Two pigeons were used if a family could
not afford the usual offering.)

" How did God provide for Jesus’ physical
development?

Set 2  —  Physical Area, continued

•   Matt. 6:25-34 •   Matt. 14:14-21
•   Deut. 28:2-6 •   III John 1:2

•   I Thess 4:11-12

" Is God concerned about physical
needs?  Explain your answer.

" List some of our responsibilities.

Set 3  —
Growing Like Jesus in the Spiritual Area

•   Luke 6:12,13 •  Philippians 2:5-11
•   Hebrews 4:15 •   Luke 4:16-21

" What do you observe about Jesus'
spiritual life?

•   Joshua 1:7-8 •   Hebrews 4:14,15
•   Philippians 4:6 •   Ephesians 5:18
•   Heb.10:24-25 •   Psalms 42:1,2

" What are some ways we can grow
spiritually?

Continued on back . . .

John 13:15

Please turn over  ⇒
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Set 4  —  Growing Like Jesus in the Social Area

•   John 19:26-27 •   Luke 2:51
•   John 7:2-5

" How did Jesus relate to His family?

•  John 15:12-15 •   Mark 6:30,31

" How does Jesus relate with disciples?

•   John 8:3-11 •   Luke 7:36-48
•   Matthew 9:9-13

" How do we see Jesus relate with sinners?

•   Mark 10:13-16        •   Luke 14:1-5
•   Matthew 11:18-19

" How did Jesus relate with others?

Set 5  —  Growing Like Jesus in the Social
Area (continued)

••••  Ephesians 5:21-25 and6:1
••••  I Cor. 10:31-11:1    •  Galatians 6:1
••••  I Timothy 2 :2          •   I Peter 4:8-11

" What are ways we can relate with
our families, disciples, sinners?

•   Philippians 2:1-7      •   I Peter 3:8,9
•   Ephesians 4:22-5:1   •   Romans 12:2

" What are ways we can grow in
spiritual relationships with others?

APPLICATION  PLAN

•  List four small activities (one hour or less, each) that will help you develop—one in each
of the four areas.

•  Before the next session, carry out the four personal development activities.

APPLICATION REPORT
(Be prepared to report at the beginning of the next class session.)
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JESUS Wisdom Area

•  Spoke with authority  (people were amazed)

•  Grew in wisdom

•  Knew God’s Word

•  Obeyed the Father

•  Had intimate communion with the Father

•  Spoke only what Father said

US Wisdom Area

•  Gain wisdom from God’s Word

•  Have knowledge, understanding, “fear” of the Lord

•  Have the mind of Christ (through Spirit)

•  Ask God for wisdom

•  Search & find wisdom
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JESUS Physical Area

•  As a child:  Had basic needs, trade,
education, family, resources

•  In His ministry:  Had God’s provision for
His physical needs & ministry
—through people and miracles

US Physical Area

•  Concentrate on God’s Kingdom—He supplies

•  Work responsibly, flee immorality

•  Consider physical bodies—temples of Holy Spirit

•  Obey Him—He blesses in many ways

•  Recognize God’s physical care for us:
—Healing

—Food
—Well-being (body and soul)
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JESUS Spiritual Area
•  Is God and is empowered by the Spirit

•  Became a servant—God exalted Him

•  Prayed all night—chose disciples

•  Went to synagogue regularly

•  Read, knew, used Scriptures

•  Faced temptations—without sin

US Spiritual Area

•  Grow spiritually—Long for Him

•  Be filled with the Spirit

•  Meditate on God’s Word

•  Pray and trust

•  Meet with other believers regularly

•  Hold faith firmly
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JESUS Social Area

Family

•  Was obedient
•  Was misunderstood by some
•  Provided for mother’s needs

Disciples

•  Served, taught
•  Lay down His life

•  Called them “friends”

Sinners

•  Ate with sinners
•  Forgave them

•  Let them minister to Him

Others

•  Participated in relationships & social gatherings
•  Blessed and welcomed children

•  Challenged His culture
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US Social Area
Family

Submit and love—wives and husbands
Obey parents
Train children

Recognize that family may discourage faith

Disciples
Follow and exemplify Christ

Teach and serve

Sinners
Restore—in a spirit of gentleness

Others
Do not conform—be transformed within

Consider others more important

Put on Christ’s character in:
-Speaking
-Forgiving

-Giving
-Edifying

-Having compassion
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THE THREE RELATIONSHIPS OF MAN

OUTCOMES:  In this lesson, the students should . . .

! Review the teachings and applications of the previous lesson
! Understand the three basic relationships of life
! Understand the role and importance of wisdom
! Understand the importance of balanced growth
! Apply balance in their lives and ministries

Opening Prayer

EVALUATION
Review of Previous Lesson
Individual Reports of Application Experiences
Trainer’s Observations

INTRODUCTION
Lead Exercise
 

•   Role-Play: “The Four Friends”
 
 

•  CHOOSE FOUR STUDENTS.  EXPLAIN PRIVATELY TO THEM
THAT THEY SHOULD EACH REPRESENT AN OUT-OF-
BALANCE CHARACTER—AN INCORRECT PICTURE OF LUKE
2:52.  GIVE EACH CHARACTER A SCRIPT COPY.

•  TO BEGIN, READ THE NARRATOR’S PART ALOUD.  THEN,
THE CHARACTERS QUICKLY INTRODUCE THEMSELVES TO
THE “AUDIENCE” ONE AT A TIME, USING THEIR WRITTEN
DIALOGUE.

•  AFTER THEY INTRODUCE THEMSELVES, SIGNAL THEM TO
“INTERACT.”  THEY TALK SIMULTANEOUSLY AND PAY
LITTLE ATTENTION TO EACH OTHER.

•  STOP THEIR “COMMUNICATION,” THANK THEM, AND
MAKE THE NARRATOR’S CLOSING STATEMENT.

Role-
Play
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Discovery Questions

" What did you see in the role-play?  Did you see complete development or
growth, like we saw in the life of Jesus?

" How was the physical character out of balance?  The social?  The spiritual?
The “wise”?

" Do you see yourself in any of the four characters?  Which one?
" What are some ways that people can become better balanced in their growth?

Bridge

•  It is difficult to develop in a balance way.  It requires
an understanding of what God desires.  In this lesson,
we will look at the three basic relationships in which
God has placed man.  We will discover that we can
grow in each area of life—but only with God’s
wisdom and help.

 
 
 

 
THE STUDY

 
 Key Verse
 

Deuteronomy 30:15, 16
 
 Discovery Questions
 

" What makes the difference between blessing and destruction?
" Is it possible to grow toward God’s intentions without loving God, walking in

His ways, and keeping His commands?
 
 Supporting Verses & Discovery Questions
 

•  HAVE STUDENTS DIVIDE INTO SMALL GROUPS TO READ THE SUPPORTING VERSES
AND WORK ON THE QUESTIONS FOR SET 1.  WHEN ADEQUATE TIME HAS BEEN
GIVEN, HAVE STUDENTS RETURN TO THE LARGE GROUP.  FACILITATE GROUP
REPORTS FOR SET 1.  USE OVERHEADS OR A BLACKBOARD TO REINFORCE THE KEY
IDEAS AND TO BRING OUT POINTS THAT WERE MISSED.

•  HAVE STUDENTS RETURN TO SMALL GROUPS TO READ THE VERSES AND WORK ON
THE QUESTIONS FOR SET 2, THEN RETURN TO THE LARGE GROUP AND REPORT.
USE OVERHEADS OR A BLACKBOARD TO REINFORCE KEY IDEAS, AS NEEDED.

Handout
   # 1
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Set 1

•  Genesis 1:26a •    Genesis 2:18 •    Genesis 2:8
(God/Spiritual)      (Garden/Physical)      (Man/Social)

" God put man into various relationships.  In these verses, what are the three
primary relationships in which God placed man?   [Note: All relationships
of man come from these three primary relationships, just as all colors
come from the three primary colors—red, yellow, and blue.]

" Describe the three relationships in common terms.
" Have you seen these three areas before?  Where?
" Make a definition for each of the areas.
" What are some examples of man’s relationships and needs in the spiritual

area?  (See Overhead #2.)  In the physical area?  (See Overhead #3.)  In
the social area? (See Overhead #4.)

Set 2

•  Deuteronomy 30:15-16 •    Proverbs 2:1-11 •    Proverbs 3:1-2
•  I Corinthians 2:9-12 •    Proverbs 4:7-16 •    Ephesians 1:17

" What is wisdom?
" What do these passages say about wisdom?
" What is the relationship between wisdom and development?  Without

wisdom, is it possible to grow in the same way that Jesus did?
" How does wisdom relate to the other three primary areas of life?

Key Ideas

There are three primary relationships in which God places man: God,
Creation, and People.

In common terms, these three areas are:  “spiritual,” “physical,” and “social.”
We saw these same areas in Luke 2:52, when we saw how Jesus grew.

    The definitions:
Spiritual area All parts of our lives that apply directly to our

relationship with God and the spiritual world.
Physical area All parts of our life that relate us to the rest of

creation.
Social area All parts of our lives that apply directly to our

relationships with each other.

Wisdom is doing things God’s way—living life as He intended.  The promises
are numerous—long life, peace, prosperity, security, discernment, protection,
etc.

 5

2,3,4
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 6
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God made us, and He knows what we should do.  His instructions for what we
should do to relate well to all areas of life are called “wisdom.”  Like Jesus,
we need to have God’s intentions and resources to develop fully into what
God desires.  We can attempt to develop with the wisdom of man, but we
cannot grow toward the example of Christ without the wisdom of God.

If we know and obey the wisdom of God  (His instructions, intentions, and
desires) in the physical, spiritual, and social areas, then we can grow as He
intends in those areas.

Wisdom can be defined as God’s rules—instructions—for successful spiritual,
social, and physical relationships.   [Note:  Mental knowledge can be part of
wisdom, helping us understand God’s rules for relationships.  However, it is
useless—and does not produce wisdom—if we do not follow God’s ways.]

Reinforcement

Exercise

•  Discussion: “The Wheel”

LEAD A DISCUSSION, USING HANDOUT #2.

We use a wheel to show the three primary relationships of man and the role of
wisdom in our development toward God’s intentions.  The wheel diagrams
illustrate that we need to pay attention to all three relationships that God gave
us, as well as His instructions for carrying out those relationships.

The wheel has three spokes, one for each of the three relationships.  The rim
of the wheel represents wisdom.
" What happens if the rim is missing and three spokes cannot make a wheel?
" What happens if a spoke is short or weak and the wheel is out of balance?
" What happens if the three spokes are balanced, and the rim is complete?
" The balanced, complete wheel is moving toward something.  What is it?
" What do you think happens if we are weak in an area?  What do you think

happens if our church ministry is weak in an area?
Note:  If we are weak in one or more areas, our lives are out of balance.
The same is true in our church ministry.  If it is weak in one or more of the
areas (spiritual, physical, social, wisdom), then our church ministry lacks
balance.

 Memorization
 

•  Deuteronomy 30:15, 16

Summary

 7,8

Handout
   # 2
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APPLICATION
Group Exploration

Sample Questions . . .
. . . and Possible Responses

" Are our lives in balance?  Are we growing in a balanced manner?
# Yes, I tend to be a balanced person.
# No, I need to pay more attention to one particular area.
# No, I especially need to apply God’s wisdom.

" Are we growing in God’s wisdom in the three areas?  Which area(s) need
strengthening?

# I need to develop more in the physical area.
# I need to develop more in the spiritual area.
# I need to develop more in the social area.
# I need to grow in the wisdom of God.  I need to obey His instructions.

" What area of the ministry of your church needs to be strengthened?
# We need to develop more in physical ministry.
# We need to develop more in spiritual ministry.
# We need to develop more in social ministry.
# We need to grow in God’s wisdom.  We need to obey what we know.

Commitment

Experience

•  Personal Assessment:

ALLOW STUDENTS A FEW MINUTES TO PRAY AND REFLECT INDIVIDUALLY.
THEY SHOULD WRITE THEIR ANSWERS ON HANDOUT #1, APPLICATION PLAN.
HAVE THEM SELECT FOUR SPECIFIC, SMALL ACTIVITIES TO STRENGTHEN
WEAK AREAS.  NOTE:  THE GOAL IS BALANCE.  THEIR CHOSEN STEPS MAY ALL
BE IN ONE AREA—OR IN SEVERAL AREAS—AS THEY SEE THEIR WEAKNESSES.
STUDENTS SHOULD BE PREPARED TO REPORT AT THE NEXT CLASS SESSION.

" In which of the three relationships (physical, spiritual, social) am I weak?
Am I weak in wisdom (knowing and following God’s ways)?

" What steps can I take to strengthen weak area(s)?  Select four specific,
small projects.  Work on balance, wherever it is most needed.  Therefore,
the activities may all be in one area—or they may be in several; they may
relate to personal growth—or they may relate to weak areas of ministry.
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Weak Area Strengthening Projects

Intercession

CLOSING
Bridge Question

" What happens to us after we allow Jesus to be our Lord, our Savior, and even
our model for life and ministry?  Are we alone, enjoying our fellowship with
Him?  Or do we become part of a grand design?

Closing Prayer

FOLLOW-UP:  Before the next lesson, students should . . .

! Do their application experiences
! Be prepared to report about them at the next class session



Role-Play
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The Four Friends

Narrator:  I’d like you to meet four friends—Fred Physical, Social Sonia, Wise Will,
and Saintly Sue.  [Change names to fit.]  They will introduce themselves to you now!

Physical Character (acting like a body builder, always flexing muscles):   I’m a
much better person now that I have a body like Arnold Swarzennegger.  Those six-
hour workouts every day are great!  My wife went to live with her mother so she
would have someone to talk to—so now I have more time—and I’ve added aerobic
exercises to my schedule!  I have the perfect body.  Everyone should be like me!

Social Area  (happy, laughing, talking with many imaginary friends):  I have so many
friends, and I’m so happy.  I’m planning a big party at my house this weekend, and
you’re all invited!  And don’t forget—bring a friend!  No, I won’t have time to go to
(Insert name of today’s meeting/conference.) with you today, but thanks!  Maybe I’ll
go to church at Christmas, though!  Guess what!  Next week, I’m going to the theater,
and a concert, and another party, and . . .!

Wisdom Area  (showing superior intelligence, impressing people with knowledge):
Did you know that the sun is 109 times bigger than Earth?  And its surface
temperature is about 6000ºC, but that the interior may reach 13,000ºC?  I’m so
smart—my IQ is 185.  That makes me a genius!  Everyone should be like me, and the
world could advance to a higher level.  (suddenly looking sad) Then, maybe I would
be able to have some friends . . .

Spiritual Area (singing):  “Holy, holy, holy—yes, I am so holy . . .”  I’m so
dedicated!  I spend all week at church, I pray six hours a day, and I fast four days a
week.  But I’m so persecuted!  The pastor and leaders don’t give me respect!  They
don’t agree with all my ideas!  They have wrong doctrines!  (suddenly very angry)
Who do they think they are?  What right does they have to criticize me?  (suddenly
pious)  “Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do . . .”  (singing) “Holy,
holy, holy—yes, I am so holy . . .”

•  CLUE THE CHARACTERS TO INTERACT FOR ONE MINUTE IN THEIR ROLES AFTER
THEIR INTRODUCTIONS.  THEY TALK SIMULTANEOUSLY AND PAY LITTLE
ATTENTION TO EACH OTHER.

•  STOP THEIR "COMMUNICATION," THANK THEM FOR THEIR PARTICIPATION, AND
MAKE YOUR CLOSING REMARKS (BELOW).

Narrator:  When we talked about Luke 2:52, we heard that Jesus grew physically,
spiritually, socially, and in wisdom. Then, we met these four friends.  Each had
grown in one area—though not quite in the way we studied!  After meeting them, we
have some good reasons to learn about balance in development.
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THE  THREE  RELATIONSHIPS  OF  MAN

KEY VERSE

 DISCOVERY QUESTIONS
 

" What makes the difference between blessing and destruction?
" Is it possible to grow toward God’s intentions without loving God, walking in His

ways, and keeping His commands?
 
 SUPPORTING VERSES & DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

Set 1

•  Genesis 1:26a •    Genesis 2:18 •    Genesis 2:8

" God put man into various relationships.  In these verses, what are the three primary
relationships in which God placed man?

" Describe the three relationships in common terms.
" Have you seen these three areas before?  Where?
" Make a definition for each of the areas.
" In the three areas, with what things are we in relationship?
" What needs exist in each of the relationships listed above?

Set 2

•  Deuteronomy 30:15-16 •    Proverbs 4:7-16 •    Proverbs 3:1-2
•  I Corinthians 2:9-12 •    Proverbs 2:1-11 •    Ephesians 1:17

" What is wisdom?
" What do these passages say about wisdom?
" What is the relationship between wisdom and development?  Without wisdom, is it

possible to grow in the same way that Jesus did?
" How does wisdom relate to the other three primary areas of life?

NOTES

Please turn over  ⇒

Deuteronomy 30:15,16
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APPLICATION PLAN

" In which of the three relationships (physical, spiritual, social) am I weak?  Am I weak
in wisdom (knowing and following God’s ways)?

" What steps can I take to strengthen weak area(s)?  Select four specific, small projects.
Work on balance, wherever it is most needed.  The activities may all be in one area—
or several; they may relate to personal growth—or to ministry.

Weak Area Strengthening Projects

APPLICATION REPORT
(Be prepared to report at the beginning of the next class session.)
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Balance
We need to pay attention to all three relationships that God gave us, plus wisdom (His
instructions for carrying out those relationships).

A wheel with no rim cannot be used:

SPIRITUAL

SOCIAL

PHYSICAL

A wheel with one spoke missing or weak makes the wheel difficult to use.  This is the out-
of-balance life:

A wheel that is complete and in balance
can serve the purpose for which it is
designed.  Wisdom is the integrating
factor:

SPIRITUAL

SOCIAL

PHYSICAL

SPIRITUAL

SOCIAL

PHYSICAL

SPIRITUAL

SOCIAL

PHYSICAL

SPIRITUAL

SOCIAL

PHYSICAL

Development = Moving toward God’s intentions

WISDOM

WISDOM

WISDOM
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THE THREE RELATIONSHIPS OF MAN

Common Terms

From Genesis

PEOPLECREATION

GOD

SOCIALPHYSICAL

SPIRITUAL
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The Spiritual Area

Man’s SPIRITUAL Relationships—Examples:

•  God the Father
•  Jesus
•  The Church
•  The Bible
•  Prayer
•  Evangelism
•  Satan and his kingdom

Man’s SPIRITUAL Needs—Examples:

•  Fellowship with God
•  Salvation
•  Worship   (alone and with others)
•  Prayer      (alone and with others)
•  Hearing from God (alone and with others)
•  Experiencing God’s love
•  Sharing God’s love with others
•  Repentance and Obedience to God

The relationship in
which all others must
be grounded—if people
are going to live in
biblical balance.
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The Physical Area

Man’s PHYSICAL Relationships—Examples:

•  Physical bodies
•  Food
•  Clothing
•  Housing
•  Water
•  Animals
•  Plants
•  The earth
•  Time

PHYSICAL Needs—Examples:

•  Adequate nutrition
•  Clothing
•  Housing
•  Potable water
•  A clean and sanitary living space
•  Exercise
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The Social Area

Man’s SOCIAL Relationships—Examples:

•  Family
•  Friends
•  Community
•  Government
•  Bosses and co-workers
•  Enemies

Man’s SPIRITUAL Needs—Examples:

•  Friendship/Fellowship
•  Family
•  Loyalty/Honesty
•  Fun
•  Celebration
•  Working together
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Wisdom

•  God’s ways, instructions, intentions,
commands, desires

•  Fear of the Lord
•  Knowledge of God
•  Understanding and enlightenment
•  Numerous promises of God
•  Revealed to man’s spirit by God’s Spirit

Wisdom = Doing things God’s way

=  Obeying God’s rules and
instructions for all relationships

•  Physical
•  Spiritual
•  Social
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The Three Relationships of Man

•  Man’s 3 primary relationships:
God,  Creation,  People

•  3 relationship areas:
Spiritual, Physical, Social

•  Spiritual:  Relationship with God and
the spiritual world

•  Physical:   Relationship to the rest of
creation

•  Social: Relationships with each
other

•  Wisdom*     =   Following God’s instructions
for successful spiritual, social,
and physical relationships

                       =    Growing as God intends in those
relationships

*  People can have great knowledge
—but not be wise!
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Wheels Out of Balance

SPIRITUAL

SOCIAL

PHYSICAL

                              

SPIRITUAL

SOCIAL

PHYSICAL

SPIRITUAL

SOCIAL

PHYSICAL

WISDOM

WISDOM

WISDOM

A wheel that is in balance can easily move toward
its objective.  Our lives, when in balance, can move

towards God’s intentions for us.  This is another
way we can understand development—moving

towards God’s intentions.
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Wisdom – The Integrating Factor

SPIRITUAL

PHYSICAL

SOCIAL

DEVELOPMENT = MOVING TOWARDS GOD’S INTENTIONS



Jesus' Development and the Concept of
Adequacy

by
Bob Moffitt

Jesus' life on earth gives us a model of human development that is
radically different from the modern, secular view.  Jesus' development can
serve as a biblical model, or pattern, for our own lives.  However, modern
Christians often make the tragic mistake of ignoring or neglecting this
biblical view of human growth.

What is the modern view of development?  Modern secular society defines
development largely in economic and material terms.  Education, science,
and technology are the principal mechanisms by which poverty will be
alleviated, human need will be met, and peace and happiness will be
found.  Higher education, advanced technology, industrial production,
growing national economies, and high GDPs are synonymous with
development. It is true that education, technology and other benefits of
Western culture are often helpful in raising the material and intellectual
quality of life.  As good and helpful as these can be, they are not the basic
requirements for growth toward God's intentions.

Unfortunately, many Third World Christians believe in the secular
development model.  They have been seduced by trinkets of materialism.
Their behavior portrays their belief that "development" is measured by the
ownership of Western values and things.  They have believed the lie that
Western education and technology are like ships, carrying them into the
harbor of happiness.

Third World Christians are not at fault for this perspective.  Their Western
brothers and sisters were seduced first.  Then, missionaries from the West
carried the Christian faith to the Third World.  They, as well as their
message, were wrapped appealingly in a shroud of Western education and
technology.  Just as a virus is passed along from one person to another,
Third World Christians often "caught" a materialistic view of
development.

Missionaries and Christian relief and development workers don't have to
use words to promote a materialistic view of development. They do it,
unintentionally, by how they live.  If a poor man comes to Christ through
the witness of a "rich" man (one with a watch, camera, computer, car, or
new clothes), what could the poor man perceive about the relationship
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between being a Christian and having material things?  If a Christian relief
and development agency attacks human need in a poor community by
using technology that costs more than the combined annual income of all
the residents, what impression could the community have about the
relationship between Christian faith, high technology, and development?

Scripture, by contrast, presents a very different view of the goal, process,
and material requirements for human development.  Modern Christians
need to compare Scripture with their own beliefs about the material
requirements for development.  In Luke 2:52 and surrounding verses, we
have one of Scripture's clearest presentations of a biblical view of human
development.  We see the goals and processes of development, as well as
the context in which it takes place.  Luke 2:52 reads:

And Jesus grew in wisdom and stature, and in favor with
God and men.

This passage refers to the development of Jesus.  Jesus Himself grew in
wisdom.  He also grew physically, spiritually, and socially.  Christians
agree that Jesus was the "perfect man."  As such, He is our model; and His
development can serve as a model for our own.

It is important to see that Jesus achieved His full human potential in these
four areas of life in the context of relative material poverty.  He was born
in a stable.  His first years were spent as a political refugee in Egypt.  He
grew up in the home of a laborer, in a town with a poor reputation—a
Roman military garrison town.  He, too, was a laborer.  He did not have a
higher formal education, but His education appears to have been adequate
by local standards—He could read, and He knew the Scriptures.  In Jesus'
home there were none of the signs of modern technology.  There was no
running water.  No flush toilet.  No electricity.  No television.  He had no
watch, automobile, or computer.  Jesus might have had some or all of the
things in the above list if He had come into the world during our era.  Yet,
He achieved His full potential in the absence of modern technological
advantages.

We also need to be clear that Jesus did not live in abject poverty.  He was
poor, but not destitute.  Destitution is clearly not God's intention. God
made sure that Jesus had the love, community support, educational
opportunities, and material possessions necessary for Him to reach God's
intentions.  The material context that God provided for Jesus'
development was not one of affluence—or destitution—but one of
adequacy.  If we look at a wide spectrum of possible conditions—with
affluence on one end and destitution on the other—we see that Jesus’
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development occurred at neither end but at a place between the two
extremes, in a condition of adequacy.  "Adequacy" implies that resources
are sufficient enough to meet needs.  Adequacy is articulated, also, in
Proverbs 30:8-9; II Corinthians 8:13-15; and Hebrews 13:5-6.

Jesus' material condition should give great hope concerning the
development of many people throughout the world.  It demonstrates that
people can reach their full potential in the physical, spiritual, social, and
wisdom areas of life without having the abundance of the material "things"
of an industrialized society—including running water, electricity, high-
paying jobs, or higher education.

The model of Jesus' growth also implies that those concerned about the
development of others must work to see that there is a context of
adequacy—that there are adequate resources to meet basic human needs.
Physical destitution is clearly not God's intention, and Christians should
work against it.

Yet, to believe that Western materialism is a requirement for development
is to believe in the idolatry that has crippled the spiritual vitality of
Western Christians.  To believe that Western materialism is a requirement
for development is to focus on things, rather than God, as the source of
fullness.

The biblical perspective of development can be marvelously liberating!  If
people have adequacy but lack access to the "things" of Western
development, they are not hindered from being all that God intends them
to be.  Biblical development can help move people toward the fulfillment
God has for them in all areas of their lives.  People's energy can be
directed toward becoming what God intends, rather than striving to be like
those who possess more "things."

The Western worldview often embraces a dependence on "things" for
happiness and fulfillment, but a biblical worldview expresses a
dependence on God.  "Things" are not necessarily bad; in fact, they can be
great aids to development.  However, when they are seen as the path for
development, then our focus and expectations are looking to the wrong
source.  Instead, God is our source and provider, just as He was for Jesus.
Those who have material adequacy but are poor—like Jesus—are able to
develop and reach God's full intentions for them in every area of their
lives—just as He did.
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DevelopmentDevelopment

■■ Modern view of developmentModern view of development
–– Dependence on thingsDependence on things

■■ Christian message from theChristian message from the
WestWest
–– Clothed in materialismClothed in materialism

■■ Christian messengers fromChristian messengers from
the Westthe West
–– Promote materialismPromote materialism

unintentionallyunintentionally
8-5
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Jesus’ Development -Jesus’ Development -
Luke 2:52Luke 2:52

■■ Jesus was poor by western standardsJesus was poor by western standards
■■ Town of poor reputationTown of poor reputation
■■ No running waterNo running water
■■ No flush toiletNo flush toilet
■■ No electricityNo electricity
■■ No televisionNo television
■■ No watchNo watch
■■ No carNo car

■■ Jesus was fully developed inJesus was fully developed in
context of:context of:

Affluence  - - - Adequacy - - - DestitutionAffluence  - - - Adequacy - - - Destitution

■■ Jesus’ development gives hopeJesus’ development gives hope
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Biblical World ViewBiblical World View

■■ LiberatingLiberating

■■ Not hindered by lack ofNot hindered by lack of

material abundancematerial abundance
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THE  KINGDOM  OF  GOD

The Kingdom, Jesus, and the Church
Characteristics of the Kingdom

Implications of the Kingdom

BACKGROUND PAPER:
What Makes the Kingdom of God

Visible in Our Daily Lives?

9.
10.
11.

12.
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THE KINGDOM, JESUS, AND THE CHURCH

OUTCOMES:  In this lesson, the students should . . .

! Review the teachings and applications of the last lesson
! Understand the importance of the Kingdom of God to Jesus
! Consider how important the Kingdom should be to us
! Understand the Kingdom’s importance for the New Testament

Church
! Consider the importance of the Kingdom for the universal church

today
! Reflect on the importance of the Kingdom to their local church

Opening Prayer

EVALUATION

Review of Previous Lesson
Individual Reports of Application Experiences
Trainer’s Observations

INTRODUCTION
Lead Exercise

•  Song:  “Seek Ye First The Kingdom of God”

Seek ye first the Kingdom of God
And His righteousness
And all these things will be added unto you
Allelu, Alleluia

Discovery Questions

" This song is based on Matthew 6:33.  What importance does it give the
Kingdom?

" Who spoke these words about the Kingdom?
" What priority should the Kingdom have in our lives?  In our churches?
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Bridge

•  Matthew 6:33 gives the Kingdom top priority.  Our Lord Jesus spoke these
words to His disciples.  In this lesson, we will discover how important the
Kingdom was to Jesus and how important it is for us.  We will discover how
important the Kingdom of God was to the New Testament church and how
important it is to our local churches today.

THE STUDY
Key Verse

Luke 4:43

Discovery Questions

" For what purpose was Jesus sent?
" What does this passage tell us about the importance of the Kingdom to Jesus?
" As His disciples, do we share the same purpose?  Do our churches?

Supporting Verses & Discovery Questions

STUDENTS EXPLORE THE VERSES AS A LARGE GROUP.  (SEE HANDOUT #1.)  ASK FOR
VOLUNTEERS TO READ PASSAGES.  ASSIGN VERSES, AND GIVE STUDENTS TIME TO
LOCATE PASSAGES.  HAVE THEM READ THE FIRST GROUPING OF VERSES; THEN,
ASK THE GROUP TO ANSWER THE RELATED QUESTIONS.  (USE THE SUGGESTED
QUESTIONS AND/OR YOUR OWN.)  IF NECESSARY, ASK STUDENTS TO READ VERSES
AGAIN.  LOOK FOR SEVERAL RESPONSES PER QUESTION.  ASK DIFFERENT
STUDENTS WHAT THEY THINK EACH CONTRIBUTION IS HELPFUL IN THE
DISCOVERY PROCESS.  ENCOURAGE THEM TO INTERACT WITH EACH OTHER, NOT
ONLY WITH YOU.  WRITE THEIR RESPONSES ON A BLACKBOARD AND/OR
SUMMARIZE VERBALLY.  REPEAT FOR EACH SET OF QUESTIONS.

•  Matthew 4:17, 23 •    Matthew 9:35 •    Matthew 10:5-8

" Where did Jesus preach the Good News of the Kingdom?
" What did Jesus expect of His disciples in regards to the Kingdom?

Handout
   # 1
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•  Matthew 6:33 •    Matthew 6:9-10     •    Colossians
     1:28-29

" What priority should the Kingdom have in our lives?  Why?
" How is the Kingdom on earth compared to the Kingdom in Heaven?
" What is our goal as disciples as we proclaim the Good News of the

Kingdom?

•  Matthew 13:1-9,22 •    I Corinthians 6:9 •    Galatians 5:19-21

" What happens when we give priority—first place—to concerns other than
the Kingdom of God?

" What happens to those who reveal their wickedness and sinful natures
through lifestyles of continuous, unrepented sin?

•  Acts 1:3-8

" What was the subject of Jesus’ final teachings to the church?
" On that basis, how important was the Kingdom to Jesus?  Why?

•  Acts 17:6-7 •    Acts 19:8 •    Acts 28:23, 30, 31

" The Apostle Paul was the principal church-planter and writer of New
Testament letters to churches he planted.  What was Paul’s understanding
of the Kingdom of God?  To what extent did he give himself to the
Kingdom?

•  Romans 14:17 •    I Corinthians 4:20

" In what ways did Paul explain the Kingdom of God?

•    I Thessalonians 2:10-12 •    Colossians 4:11

" What was the role of believers?
" Was the Kingdom of God important to Paul and the New Testament

churches?
" Is there a similar importance to our churches today?  Why or why not?

•  Hebrews 12:26-29

" How does the writer of Hebrews refer to God’s Kingdom?
" What are we to receive?  How are we to receive it?
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Key Ideas

COMPARE STUDENTS’ FINDINGS TO THE FOLLOWING POINTS.  IF NECESSARY, USE
THE OVERHEAD OR WRITE THE FOLLOWING LIST ON THE BLACKBOARD TO
REINFORCE STUDENTS’ FINDINGS OR ADD IMPORTANT POINTS MISSED.

The Kingdom of God was first priority with Jesus.  He was sent to “for that
purpose,” spent His time preaching the Kingdom, and sent His disciples to do
the same.

The Kingdom is to be just as normal and important on earth as it is in heaven.

Jesus told His disciples, and us, to seek the Kingdom as our first priority.

There are consequences to not giving first priority to the Kingdom of God.

Jesus’ final instructions to His church included forty days of teaching on the
Kingdom of God.  It was that important!

The Apostle Paul gave priority to the Kingdom of God in his teaching,
preaching, and writing.

The Kingdom of God was of utmost importance to the New Testament
church.

The Kingdom of God should be as important to the church today as it was to
the New Testament church.

The Kingdom of God is unshakable.

Reinforcement

Exercise

•  Song:  “Seek Ye First The Kingdom of God”

SING THE SONG AGAIN.  THIS TIME, HAVE STUDENTS REFLECT QUIETLY ABOUT
THE PRIORITY OF THE KINGDOM IN THEIR LIVES.  ALLOW A FEW MINUTES FOR
INDIVIDUAL MEDITATION AND PRAYER.  DOES THE KINGDOM HAVE THE
PRIORITY THAT JESUS GAVE IT?

Memorization

•  Luke 4:43

Summary

 1
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APPLICATION

Group Exploration

Sample Questions . . .
 . . . and Possible Responses

" Has the Kingdom of God been as important in your life as it should be?
#### No, I haven’t really understood its importance.
#### Yes, it has defined my ministry and life.

" What can you do to begin to give the Kingdom more importance in your life?
#### Read my Bible more to understand more about the Kingdom.
#### Tell others about the Kingdom.
#### Pray for God to show me what I can do.

" How important do you think the Kingdom of God should be to the universal
church, the Body of Christ?

#### It should be very important.
#### It should be as important as it was to Jesus.
#### It’s not as important as other aspects of Christianity.

" How can the church express the Kingdom of God?
#### The church can express the Kingdom in the same ways that Jesus

did preaching, teaching, and healing.
#### The church can express the Kingdom like the New Testament church

did planting new churches and telling everyone about the Kingdom.

" How important should the Kingdom of God be to your local church?
#### It should be as important to our church as it was to the New Testament

church.
#### It should be the highest priority for our church.

" How do you respond to the description that the Kingdom is unshakeable?
#### It’s exciting to know that we have something so permanent.
#### I feel unworthy, yet honored.  I want to worship Him.
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Commitment

Experiences

•  Sharing the Good News of the Kingdom:

Jesus went about sharing the Kingdom of God from village to village.  He did
this by preaching and modeling the Kingdom to the people he met on his way.
Ask God to impress you with the name of a person with whom you should
share the good news of the Kingdom—someone you will see before the next
session or commit to God that you will share the Kingdom with someone He
brings along your way.  Write down your intentions on the back of Handout
#1 (Application Plan), and share them with the person sitting next to you.
After you carry out your plan, write a short report on the back of Handout #1
(Application Report).  Be prepared to share your report at the next session.

•  Helping Your Local Church:

Before the next session, get together with another group member and pray for
each other’s churches.  Ask the Lord to show you how you can help your local
church more effectively proclaim and advance God’s Kingdom.  Write your
thoughts on the back of Handout #1 (Application Report).

Intercession

CLOSING
Bridge Question

" We’ve now seen the importance of the Kingdom to Jesus and to the New
Testament church.  But, what really is the Kingdom of God?  What does it
look like?  How does it function?  Where is it?

Closing Prayer

FOLLOW-UP:  Before the next lesson, students should . . .

! Do their application experiences
! Be prepared to report about them at the next class session
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THE  KINGDOM,  JESUS,  AND  THE  CHURCH

KEY VERSE

DISCOVERY QUESTIONS
" For what purpose was Jesus sent?
" What does this passage tell us about the importance of the Kingdom to Jesus?
" As His disciples, do we share the same purpose?  Do our churches?

SUPPORTING VERSES & DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

•  Matthew 4:17, 23 •    Matthew 9:35 •  Matthew 10:5-8

" Where did Jesus preach the Good News of the Kingdom?
" What did Jesus expect of His disciples in regards to the Kingdom?

•  Matthew 6:33 •    Matthew 6:9-10 •    Colossians 1:28-29

" What priority should the Kingdom have in our lives?  Why?
" How is the Kingdom on earth compared to the Kingdom in Heaven?
" What is our goal as disciples as we proclaim the Good News of the Kingdom?

•  Matthew 13:1-9,22 •    I Corinthians 6:9 •    Galatians 5:19-21

" What happens when we give priority or first place to concerns other than the
Kingdom of God?

" What happens to those who reveal their wickedness and sinful natures through
various lifestyles of continuous unrepented sin?

•  Acts 1:3-8

" What was the subject of Jesus’ final teachings to the church?
" On that basis, how important was the Kingdom to Jesus?  Why?

•  Acts 17:6-7 •    Acts 19:8 •    Acts 28:23, 30, 31

" The Apostle Paul was the principal church-planter and writer of New Testament
letters to churches he planted.  What was Paul’s understanding of the Kingdom of
God?  To what extent did he give himself to the Kingdom?

•  Romans 14:17 •    I Corinthians 4:20

" In what ways did Paul explain the Kingdom of God?

Luke 4:43

Please turn over ⇒
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•    I Thessalonians 2:10-12 •    Colossians 4:11

" What was the role of believers?
" Was the Kingdom of God important to Paul and the New Testament churches?
" Is there a similar importance to our churches today?  Why or why not?

•  Hebrews 12:26-29

" How does the writer of Hebrews refer to God’s Kingdom?
" What are we to receive?  How are we to receive it?

APPLICATION PLAN
" Who will you tell about the good news of the Kingdom?
" How can you help your church proclaim and advance the Kingdom?

APPLICATION REPORT
(Be prepared to report at the beginning of the next class session.)



Overhead #1
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THE  KINGDOM, JESUS, AND THE CHURCH

•  Jesus’ first priority

•  Sent for that purpose
•  Shared the Kingdom
•  Sent disciples to do the same
•  Spent last days on earth teaching it
•  Seek it first

•  New Testament church’s first priority

APPLICATION

The Kingdom should be as important to us as it was to
Jesus.

The Kingdom should be as important to our church as
it was to the New Testament church.
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CHARACTERISTICS  OF  THE  KINGDOM

OUTCOMES:  In this lesson, the students should . . .

! Review the teachings and applications of the previous lesson
! Learn some of the characteristics of the Kingdom of God
! Consider how their lives and their local churches reflect the

characteristics of the Kingdom

Opening Prayer

EVALUATION

Review of Previous Lesson
Individual Reports of Application Experiences
Trainer’s Observations

INTRODUCTION
Lead Exercise

•  Role Play:  “Church Leaders’ Monthly Planning Meeting”

BEFORE THE SESSION, READ THE ROLE-PLAY LOCATED DIRECTLY BEHIND THE
LESSON.  MAKE FOUR TO SIX PHOTOCOPIES—ONE FOR EACH CHARACTER.

AS THE SESSION BEGINS, GIVE THE COPIES TO FOUR TO SIX STUDENTS TO ROLE-
PLAY A CHURCH LEADERS’ MONTHLY BUSINESS MEETING..

Discovery Questions

" What did you see in the role-play?  What was the problem?
" Is your church like this in any way?
" How easy is it to get distracted from doing the things of the Kingdom?  What

are some of the reasons?

Role-
Play
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Bridge

•  In the previous lesson, we saw the Kingdom’s importance to Jesus and to the
New Testament church.  In this lesson, we’ll take a look at some of the
characteristics of the Kingdom.

 
 

 
THE STUDY

 
 Key Verse
 

John 18:37
 
 Discovery Question
 

" Who is the King?
 
 Supporting Verses & Discovery Questions
 

FOR SETS 1 AND 2, DIVIDE STUDENTS INTO SMALL GROUPS.  HAVE THEM RETURN
TO THE LARGE GROUP TO REPORT.   (OPTION:  SOME SMALL GROUPS DO SET 1, AND
OTHERS DO SET 2.).

 
 Set 1
 

•  Luke 17:20-21 •     Matthew 12:28 •     Matthew 25:31 
" Is the Kingdom present, future, or both?  Is it a political kingdom of this

world?
 

•  Colossians 1:13 •     Revelation 11:15 
" Does another kingdom co-exist with God’s Kingdom?

•  Matthew 25:31-32
" How complete, or absolute, is Christ’s rule?

•  Matthew 13:19, 24-29, 36-43
" What differences are there between the present and future Kingdoms? 

 Present Kingdom  Future Kingdom
 –  –
 –  –
 –  –
 –  –
 –  –
 –  –
 –  –

Handout
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Set 2

•  Matthew 20:20-28 
" What are the conditions for greatness in the Kingdom of God?

 
•  Matthew 21:43 •    John 15:1-16 

" To whom will the Kingdom be given?
 

•  Matthew 13:3-8, 18-23 
" What is the difference between good and bad citizens of the Kingdom?

•  Matthew 13:31-33
" What impact does a small portion of the Kingdom have?

•  Matthew 13:44-46
" Is the Kingdom worth any sacrifice?

 
•  Matthew 13:24-30, 36-43 •     Ephesians 6:12-17 

" Does Satan have any influence on Kingdom people?

 
•  HAVE STUDENTS REMAIN IN THE LARGE GROUP.  ASK DIFFERENT STUDENTS

TO READ THE VERSES IN SET 3.  LEAD A DISCUSSION, USING THE DISCOVERY
QUESTIONS.

 
Set 3

•  Matthew 13:52 
" How do the Kingdom teachings affect our understanding of the truths of

God?
 

•  Matthew 4:23 •     Matthew 9:35 •     Matthew 10:7,8 •     Acts 8:12 
" What activities are connected with the Good News of the Kingdom?

 
•  Matthew 6:9-10 •     Luke 4:43 •     John 4:34 

" What is the relationship between God’s intentions (His will) and the
Kingdom?

 
•  Acts 14:21-22 •     Matthew 7:21-23 

" How do we enter the Kingdom?  How are people excluded from it?
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Key Ideas

Set 1

Jesus is the King.  He acknowledged that His Kingdom was not of this world.
The Kingdom is not a worldly political system.  It is within the heart of the
believer.  (Note:  Compare this to Liberation Theology, which advocates a
political kingdom of this world.)

The Kingdom is both present and future.  Jesus told the Pharisees that the
Kingdom was upon them—it had arrived.

Jesus also referred to a future when He would come in His glory and would sit
on His throne as ruler and judge.

There are differences between the present and future Kingdoms:

   Present Kingdom Future Kingdom
– Being sown – A full harvest
– Mixture of two kingdoms (Kingdom

of God, kingdom of this world)
– One Kingdom, under

Christ’s authority
– Struggle/tension – Victory/peace
– Christ’s rule limited, not fully

exercised (Satan is still active)
– Christ’s rule

complete, absolute

Set 2

Servanthood is a prerequisite for greatness in the Kingdom.  Those who want
to be great in the Kingdom must become servants.

The Kingdom will be given to those who produce its fruit.  Good citizens of
the Kingdom are fruitful—reaping from 30 to 100 times more than they sow.

A small part of the Kingdom has an impact much greater than its size.  The
Kingdom is worth the sacrifice of everything else.

Satan has planted non-Kingdom people among Kingdom citizens in this
world.  However, non-Kingdom people will be separated from Kingdom
citizens for eternity; they will be sent into eternal fire.

Satan fights against Kingdom citizens, but Kingdom people have God’s
protection available.

 1

 2
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Set 3

Those who teach Kingdom truths add new life, new dimensions, and new
power to traditionally understood truths about God.  (This is illustrated by the
house owner who brings new, as well as old, treasures out of his storeroom.)

The Good News of the Kingdom is expressed through teaching, preaching,
miracles that meet physical needs, and people being saved and baptized.

Jesus equates the Kingdom of God with God’s will (intentions) being done.
He said He was sent to preach the Kingdom, and He also said His purpose was
to do the will of God.  The two statements are different ways of expressing the
same truth.

The Kingdom is entered through hardships and obedience to the King’s will.

Reinforcement

Exercise

•  Role Play: “Church Leaders’ Monthly Business Meeting”

 WITHOUT PRACTICE, HAVE STUDENTS RE-ENACT THE OPENING ROLE-PLAY.
TELL THEM TO ADJUST THEIR ROLES ACCORDING TO WHAT THEY HAVE
STUDIED ABOUT THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE KINGDOM.

 
 Memorization
 

•  John 18:37

Summary

APPLICATION
Group Exploration

Sample Questions . . .
. . . and Possible Responses

" How does your church reflect the Kingdom characteristics we have studied?
# My church is more like the one represented in the role-play.
# My church has some programs that meet some community needs.
# My church does not have this understanding of the characteristics of

the Kingdom.
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" How does your personal life reflect these Kingdom characteristics?
# I never realized I should live as a Kingdom citizen.
# My personal life doesn’t reflect Kingdom characteristics.  I need to

become a better follower of Christ.
# For the most part, my life reflects these characteristics.

" What can you do to become a better citizen of the Kingdom of God?
# I can better understand the will of the King, Jesus.
# I need to practice the Kingdom commands that we learned.
# I need to learn more about the Kingdom of God.

Commitment

Experience

•  “Being a Servant”
People called “great” in the Kingdom of God are also called “servants.”  The
following experience is designed to increase our capacity to serve others daily.

•  ASSIGN STUDENTS TO CARRY A PIECE OF PAPER WITH THEM AT ALL TIMES
AND TO LIST THE PEOPLE THEY SEE REGULARLY.  TELL STUDENTS TO PRAY
FOR THESE PEOPLE, ASKING GOD HOW TO SERVE THEM.  THEY SHOULD
WRITE DOWN THE IDEAS FOR SERVICE NEXT TO THE NAMES.  THEIR
SERVICE COULD BE SIMPLE (LIKE BEING COURTEOUS), OR IT COULD
REQUIRE SACRIFICE.

•  TELL STUDENTS TO BEGIN TO SERVE PEOPLE, USING THE LIST AS A GUIDE.
THEY SHOULD DO ONE OR MORE OF THE SIMPLE ACTS OF SERVICE
BEFORE THE NEXT CLASS, MAKE NOTES ON THE BACK OF HANDOUT #1,
AND BE PREPARED TO SHARE.  THE SHARING WILL NOT BE TO “LET THE
LEFT HAND KNOW” (MATTHEW 6:3), BUT TO “SPUR ONE ANOTHER ON.”
(HEBREW 10:24)

Intercession

CLOSING
Bridge Question

" We’ve seen the importance of the Kingdom to Jesus and the New Testament
church.  We’ve studied Scriptures telling us what the Kingdom is like, how it
operates, and who the King is.  In the next lesson, we’ll look at another
question:  What difference should the Kingdom of God make in our lives and
our church?

Closing Prayer
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FOLLOW-UP:  Before the next lesson, students should . . .

! Do their application experiences
! Be prepared to report about them at the next class session
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 Church Leaders’ Monthly Planning Meeting

Characters sit and talk among themselves.  They make enthusiastic comments
and generally agree that the Kingdom of God studies have been life-
changing, exciting, and powerful—opening their eyes to their calling and to
the true mission of the church.

After all characters have made positive comments and agreed together, then
the characters begin the following dialogue.

Chairman: Well, we need to move on and start
discussing the “real” business on our agenda.

Member: Wait a minute!  When do we start applying
these things we’ve been learning about the
Kingdom?

Chairman ignores the question and continues with the meeting agenda—but
there is a knock at the door.  A member goes to the door and has a
conversation with someone outside.  (Visitor cannot be seen.)  The member
asks the person to wait, then returns to the business meeting.

Person Who Went to Door: It’s a poor person who needs some help.
What shall we do?

Chairman: We have to attend to our business!  Tell him
to go to [name of another local place people
go for help]—or come back later.
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CHARACTERISTICS  OF  THE  KINGDOM

KEY VERSE

 DISCOVERY QUESTION
 

" Who is the King?

SUPPORTING  VERSES & DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

Set 1

•  Luke 17:20-21 •     Matthew 12:28 •     Matthew 25:31

" Is the Kingdom present, future, or both?  Is it a political kingdom of this world?
 
•  Colossians 1:13 •     Revelation 11:15
 

" Does another kingdom co-exist with God’s Kingdom?
 
•  Matthew 25:31-32

" How complete, or absolute, is Christ’s rule?

•  Matthew13:19, 24-29, 36-43

" What differences are there between the present and future Kingdoms?  (List
kingdoms.)

Set 2

•  Matthew 20:20-28
 

" What are the conditions for greatness in the Kingdom of God?
 
•  Matthew 21:43 •     John 15:1-16
 

" To whom will the Kingdom be given?
 
•  Matthew 13:3-8, 18-23
 

" What is the difference between good and bad citizens of the Kingdom?

John 18: 33-37

Please turn over  ⇒⇒⇒⇒
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•  Matthew 13:31-33

" What impact does a small portion of the Kingdom have?

•  Matthew 13:44-46

" Is the Kingdom worth any sacrifice?
 
•  Matthew 13:24-30, 36-43 •     Ephesians 6:12-17
 

" Does Satan have any influence on Kingdom people?

Set 3
 
•  Matthew 13:52
 

" How do the Kingdom teachings affect our understanding of the truths of God?
 
•  Matthew 4:23 •     Matthew 9:35 •     Matthew 10:7,8 •     Acts 8:12
 

" What activities are connected with the Good News of the Kingdom?
 
•  Matthew 6:9-10 •     Luke 4:43 •     John 4:34
 

" What is the relationship between God’s intentions (His will) and the Kingdom?
 
•  Acts 14:21-22 •     Matthew 7:21-23
 

" How do we enter the Kingdom?  How are people excluded from it?

APPLICATION PLAN
•  Keep a list of people you see regularly.  Pray for them, and list ways to serve them.
•  Do one or more simple acts of service.

APPLICATION REPORT
(Be prepared to report at the beginning of the next class session.)
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CHARACTERISTICS  OF  THE  KINGDOM

Set 1

•  Jesus is King.

•  His Kingdom is not of this world.

•  It is not a political system.

•  Another kingdom co-exists—the kingdom of this world.

•  The Kingdom is both present and future.

Present Kingdom Future Kingdom

– Being sown – A full harvest

– Mixture of two
kingdoms (Kingdom of
God and the kingdom
of this world)

– One Kingdom,
under Christ’s
authority

– Struggle/tension – Victory/peace

– Christ’s rule limited,
not fully exercised
(Satan is still active)

– Christ’s rule
complete, absolute
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Set 2

•  Servanthood—necessary for greatness in Kingdom.

•  The Kingdom goes to those who produce fruit.

•  A small part of the Kingdom has great impact.

•  The Kingdom is worth the sacrifice of everything.

•  Satan has planted non-Kingdom people among Kingdom
people—but they will be separated eternally (fire).

•  Satan fights Kingdom citizens—but protection is
available.

Set 3

•  Kingdom truths add new life, new dimensions, new power.

•  Good News—teaching, preaching, miracles (physical),

people being saved and baptized.

•  The Kingdom = God’s will being done.

•  The Kingdom is entered through hardships, obedience.
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE KINGDOM

OUTCOMES:  In this lesson, the students should . . .

! Review the teachings and applications of the previous lesson
! Describe the Kingdom of God
! Explore implications of the Kingdom for personal life
! Explore implications of the Kingdom for local church and

ministry

Opening Prayer

EVALUATION

Review of Previous Lesson
Individual Reports of Application Experiences
Trainer’s Observations

INTRODUCTION
Lead Exercise

•  Role-play: “The Religious and the Revolutionary”

BEFORE THE SESSION:
•  READ THE ROLE-PLAY “THE RELIGIOUS AND THE REVOLUTIONARY,” LOCATED

DIRECTLY BEHIND THE LESSON.
•  MAKE TWO PHOTOCOPIES—ONE FOR EACH CHARACTER.

AS THE SESSION BEGINS:
•  SELECT TWO GROUP MEMBERS.  ONE WILL PLAY THE PART OF A

REVOLUTIONARY (RVL) AND THE OTHER A RELIGIOUS PERSON (REL).  REL IS
KNEELING, PRAYING, HOLDING A BIBLE.  REV ENTERS, CARRYING A BOOK BY
CHE GUEVARA (OR ANOTHER REVOLUTIONARY LEADER).

Discovery Questions

" What did you see in the role-play?  What was the problem?
" Why is it important to understand what the Kingdom of God is?
" What suggestions would you give each of the brothers in the role-play?

Role-
Play
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Bridge

•  We’ve already learned some about the Kingdom of God in previous lessons.
But as the role-play points out, sometimes a little knowledge can be worse
than none!  In this lesson, we will describe the Kingdom of God, and we will
look at the implications of the Kingdom for our local church or ministry.

 
 
 

 
THE STUDY

 
 Key Verse
 

Matthew 6:33
 
 Discovery Questions
 

" What is to be first priority in our lives?
" What are some implications of putting the Kingdom first in your life?
" What are some specific things that individuals can do to make the Kingdom

the highest priority in their lives?
" How would you describe the Kingdom of God?

Exercise

•  Making a Description of the Kingdom of God

MAKING A DESCRIPTION OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD CAN BE DONE IN SMALL OR
LARGE GROUPS.  ASK GROUP MEMBERS TO CONTRIBUTE ALL POSSIBLE
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE KINGDOM.  HAVE SOMEONE WRITE THE IDEAS ON A
BLACKBOARD OR LARGE PAPER.  FACILITATE A DISCUSSION TO HELP
STUDENTS DECIDE ON ONE DESCRIPTION OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD.  WHEN
DONE, HAVE SOMEONE WRITE OUT THE DESCRIPTION FOR EVERYONE TO SEE.
THEN, ASK STUDENTS TO COMPARE THEIR RESPONSE WITH THE FOLLOWING
DESCRIPTIONS.

•  The Kingdom of God is any place (heaven, earth, church, small group,
community, family, personal life, etc.) where Christ reigns and rules.

•  On earth, the Kingdom is present to the degree that God’s will is done and
that men are obedient to what God commands them to do.

•  The Kingdom is not visible in the sense of an earthly kingdom, but its
expressions are visible as its citizens obey the commands of their King.

Handout
   # 1
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•  The Kingdom is most clearly identified by love the love its citizens have
for God, each other, and their neighbors.  This love expresses itself in
concern for the whole person and their needs.

 
 Supporting Verses & Discovery Questions

•  Matthew 22:36-40 •     John 13:34 •     Matthew 28:18-20

" What are the King’s intentions?
" Where does an understanding of the Kingdom begin?
" If the church is to be a visible expression of the Kingdom, what are the

implications for individual members of the church?
" What hindrances do we have in our lives that keep the Kingdom from

being realized in our churches?
" In what ways does the church close the door to people not in the

Kingdom?

•  Matthew 6:9-10 •     Colossians 1:28-29

" What are some other implications of the Kingdom for its citizens?
" What is the Kingdom goal for ourselves?  For others?

•  Matthew 13:1-9, 18-23

" How can each person know that his life is contributing to the advancement
of the rule of Christ, the Kingdom of God?

" What are the ways to receive the news of the Kingdom?
" What is the consequence of not giving first priority to the Kingdom?

•  Matthew 21:28-31

" In the Kingdom, what is the relationship between what we say and what
we do?

Key Ideas

The basis for understanding the Kingdom of God is understanding how God
intends Kingdom citizens to live.

God’s intentions for us are found in His commands.  The principal commands:
- Kingdom people should love God and neighbor
- Kingdom people should love each other
- Kingdom people should go into the entire world, preaching the Good

News of the Kingdom, teaching others to obey all the laws of the King

 1
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A key implication of the Kingdom is that it should have first priority in the
lives of its citizens.  The consequence of giving priority to concerns other than
the Kingdom is that we will be unfruitful.

Our goal is to present everyone perfect in Christ.

Actions count more than words.

Reinforcement

Exercise

•  Find a partner and spent time praying for your church and each other:

" Pray that the Holy Spirit would point out areas that hinder the lost from
entering the Kingdom.

" Pray that God would show you how He wants you to be better representatives
of His Kingdom.

" Pray for one specific thing you can do before the next class session to better
represent the Kingdom.  Write it down on the back of Handout #1
(Application Plan).

" Pray that God would give you determination and strength to be obedient to
His general and specific commands.

" Record the results on the back of Handout #1 (Application Report).

 Memorization
 

•  Matthew 6:33

Summary

APPLICATION
Group Exploration

Sample Questions . . .
. . . and Possible Responses

" Have you given first priority to the Kingdom?  Do other things “compete” for
first place?

# I try.  I always ask myself, “What would Jesus do?”  Then I do it.
# No.  I’m so busy.  Everything else wants first place.  I go through days

without thinking about the Kingdom or obeying God.
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" Which do you find to be most difficult—loving God, neighbors, or fellow-
believers?  Why?

# Loving God is most difficult.  It seems so abstract.
# Loving my neighbor is most difficult.  I get so frustrated with some

people.
# Loving other believers is the hardest for me now.  We can’t agree on

some things at church, and there are serious problems.

" What kind of “soil” are you?  How do you receive Kingdom messages?
# I must be the path where nothing grows (whatever that is).  I don’t

understand very much of this.
# I am rocky soil.  I’m excited to learn this!  But as soon as this starts to

get uncomfortable me, I’ll probably be gone.
# I have thorns in my soil.  I’m studying now, but I will have to

preoccupy myself with my businesses soon.  I probably won’t even
remember it.

# I’m praying to be good soil.  I’m understanding the message and
walking obediently to it.

Commitment
 
Experience

•  "Contrasts and Conclusions"

HAVE STUDENTS BREAK INTO SMALL GROUPS.  GIVE EACH GROUP A MARKER
AND A LARGE PIECE OF PAPER.

EACH GROUP SHOULD LIST CONTRASTS BETWEEN THE KINGDOM OF GOD AND
THE KINGDOM OF THIS WORLD.  THEY SHOULD CONCENTRATE ON WHAT THEY
HAVE LEARNED IN THE PAST THREE STUDIES, BUT CAN ADD OTHER
CONTRASTS.  AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAPER, THEY SHOULD WRITE A
CONCLUSION ABOUT THE DIFFERENCES.  STUDENTS THEN RETURN TO LARGE
GROUPS AND PRESENT THEIR CONTRASTS AND CONCLUSIONS.  EXAMPLES ARE
GIVEN BELOW:

The Kingdom of God The kingdom of this world
- Citizens love God and others - Citizens love themselves
- Etc. - Etc.

Conclusion:
___________________________________________________________

 2
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Action:  Look for one contrast area where you sometimes think or act more
like a citizen of the kingdom of this world.  Write that contrast area on the
back of Handout #1 (Application Plan).  Confess it to God, ask Him to make
you aware of it daily, and ask Him to help you change.  Using Handout #1
(Application Report), comment on the results of your prayer and commitment.
Be prepared to report.

 
Intercession

CLOSING
Bridge Question

" In previous lessons we’ve looked at many things an understanding of how
bad the world is, Jesus as a model of growth, and an understanding of the
Kingdom of God.   How do we fit all of this together?  In the next session,
we’ll look at God’s unusual, amazing system of mathematics.

Closing Prayer

FOLLOW-UP:  Before the next lesson, students should . . .

! Do their application experiences
! Be prepared to report about them at the next class session
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The Religious and the Revolutionary

RVL: What’s up?  How are you doing?

REL: Fine, thanks.  How did you like the study on the Kingdom of God?
Interesting, huh?

RVL: Yes, very interesting.  For me, it is the key message in the Bible.

REL: Yes, brother, for me also.  I see that we are coming to the principal roots of
our faith.

RVL: That’s it!  If Christ came preaching and living the Kingdom, we also have to
live it.

REL: Amen!

RVL: What I like even more is that it isn’t only a beautiful ideal, but also a form of
living, a discipline.  I like the practical things.

REL: Amen!

RVL: That’s great that we agree on this!  Speaking of this, do you want to come
with me to a protest against the government this weekend in front of the
palace?  It’s going to be well planned.  They say the press is going to be
there to take photos.

REL: What?!  You’re not serious?!

RVL: Yes, sir!  The poor are protesting.  They want to take some land back from
the rich—land that rightfully should have belonged to them.  It’s a question
of the justice that we saw in the study.  It’s our duty as Christians to support
them!

REL: No, brother.  This isn’t good.  It’s better that I stay here and pray for them.
God can fight for them.

RVL: What a hypocrite you are!  The Bible that you carry says that you must look
for justice for the poor.  Those rich people stole the land of the poor.  The
Bible says that we have to support the people who suffer because of
injustice.

REL: Yes, brother, but spiritually no more.  In heaven, God will repay the
injustices.  Meanwhile, our duty is to pray and fast.  This is what God wants
of us.  Besides, it may mean violence, and the Bible is against violence.

RVL: (With anger)  Those are the words of cowardice!  Wasn’t Jesus himself a
revolutionary?  He ran out the businessmen from the temple with a whip!
And God sent Israel to eliminate the nations from the Promised Land
because of sins and injustices.  . . .  Doesn’t the Bible say, “There is no
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greater love than to lay down your life for your friends?”  . . . Well, I, for my
part, am not afraid!  I’m ready to die in the search for justice for our people!
Our faith isn’t a faith of words, but of action!  If it requires violence, so be it!

REL: No, no, brother.  You are mistaken.  Our responsibility is spiritual. What
happens to a man if he dies of hunger?  If he has Christ, at least he has a
heavenly home.  Our work is to preach no more.  God does the rest.

RVL: Ok, then . . . Tell me why there are more references in the New Testament to
Jesus healing and doing miracles than preaching?  Why, in the Old
Testament, in verse after verse, did God condemn the religious of Israel for
their lack of mercy to the poor?  Why does James say, “Faith without works
is dead?”  That faith is good for nothing!  . . . I’m seeing now, friend, that
your faith without works is simply a pretext to cover your complacency and
cowardice.  It’s a repugnant religiosity to my Christ!   How are you able to
say to a man you love him and leave him to die of hunger?  Your words are
only that words.  They don’t have meaning.  That’s living a lie!  The
Gospel means liberation!

REL: No, it isn’t that I do nothing.  I give myself to praying, to intercession.  I feel
compassion and sadness.  If God doesn’t help them, it’s not for me to know
why.  He’s sovereign.  Sometimes, people are reaping the consequences of
what they have sown.  But I do pray, and I know I’m doing what He’s asked
me to do.

RVL: If what you’re doing is enough, Christ would have approved the Levite and
condemned the Samaritan for helping the injured man.  But Christ
condemned the Levite!  It is the Samaritan who loved his neighbor in the
way that God approves.

REL: Do you honestly think we can resolve the problems of the world?  Isn’t it
true that Christ said that the poor always are going to be with us?

RVL: Yes . . . but that doesn’t mean our responsibility is less.

REL: Don’t get carried away by politicians who involve you in bad situations
while they build up their own egos.  We are citizens of the Kingdom of God.
Our methods are not of this world.  Stop trying to fix everything yourself—
you’re not God!  Come on . . . let’s really pray together for the poor and ask
God to bless them.

RVL: No!  The time of praying is past it’s time for action!

REL: Communist!
RVL: Pharisee!
REL: Humanist!
RVL: Hypocrite!
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE KINGDOM

KEY VERSE

DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

" What is to be first priority in our lives?
" What are some implications of putting the Kingdom first in your life?
" What are some specific things that individuals can do to make the Kingdom the

highest priority in their lives?
" How would you describe the Kingdom of God?

 SUPPORTING VERSES & DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

•  Matthew 22:36-40 •     John 13:34 •     Matthew 28:18-20

" What are the King’s intentions?
" Where does an understanding of the Kingdom begin?
" If the church is to be a visible expression of the Kingdom, what are the implications

for individual members of the church?
" What hindrances do we have in our lives that keep the Kingdom from being realized

in our churches?
" In what ways does the church close the door to people not in the Kingdom?

•  Matthew 6:9-10 •     Colossians 1:28-29

" What are some other implications of the Kingdom for its citizens?
" What is the Kingdom goal for ourselves?  For others?

•  Matthew 13:1-9, 18-23

" How can each person know that his life is contributing to the advancement of the rule
of Christ, the Kingdom of God?

" What are the ways to receive the news of the Kingdom?
" What is the consequence of not giving first priority to the Kingdom?

•  Matthew 21:28-31

" In the Kingdom, what is the relationship between what we say and what we do?

Matthew 6:33

Please turn over  ⇒
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APPLICATION PLAN

•  Write an area where you think or act like a citizen of the kingdom of this world.
•  Confess it.  Ask God for opportunities to act or think like a citizen of the Kingdom of

God.

APPLICATION REPORT
(Be prepared to report at the beginning of the next class session.)



Overhead #1
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IMPLICATIONS  OF  THE  KINGDOM

•  Understand the Kingdom  =
   Understand how Kingdom citizens live

•  God’s intentions are in God’s commands

•  In His principal commands, Kingdom
people should . . .

•  Love God and neighbor
•  Love each other
•  Go into world . . . teach others to obey

•  Key Implication:  Kingdom is # 1 Priority

•  Goal:  Present everyone perfect in Christ

•  Actions count more than words
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Contrasts and Conclusions

The Kingdom of God The kingdom of this world

- Citizens love God, others - Citizens love themselves
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What Makes the Kingdom of God
Visible in Our Daily Lives?

by
David Kornfield

The Kingdom of God is made visible in the CHURCH.  Can you see the
church?  The Kingdom is made real, is fleshed out, in the church.  The
church is the visible proof that the King reigns (Revelations 19:6-8).  Our
allegiance to Christ as our King is as strong or as weak as our commitment
to His Body, the Church, of which we are part.  The fact that He has all
authority is revealed among those who together acknowledge Him to be
their Head, their Lord, their King (Ephesians 1:19-23; 5:21-32).

The Kingdom of God is made visible in COMMUNITY.  Can loving
community be seen?  The mark of the King's people is love (John
13:34,35), which is the visible evidence of whether Christ reigns in our
lives.  Having God rule means having Him be the Head of our church
family, the community of committed brothers and sisters.  Because we
totally trust Him, we can risk trusting each other with our weaknesses—
and with our strengths!  When Christ is King, loneliness is banished as He
draws us into His loving community.

The Kingdom of God is made visible in His GOVERNMENT.  Can
Christ's government be seen?  Have you ever heard of a kingdom without
a visible government?  The Kingdom of God is made real and made
visible in His earthly government.  However, instead of an authority that
rules by power and lords it over others, Christ's government is made up of
servants.  These servants, called elders (I Peter 5:1-5), are given the
responsibility of seeing all who are in their care grow into godly maturity.
The King's government functions this way because the King Himself did
not come to this world to be served, but to serve and give His life so that
we might come to godly maturity (Matthew 20:25-28; Ephesians 5:25-27).

The Kingdom of God is made visible in MEMBERSHIP
COMMITMENT.  Can you see commitment?  Citizenship in the heavenly
Kingdom is made visible by committed membership in Christ's church.
Commitment to the King is incomplete without commitment to His Body,
and commitment to His Body is impossible without commitment to Him.
Kingdom commitment is fleshed out in church membership which entails
responsibility, accountability, and submission to spiritual authority.
Without defining who is part of this local family, committed care and
discipline are difficult, if not impossible.

 1
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The Kingdom of God is made visible in SPIRITUAL GIFTS.  Can you see
spiritual gifts?  When the King ascended on high, He gave gifts to men
(Ephesians 4:8).  These gifts are the visible expression of the King's
power, released in the Church.  These gifts equip us to build up the Body
of Christ, the outpost of the kingdom here on earth (Ephesians 4:11-16).
We show that we are the King's people through the loving use of the
Spirit's gifts in the church.

The Kingdom of God is made visible in our STEWARDSHIP OF
PHYSICAL POSSESSIONS.  Can you see physical possessions?  This is
where the Kingdom gets nitty-gritty [very real to daily life].  Kingdom
commitment touches each individual's time, money, energy, and
possessions.  Because none of us have anything the King has not entrusted
to us, we are but stewards of our homes, our cars, our possessions, and our
money.  All that we have is the King's and belongs to the Kingdom,
though we may be asked to take care of it.  Thus, if anyone in the church
has a need, we all together seek to give of our possessions and money to
meet that need, for in the economy of the Kingdom, it is not intended that
anyone have material needs!

The Kingdom of God is made visible in our WORSHIP.  Can you see
worshipping people?  There is little that will so demonstrate our love and
allegiance for the King as when we set aside all else to focus our thoughts
in loving adoration on Him.  The corporate worship of the church as we
gather regularly at the throne of the King is the high point of the individual
believer's entire life of worship.  Created to glorify and enjoy the King
forever, the first priority of the King's people is to worship Him!

The Kingdom of God is made visible in the SACRAMENTS.  Can you see
baptism and the Lord's Supper?  Baptism is the public acknowledgment to
Christians and non-Christians, to God and to Satan, that Christ is King in
our lives.  Baptism is the visible expression of the miracle of being born
into the Kingdom of God.  The Lord's Supper (which we could call the
King's Supper), is when the King is present in a special way in the midst
of His people.  In our church it is a weekly act of bringing not only our
offering of praise and thanksgiving, but also our very selves, to the King.

The Kingdom of God is made visible in our WITNESS.  Can you see and
hear a witness?  We believe that true freedom exists only in God's
Kingdom.

We try to communicate that, both through our lives and through our
words, to see the slaves of this world find the freedom that has been given
to us.  Knowing that those who are not in Christ's Kingdom are in Satan's
dominion, we actively seek to persuade people to choose to follow the one
true and perfect King.  Through the church's love and unity, unbelievers
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will recognize the reality of who Jesus is (John 13:34,35; 17:21-23)—the
reality that He is King.  We seek to win people to the Lord not so much
because of all the benefits which will be theirs, but because only through
submission to the King can they live in keeping with reality.

The Kingdom of God is made visible in SPIRITUAL WARFARE.  Can
you sense spiritual warfare?  When Christ's Kingdom, fleshed out in the
church, invades Satan's kingdom, the sparks fly!  While Satan prefers to
drug churches and Christians with a subtle apathy, or deceive them with a
false spirituality, or divide them through His accusations, He is not above
actual, downright confrontation when he gets desperate.  Because Christ
has all authority (Matthew 28:18), Satan is a defeated foe.  Yet he still has
power and can both oppress and possess people.  When the church is
launching a successful attack on Satan's realm, it can be sure there will be
a counterattack because Satan, our Adversary, does not go down easy!
The church's confidence is that the battle is not hers, but Christ's; just as
Christians alone are inadequate to oppose Satan, so he is adequate to
oppose Jesus Christ.

The Kingdom of God is made visible in UNITY AMONG CHURCHES.
Can you see when churches cooperate?  Can you see the results when
pastors meet together regularly and have good relationships with each
other?  Jesus prayed for unity among His followers, that the world might
believe that God had sent Him.  This unity is to be more than theological;
it is also to be personal and experiential.  As local redeemed communities,
we are all called to be one as part of the one holy, catholic, and apostolic
Church.  Such unity will stand in stark contrast to the spirit of division that
opposes God's will and permeates the world around us.

_____________________
David Kornfield, "What Make the Kingdom of God Visible in Our Daily

Lives?" from "Consultation on the Kingdom of God and the Church," coordinated by
World Relief and Harvest, May, 1985, pp 15-16.
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KINGDOM MATH

OUTCOMES:  In this lesson, the students should . . .

! Review the teachings and applications of the last lesson
! Discover God’s active multiplication, blessing people’s obedience
! Understand the law of harvest: seeds sown obediently and

multiplied by God do bear fruit, even if the sower does not
necessarily experience or see the benefit personally

! See no exceptions to “love your neighbor as yourself” and know
that people already have what it takes to fulfill that command

! See consequences of obedience/disobedience in loving others

Opening Prayer

EVALUATION

Review of Previous Lesson
Individual Reports of Application Experiences
Trainer’s Observations

INTRODUCTION

Lead Exercise

•  Song:  “Count Your Blessings,” or a similar song that illustrates God’s power
to provide.

 
 Count your blessings, name them one by one.
 Count your blessings, see what God has done.
 Count your blessings, name them one by one.
 Count your many blessings, see what God has done.
 
 

 Discovery Questions
 

" When you think of God’s blessings in your life, are they few or many?
" Does the number of blessings from God surprise you?
" In what areas of life does God bless us?
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Bridge

•  God desires to bless us and provide for our needs.  In this lesson, we will see
just how powerfully God blesses those who act in obedience to Him.

THE STUDY

 BEFORE THE SESSION—PREPARE FORMULA ENVELOPES:
 
•  PHOTOCOPY THE “CUTOUT” PAGES AT THE END OF THIS LESSON.

•  CUTOUT #1—MAKE ONLY ONE COPY.
•  CUTOUTS #2, #3, #4, #5—MAKE ONE COPY OF EACH CUTOUT FOR EACH

SMALL GROUP (FOUR TO EIGHT STUDENTS).
•  YOU WILL ALSO NEED FOUR ENVELOPES FOR EACH SMALL GROUP, PLUS

ONE ENVELOPE FOR YOURSELF.
•  LABEL YOUR ENVELOPE “OUR WEAKNESS, GOD’S STRENGTH.”
•  LABEL THE OTHER ENVELOPES WITH TITLES—“THE BOY AND HIS

LUNCH,” “THE WIDOW AND HER LAST MEAL,” ETC.   DO NOT WRITE THE
MATHEMATICAL FORMULA ON THE ENVELOPE.

•  CUT APART EACH PHOTOCOPIED FORMULA.  (DO NOT CUT THE ORIGINALS.)
PUT EACH FORMULA’S PIECES INTO ITS LABELLED ENVELOPE.  INSIDE
EACH ENVELOPE, MIX THE PIECES SO THEY ARE NOT IN ORDER.

 
 
        DURING THE SESSION—USE KEY VERSE FORMULA (BELOW):
 
•  DIVIDE STUDENTS INTO SMALL GROUPS OF FOUR TO EIGHT PEOPLE.  PASS

OUR HANDOUT #1, BUT DO NOT GIVE OUT THE ENVELOPES YET.
•  HAVE SOMEONE READ THE KEY VERSE (BELOW).  ASK THE FIRST DISCOVERY

QUESTION.
•  NEXT, HAVE EACH SMALL GROUP THINK OF A MATHEMATICAL FORMULA

THAT DESCRIBES THE KEY VERSE.  HAVE THEM WRITE THEIR FORMULAS
ON A BLACKBOARD.  DISCUSS THE ANSWERS. THERE MAY BE MORE THAN
ONE CORRECT ANSWER.

•  THEN, OPEN YOUR ENVELOPE (CUTOUT #1).  ARRANGE PIECES SO STUDENTS
CAN SEE THE DEMONSTRATION ANSWER, “OUR WEAKNESS X GOD =
STRENGTH.”  USE OVERHEAD #1 IF GROUP IS LARGE.

•  EXPLAIN THAT STUDENTS WILL USE THE SAME PROCESS TO DEVELOP
MATHEMATICAL FORMULAS FROM OTHER SCRIPTURES.

•  EXPLAIN THAT THE FORMULAS ILLUSTRATE THAT GOD (1) BRINGS HIS
STRENGTH TO OUR WEAKNESSES AND (2) EXPECTS ALL HIS CHILDREN TO
USE THEIR RESOURCES OBEDIENTLY.

 
 

Handout
   # 1
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Key Verse

Isaiah 40:29 (“Our Weakness, God’s Strength”)

 Our weakness x God  = Strength
 
 Discovery Questions
 

" What are some of your thoughts about the meaning of this passage?
" Can you put this passage into a mathematical formula?

 
 DURING THE SESSION—USE SUPPORTING VERSES FORMULAS (BELOW):
•  USE THE FIRST PASSAGE, BELOW. TELL IT IN YOUR OWN WORDS, READ IT,

OR HAVE STUDENTS READ IT IN SMALL GROUPS. GIVE EACH GROUP AN
ENVELOPE WITH THE FIRST FORMULA, “THE BOY AND HIS LUNCH.”  ASK
GROUPS TO OPEN ENVELOPES, TAKE OUT PIECES, AND ARRANGE THEM IN
THE ORDER THAT TELLS THE STORY.  HAVE THEM CALL YOU TO LOOK.
SHOW YOUR ANSWER ON A BLACKBOARD, PAPER, OR OVERHEAD.

•  AFTER THE GROUPS HAVE FINISHED THE FIRST FORMULA, HAVE THEM
DISCUSS THE MEANING OF THE BIBLICAL ACCOUNT.

•  THEN, PASS OUT THE ENVELOPE CONTAINING THE NEXT FORMULA AND
RELATE THE NEXT BIBLE PASSAGE.  CONTINUE THE SAME PROCESS UNTIL
ALL FORMULAS HAVE BEEN DONE.

Supporting Verses & Discovery Questions

•  John 6:1-14; Matthew 14:21 (“The Boy and His Lunch”)
 
 Boy  +  5 loaves & 2 fish   x  Jesus  =  Food for 5,000 men  +  Food for
women & children  +  12 baskets

 
 

•  I Kings 17:7-16; 18:1 (“The Widow and Her Last Meal”)
 

 a) Widow + 1 cake  x  God  =  Food for her family for 3 years    or
 b) Widow + 1 cake  x  God  =  1 cake x 2 people x 365 days x 3 years of 

         famine
      =  2,190 cakes                                      or
 c) Widow + 1 cake  x  God  =  2 cakes x 5 people  x  365 days  x  3 years

      =  10,950
 
  

 FORMULAS A, B, AND C ARE SIMILAR.  ONLY FORMULA B IS INCLUDED AS A
CUTOUT.  HAVE GROUPS DISCUSS THE FORMULA B ENVELOPE AS USUAL.
 USE OVERHEAD #3 TO INTRODUCE THE THREE POSSIBILITIES:  (1) FORMULA A
IS SIMPLE.  (2) FORMULA B IS TRUE IF THE SIZE OF THE WIDOW'S FAMILY IS 2.
(3) FORMULA C IS TRUE IF THE WIDOW'S FAMILY SIZE IS 5 (THE WIDOW, HER
SON, AND THREE OTHERS—PERHAPS INCLUDING ELIJAH).

 1

 2

 3
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•  Mark 12:41-44 (“The Widow and Her Two Coins”)

 
 Widow  +  2 coins  x  Jesus  = 2,000 years of inspiration

 
" Did Jesus make an exception for the poor, in terms of their responsibility

to give some of their resources for Kingdom purposes?
" Do those who give to God always see or experience personal blessing in

this life?
" What do the poor need, in order to be obedient to Jesus’ command to love

their neighbor?
" As the poor share what they have, what attitudes are necessary?
" Are there any circumstances in which the poor have “too little” or

something “too insignificant” to give to God?
" What evidence is there that God blesses the giving of the poor?
" When God blesses the gifts of the poor that are given in faith, does He

bless by “addition” or “multiplication?”
 
 

•  Matthew 25:14-30 (“Parable of the Talents”)
 

 Servant  + 1 talent  x  0  =  0 talents  +  servant thrown into darkness
 

" Considering this passage, what do you think is the consequence for the
poor if they use poverty as a reason not to obey Jesus’ command to love
their neighbor?  What is the consequence for anyone who does not love
his/her neighbor, regardless of the reason?

 

Key Ideas

The obligation to invest what we have for Kingdom purposes is for all
believers.  That includes the poor.  To obey Jesus' command to love our
neighbor, we need only what we already have.

An attitude of love for God and others causes us to respond to God in loving
obedience and faith.

There are no circumstances in which what the poor have is “too little” or “too
insignificant” to be used by God.  The two widows gave all they had.  Even if
we nothing material to give, we have our time, prayer, love, etc.  These, too,
can be used and multiplied by God as we give them in obedience to Him.

These passages, plus the evidence of God’s blessing in our own lives, is
evidence of His desire and willingness to bless our giving as we obediently
invest what we have in the service of others.

 6

 4

 5
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God blesses by multiplication.   The sacrifice of the poor in the above
examples was multiplied many times.  From the above examples, it also seems
that God does more when He has less to work with.

We can be sure that God multiplies gifts sown in loving obedience, even if we
do not see the multiplication personally.  This is the law of the harvest.  God
has literally multiplied the gift of the widow’s last coins through the centuries
through the giving of many other people who, through the centuries, have
been inspired by her example.  As far as we know, she did not see how God
used her gift during her lifetime.

Giving should be motivated by loving obedience, not by the expectation of
personal blessings.  (Acts 20:35 says, “It is more blessed to give than receive.”
There is actually more blessing in the act of giving itself, than there is in
receiving any of the benefits.)

The consequences are drastic if we believe or act as if we are exempt from
Jesus’ commands to share what we have!

Reinforcement

Exercise

•  “A Kingdom Formula”

DRAW A LARGE EQUAL SIGN (=) IN THE MIDDLE OF A BLACKBOARD.  ON THE
LEFT OF THE SIGN, HAVE STUDENTS SUMMARIZE THE THINGS THEY FOUND ON
THE LEFT SIDE OF THE KINGDOM MATH FORMULAS.  ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF
THE SIGN, HAVE THEM SUMMARIZE THE THINGS THEY FOUND ON THE RIGHT
SIDE OF THE FORMULAS THEY DID.  NOW, THEY HAVE A "COMMON FORMULA"
THAT CONTAINS ALL THE ELEMENTS THEY LEARNED ABOUT KINGDOM MATH.
A COMMON FORMULA MIGHT LOOK LIKE THE ONE BELOW.  OPTIONAL:  USE
OVERHEAD #8 TO SHOW THE COMMON FORMULA.

 
 

   Poor People
+ Love for God =     Great multiplication by God

+ Blessing to others
+ Faith + Personal blessing
 + Obedience and
    Sacrificial giving

+ God is praised
    (Matthew 5:16)

Memorization

•  Isaiah 40:29

Summary

 8

 7
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APPLICATION
Group Exploration

Sample Questions . . .
. . .  and Possible Responses

" How much have we been applying these principles in our personal life?
# Not as much as in the passages.
# I’m not as poor, so I don’t have to apply them as often.
# Often.

 
" To what degree are these principles being practiced in our church?

# Not much.   We rely more on our own strength.
# Very little.  We have always thought we don't have enough to be able

to give.  We didn’t see it as a question of obedience to God.
# We are applying these principles in my church.

 
" Are changes needed in our lives and our church?  If so, what changes?

# We need to understand these principles.
# We need to trust God to multiply the blessing as He desires.
# We need to recognize our weakness, so that God’s strength may be

evident.

Commitment

Experience

•  “Decision Time”

•  HAVE STUDENTS GET INTO GROUPS OF TWO.  ENCOURAGE THEM TO
DECIDE TO DO ONE THING BEFORE THE NEXT SESSION TO PUT THIS
LESSON INTO PRACTICE.  THEY CAN CHOOSE TO GIVE SOMETHING (MONEY,
POSSESSIONS, USE OF THEIR HOME, ETC.) OR TO SACRIFICIALLY SERVE BY
USING THEIR TALENTS, TIME, OR GIFTS IN A NEW WAY.  WHAT THEY
SELECT MUST MEET THE CRITERIA ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE KINGDOM
FORMULA—SACRIFICIAL GIVING, FAITH, LOVE, WEAKNESS, ETC.

•  HAVE THEM WRITE THE DECISIONS ON HANDOUT #1 (APPLICATION PLAN).
•  ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO PRAY FOR EACH OTHER AND THEIR DECISIONS.
•  TELL THEM TO NOTE THE RESULTS ON HANDOUT #1 (APPLICATION

REPORT), BASED ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE KINGDOM FORMULA—GOD’S
MULTIPLICATION, BLESSINGS, PRAISES TO GOD, ETC.  THEY SHOULD BE
PREPARED TO REPORT AT THE NEXT SESSION.

Intercession
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CLOSING
Bridge Question

" We’ve seen how God desires to bless and multiply our obedience to His
command to love our neighbor.   We’ve also seen that the poor are not exempt
from this command and that there are very real consequences to disobeying it.
Is it possible to live a life in obedience to God?  Or is it a “mission
impossible”?

Closing Prayer

FOLLOW-UP:  Before the next lesson, students should . . .

! Do their application experiences
! Be prepared to report about them at the next class session
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KINGDOM MATH

KEY VERSE

DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

" What are some of your thoughts on the meaning of this passage?
" Can you put this passage into a math formula?

SUPPORTING VERSES & DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

•  John 6:1-14; Matthew 14:21

•  I Kings 17:7-16; 18:1

•  Mark 12:41-44

" Did Jesus make an exception for the poor members of the Kingdom, in terms of their
responsibility to give some of their resources for Kingdom purposes?

" What do the poor need, in order to be obedient to Jesus’ command to love their
neighbor?

" As the poor share what they have, what attitudes are necessary?
" Are there any circumstances in which the poor have “too little” or something “too

insignificant” to give to God?
" What evidence is there that God blesses the giving of the poor?
" When God blesses the gifts of the poor that are given in faith, does He bless by

“addition” or “multiplication?”
" Do those who give to God always see or experience personal blessing in this life?

•  Matthew 25:14-30
 

" Considering this passage, what do you think is the consequence for the poor if they
use poverty as a reason not to obey Jesus’ command to love their neighbor?  What is
the consequence for anyone who does not love his/her neighbor, regardless of their
reason?

NOTES

Please turn over  ⇒

Isaiah 40:29
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APPLICATION  PLAN

•  Decide to give something or to serve sacrificially, based on:
- Love for God
- Faith
- Obedience / Sacrificial giving

•  Write the decision:

APPLICATION REPORT
(Be prepared to report at the beginning of the next class session.)
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Isaiah 40:29 — Our Weakness, God's Strength

x

Strength

Our weakness

God

=
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John 6:1-14; Matthew 14:21 — The Boy And His Lunch

+

x =

++

Boy

5 loaves &
2 fish

Jesus
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12 baskets

Food for
women and

children

Food for
5,000 men
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I Kings 17:7-16; 18:1 — The Widow And Her Last Meal

x

x

Widow

=

+

= x

x

2,190 cakes

1 cake

1 cake 2 people
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3 years of
famine

365 daysGod
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Mark 12:41-44  —  The Widow And Her Two Coins

x=+

Widow Jesus

2 coins

2,000 years of
inspiration
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Matthew 25:14-30 —  Parable Of The Talents

= x

+

+

Servant

0 talents

0 (zero)1 talent

servant thrown
into darkness
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Our weakness
x    God
= Strength

Isaiah 40:29 — Our Weakness, God's Strength
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Boy
+ 5 loaves & 2 fish
x    Jesus
= Food for 5,000

men
+ Food for women

and children
+ 12 baskets

John 6:1-14; Matthew 14:21 — The Boy And His Lunch
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Widow
+    1 cake
x    God
= 1 cake
x 2 people
x 365 days
x    3 years of famine
= 2,190 cakes

I Kings 17:7-16; 18:1 — The Widow And Her Last Meal
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Widow
+ 2 coins
x    Jesus
= 2,000 years of

inspiration

Mark 12:41-44  —  The Widow And Her Two Coins
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Servant
+    1 talent
x    0 (zero)
= 0 talents
+ servant thrown

into darkness

Matthew 25:14-30 —  Parable Of The Talents
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KINGDOM  MATH

•  ALL believers must invest in the Kingdom.
(The poor are included.)

•  To obey command = Use what we have

•  Love God, others = Obedience, faith

•  Nothing “too little” or “too insignificant”

•  Material resources

•  Time   ——   Prayer   ——   Love

•  God multiplies obedient giving

•  Sacrifice of the poor — multiplied
many times

•  God does much with little
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•  Law of Harvest:  God multiplies gifts sown
in loving obedience

•  God multiplied widow’s coins

•  Many gave because of her example

•  She did not see how God used her gift

•  Motivation = loving obedience, not personal
blessing

•  Acts 20:35 — More blessed to give

•  Consequences drastic—not obey or share
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A  KINGDOM  FORMULA

—A “COMMON FORMULA”—

Poor People
+ Love for God
+ Faith
 + Obedience and
    Sacrificial giving

 Great multiplication by God
+ Blessing to others
+ Personal blessing
+ God is praised
    (Matthew 5:16)
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MISSION  IMPOSSIBLE?

OUTCOMES:  In this lesson, students should . . .

! Review the teachings and applications of the last lesson
! Learn practical community development principles from Nehemiah
! Understand the role of sin in the problems that communities face
! Apply the principles in their own communities

Opening Prayer

EVALUATION

Review of Previous Lesson
Individual Reports of Application Experiences
Trainer’s Observations

INTRODUCTION

Lead Exercise

•  Community Description:

DIVIDE STUDENTS INTO SMALL GROUPS OF FOUR TO SIX PEOPLE.  WHENEVER
POSSIBLE, PUT STUDENTS FROM THE SAME COMMUNITY/CHURCH INTO THE
SAME GROUP.  TOGETHER, HAVE THEM WRITE A DESCRIPTION OF THE
COMMUNITY WHERE THEY LIVE OR WHERE THEIR CHURCH MINISTERS.  THE
DESCRIPTION SHOULD LIST POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE OBSERVATIONS.  (DO
NOT DISCUSS SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS.)  ASK GROUPS TO WRITE THEIR
DESCRIPTIONS ON THE BLACKBOARD OR LARGE PAPER AND REPORT TO THE
LARGER GROUP.
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Discovery Questions

" After describing your community, how do you feel about it?  Is it an easy or
difficult place to bring about God’s intentions?

" What do you see as the greatest obstacle to God’s intentions being realized in
your community?

" Is it possible to overcome that obstacle?

Bridge

•  Sometimes, the situations and circumstances in our churches and communities
seem impossible to overcome.  In this lesson, we will take a look at someone
who found the key to overcoming what seemed to be impossible.

THE STUDY

Key Verse

II Chronicles 16:9a

Discovery Questions

" What is the promise of God if our hearts are right with Him?
" How might this apply to our communities?
" How could this relate to growing towards God’s intentions?

Supporting Verses & Discovery Question

HAVE STUDENTS DIVIDE INTO THE SAME SMALL GROUPS, READ THE PASSAGES, AND
ANSWER THE DISCOVERY QUESTION, BELOW.

•  Nehemiah 1:6,7 •  Nehemiah 1:9
•  Nehemiah 1:6 •  Nehemiah 1:4
•  Nehemiah 1:4 with 2:4,5 •  Nehemiah 2:13
•  Nehemiah 2:17 •  Nehemiah 2:20
•  Nehemiah 4:1-20

" As you look at each passage above, what principles do you see that
Nehemiah followed?

Handout
   # 1
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Key Ideas

HAVE STUDENTS RETURN FROM SMALL GROUPS.  LEAD A DISCUSSION ON THEIR FINDINGS.
COMPARE THEIR OBSERVATIONS WITH THE KEY IDEAS (IN THE SAME ORDER AS THE
ABOVE VERSES).  USE OVERHEAD AND ADD IMPORTANT POINTS IF NECESSARY.

Nehemiah recognized that the root problem was sin his people had not
obeyed God’s commands.  He saw that the root solution to the problem was
people turning to God.

Nehemiah identified with his people even to the point that he confessed their
sin as his.  He felt their problem very deeply, and he responded to the
seriousness of the problem by leaving his daily activities to fast and pray.
During his period of fasting and prayer, God gave him a vision of what to do.

He studied the problem before he acted.  After he studied the problem, he
acted.  He shared his vision with the people.

He had great faith, despite mocking and ridicule.  Despite continuing
problems, he remained determined.

Reinforcement

Exercise

•  Community Application:

HAVE STUDENTS RETURN TO THE SAME SMALL GROUPS.  HAVE THEM DISCUSS
HOW NEHEMIAH’S PRINCIPLES CAN BE APPLIED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THEIR
COMMUNITIES.  ON HANDOUT #1 (APPLICATION PLAN), HAVE EACH STUDENT WRITE
A SPECIFIC, SHORT PLAN TO APPLY ONE PRINCIPLE BEFORE THE NEXT SESSION.
REMND STUDENTS TO WRITE RESULTS ON HANDOUT #1 (APPLICATION REPORT)
AND TO BE READY TO REPORT AT THE NEXT SESSION.

Memorization

•  II Chronicles 16:9a

Summary

 1
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APPLICATION

Group Exploration

Sample Questions . . .
. . .and Possible Responses

" How much have we been applying these principles in our personal lives?
# Not as much as Nehemiah!
# Our situation isn’t serious, so we don’t have to apply them as often.
# Often.

" To what degree are these principles being practiced in our church?
# Not much.   We rely more on our own strength.
# Very little.  We say we don’t have enough resources.
# We are applying these principles in our church.

" Are changes needed in our life and the life of our church?  If so, what
changes?

# We need to understand these principles.
# We need to recognize our weakness, so that God’s strength may be

evident.

Commitment

Experience

•  “How About Us?”

BEFORE THE NEXT LESSON, STUDENTS SHOULD SET ASIDE TWO TO FOUR
CONSECUTIVE HOURS TO DO AS NEHEMIAH DID SPEND TIME IN PRAYER AND
FASTING FOR THEIR COMMUNITIES AND FOR THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE THERE.
REMIND THEM TO CONFESS SINS.  REMIND THEM TO ASK GOD FOR HIS VISION,
INSIGHT, PLAN, AND INTENTIONS FOR THEIR COMMUNITY.  REMIND THEM TO
LISTEN FOR THE IDEAS THAT GOD BRINGS TO THEIR MINDS AND HEARTS.
TELL THEM TO WRITE DOWN THE INSIGHTS THEY RECEIVE FROM GOD AND TO
BE PREPARED TO SHARE THEM AT THE NEXT SESSION.

Intercession
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CLOSING

Bridge Question

" We have looked at Nehemiah’s faithfulness to God, and God’s faithfulness to
Nehemiah and his people.  How can we be more like Nehemiah?  Where
would we begin?  We’ll look into that in the coming lesson.

Closing Prayer

FOLLOW-UP:  Before the next lesson, students should . . .

! Do their application experiences
! Be prepared to report about them at the next class session
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MISSION  IMPOSSIBLE?

KEY VERSE

DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

" What is the promise of God if our hearts are right with Him?
" How might this apply to our communities?
" How could this relate to growing towards God’s intentions?

SUPPORTING VERSES & DISCOVERY QUESTION

•  Nehemiah 1:6,7 •  Nehemiah 1:9
•  Nehemiah 1:6 •  Nehemiah 1:4
•  Nehemiah 1:4 with 2:4,5 •  Nehemiah 2:13
•  Nehemiah 2:17 •  Nehemiah 2:20
•  Nehemiah 4:1-20

" As you look at each passage above, what principles do you see that Nehemiah
followed?

NOTES

Please turn over   ⇒

II Chronicles 16:9 a
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APPLICATION  PLAN

•  Write a specific, short plan to apply one of Nehemiah’s principles.

APPLICATION  REPORT
(Be prepared to report at the beginning of the next class session.)



Overhead #1
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Mission Impossible?

•  Nehemiah saw the root problem:
SIN

•  Nehemiah saw the root solution:
PEOPLE TURN TO GOD

•  Nehemiah identified with his people, felt
their problems, and confessed their sin.

•  Nehemiah fasted, prayed, and received
God’s vision.

•  Nehemiah studied the problem, then acted.

•  Nehemiah shared the vision with the
people.

•  Nehemiah had faith and determination,
despite mocking and problems.
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Kingdom Math:
Concepts and Principles

by
Bob Moffitt

Introduction

Help for people in need can be seen on a spectrum.  At one end of the
spectrum is "relief."  Relief helps the helpless—those who cannot help
themselves—to survive.  Jesus' parable of the "Good Samaritan" illustrates
human aid at this end of the spectrum.  At the other end of the spectrum is
"development."  Development helps people to help themselves and reach
their full potential.  The story of Nehemiah in the Old Testament
illustrates development.

Spiritual, physical or social aid is not usually 100 percent relief or 100
percent development—but a mixture of both.  The kind of assistance given
should depend primarily on the ability of the receivers to use it to move
them toward God's intentions for their full human potential.

Examples of true relief are the orphanages for abandoned newborn
children and the homes for the dying founded by Mother Teresa.
Newborn, abandoned children and abandoned, dying adults cannot help
themselves.  Abandoned babies cannot live without outside help.  The
abandoned dying cannot die with dignity without outside love and
attention.  Relief, then, does not help people develop.  It helps them to
survive or, in the case of the dying, to die with dignity.

True development assistance will cause those who benefit from it to do
more with locally-available resources than they would have been able to
do, otherwise.  True development aid is a catalyst.  It promotes the
maximization of known resources and the discovery and utilization of new
resources.  Although it may use outside resources to stimulate
development, it does not create ongoing dependency on outside resources
to sustain basic physical and social community needs.

The "Down Side" of Modern Relief and Development

Sometimes, missionaries who come from materially wealthy cultures think
of the people to whom they minister as being "too poor" to help
themselves.  Often, the aid given by missions and/or Christian relief and
development agencies depends heavily on large amounts of outside
capital, technology, and trained staff to implement the technology.  Often,
the intent is to use whatever outside resources are necessary to make the

 1

 2
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largest impact in the shortest time possible.  Often, there is not much—if
any—awareness or attention given to the long-term impact on the local
people.  This style of intervention is similar, if not identical, to that of
Western-based secular assistance programs, except that it is done by
Christians.  Often, there is little or no clear, intentional recognition of
God's direct role as designer, enabler, and agent of change regarding the
needs of the recipients.

For the local church, this has resulted in some of the following problems:

•  A diversion from the biblical truth that God is the able and willing
source of healing and that conformity to His plan is the prerequisite for
healing our brokenness and meeting our needs

 
•  An unhealthy dependency on the "outside"—a mentality of

powerlessness that assumes that positive change is not possible
without outside money, technology, or skilled people

 
•  A limited understanding of the universality of the commands and

blessings of stewardship, sacrifice, and servanthood—that the
blessings and obligations are for the poor as well as the wealthy

 
•  A sense that material assistance is a right, an entitlement, something

that it is "owed" by those who have more—especially if aid is given
inappropriately over a long period

Much assistance given in the name of development has actually
disempowered people, holding them back from self-sufficiency.  When
assistance does not meet the relief and development criteria—for example,
when relief is given but development was needed—the following will be
true:

•  The assistance will be counterproductive to true development.
•  The aid will make future development more difficult.
•  The assistance will create a sense of inadequacy to "do things on our

own."
•  The resources will create attitudes of dependency.
•  The aid will foster such attitudes as "Why should we do this when

someone else might do it for us?"

Wholistic development of a community is highly complex.  Each facet of
the development is interrelated with the whole.  It is complicated further
when people try to achieve wholistic community development using a plan
developed by (and for) sinful man.  Unfortunately, much development has
been done without a clearly stated and practiced dependency on God.  As
a result, recipient people learn to look to outside people, money, and
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technology as the sources for meeting needs—rather than looking first to
God and the resources He has given them.

There is also a "down side" if the poor do not—or are not encouraged to—
love others by sacrificially investing what God has given them.  If they
don't, the Bible teaches that they will lose what they have and there will be
reason to question their membership in the Kingdom of God.

The "Up Side" of Modern Relief and Development

Fortunately, there is an "up side."  Let's look at several positive
characteristics when God is at the center of our development activities.

 
•  Although the magnitude and complexity of brokenness are beyond

human solution, God gives His people hope for their healing.  The
story of Nehemiah illustrates this principle. God is capable and willing
to heal the brokenness of the people and their "land" (II Chronicles
7:14).

 
•  God is eager to heal our brokenness when we meet his conditions

(II Chronicles 7:15).
 
•  The poor are not exempt from Jesus' command to love their neighbor.

This can be very good news, because obedience to this command is
connected to blessing.

 
•  God provides all that is needed for the poor to meet His requirements

for healing.
 
•  God blesses the sacrificial giving of the poor.  This blessing is

threefold—the giver, the recipient, and God's Kingdom.  When the
poor give sacrificially, God seems to do "more with less."

 
•  God doesn't do all the healing "for" us.  Rather, He gives us an

important role in our own healing and in the healing of others. He
invites us into a partnership—He is the chief partner, and we are the
assistants.  As we obey, He restores our sense of dignity and worth.

 
•  God is not limited to visible, known resources.  He can make resources

available that are presently unknown, at least at three levels.
•  God knows about resources that we don't see.  He can show us

the resources, just as he pointed out fish on the other side of the
boat to Peter and the other disciples.

 3
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•  God can reveal to mankind how to use the resources in new
ways.  Oil, which was relatively useless two hundred years
ago, is now a valuable commodity.

•  God can supernaturally create new resources to meet human
need.  We call this intervention a  "miracle."

Summary

The following questions and answers summarize the "down side” of
holding on to what God has entrusted to us and the "up side” of loving
others with what we have.

Question:  How did the unfaithful servant spell faith?  Answer:  F E A R.

Question:  How did the faithful servants spell faith?  Answer:  R I S K.

May God give us all the courage to risk our resources in a demonstration
of love for our neighbor—and therefore for God.  If God has called you to
work with people who are materially poor, may He give you the wisdom
not to rob them of blessings that will come as they risk resources in
obedience to Him.

 4



Relief-DevelopmentRelief-Development
SpectrumSpectrum

ReliefRelief

–– GoodGood
SamaritanSamaritan

–– SurviveSurvive

–– Die withDie with
dignitydignity

DevelopmentDevelopment

–– NehemiahNehemiah

–– MaximizeMaximize
locallocal

resourcesresources

–– ContinueContinue
withoutwithout
outsideoutside

resourcesresources
Reality:

Aid is a mixture of both relief
and development
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Overhead #1



The “Down Side”The “Down Side”
■■ CharacteristicsCharacteristics

■■ “Too poor” to help themselves“Too poor” to help themselves
■■ Large scaleLarge scale
■■ Short-term versus long-term goalsShort-term versus long-term goals
■■ Capital intensiveCapital intensive
■■ Technologically intensiveTechnologically intensive

■■ Ignores God’s role in our healingIgnores God’s role in our healing
■■ DependencyDependency
■■ Excludes the poor fromExcludes the poor from

stewardshipstewardship
■■ ObligationObligation
■■ BlessingsBlessings

■■ EntitlementEntitlement
■■ DisempowermentDisempowerment
■■ Development withoutDevelopment without

dependency on Goddependency on God

Overhead #2
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The “Up Side”The “Up Side”

■■ God gives hopeGod gives hope

■■ God is eager to healGod is eager to heal

■■ Poor are not exemptPoor are not exempt

■■ God provides all that isGod provides all that is

needed to obeyneeded to obey

■■ God blesses sacrificeGod blesses sacrifice

■■ God invites us to partnerGod invites us to partner

■■ God is not limited to knownGod is not limited to known

resourcesresources

Overhead #3
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How the Three ServantsHow the Three Servants
Spelled “FAITH”Spelled “FAITH”

■■ The Unfaithful ServantThe Unfaithful Servant

F E A RF E A R

■■ The Faithful ServantsThe Faithful Servants

R I S KR I S K

Overhead #4
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MOVING  TOWARD  A  VISION

Moving Toward a Vision
 

BACKGROUND PAPER:
Moving Toward a Vision

of the Kingdom of God

16.

17.
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MOVING TOWARD A VISION

OUTCOMES:  In this lesson, the students should . . .

! Review the teachings and applications of the last lesson
! Acknowledge God as the source of their vision and strength
! Discover a vision of God’s intentions for their lives and their

ministry to family, church, and community
! Develop/implement a plan of action to move toward that vision

Opening Prayer

EVALUATION

Review of Previous Lesson
Individual Reports of Application Experiences
Trainer’s Observations

INTRODUCTION
Lead Exercise

•  Role-Play:  “The Exhausted Students”

BEFORE THE SESSION:
•  READ THE ROLE-PLAY “THE EXHAUSTED STUDENTS,” LOCATED

DIRECTLY BEHIND THE LESSON.
•  MAKE TWO PHOTOCOPIES (ONE FOR EACH CHARACTER).

AS THE SESSION BEGINS:
•  SELECT TWO PERSONS TO PLAY THE EXAUSTED STUDENTS (EX1, EX2)

AFTER THE ROLE-PLAY:
•  LEAD A DISCUSSION.  DISCUSS THE QUESTIONS AND LOOK FOR KEY

IDEAS.  HAVE STUDENTS READ SCRIPTURES TO CLARIFY KEY IDEAS.
ASK, “WOULD THAT BE GOOD ADVICE?” AND "WHY?"

Role-
Play
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Discovery Questions

" What problems are seen in the role-play?
" Do you ever feel like the students in the role-play?
" What are some of the reasons the students are so weary?

# They are relying on their own efforts and strength.
# They are motivated by a sense of duty, not by love.
# They lack vision for the work.

Bridge

•  We have seen that God desires us to grow as Jesus did—and to help others
develop into God’s full intentions.  We have also seen that God provides
and multiplies resources in amazing ways.  Here, we will see that God
provides us with His vision, love, and strength—so that we can discover
and move toward His intentions for ourselves, our families, our churches,
and our communities.

THE STUDY
Key Verse

Habakkuk 2:2
 
 Discovery Questions
 

" What does this verse say about vision?
" What is the relationship between a vision and God’s intentions?
" How should a vision affect our role as “development agents”?

Supporting Verses & Discovery Questions

HAVE STUDENTS DIVIDE INTO SMALL GROUPS TO DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING AND
THEN REPORT TO THE LARGE GROUP.  USE KEY IDEAS AS NEEDED.

•  Proverbs 29:18
 

" What happens to people without a vision?  What does this mean?
" What is the result of living with a vision of God’s intentions?

 
•  Jeremiah 29:11-14 $  Psalm 32:8 $  Acts 2:17

" What do these passages show us about God’s vision for His people—
and His willingness to communicate it?

" What resources does God provide?  Why is this important?

Handout
   # 1
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•  I Corinthians 13:3, 13 $  I John 4:19

" What is to be our heart attitude?  What is the result of doing ministry
without it?

" What resource does God provide?  How does He provide it today?

•  Philippians 4:13 $  John 15:5 $  Colossians 1:29

" What other resource has God provided?
" What difference does this make in daily life and ministry?

Key Ideas

As Christians, we are “development agents” in the lives of people with
whom we have relationships.  We serve them as ambassadors of Christ’s
Kingdom.  In both those capacities, we help people grow, or develop,
toward God’s full intentions for them.  We need His vision.  If our work is
to be effective, we must base it on God’s vision, love, and strength.

Vision is crucial, and God wants to communicate His vision.  We must
look for it and make plans that are in accord with it.

“Development agents” must be motivated by love.  Serving others to fulfill
an obligation or be appreciated is futile.  By first loving us, God makes it
possible for us to serve others out of love.

God provides His resource of strength.  Without Him, we are weak.  We
can move toward His vision only as we stay connected to Him.

Reinforcement

Exercises

•   “If Jesus Came”

READ THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.  ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO USE THESE
QUESTIONS AS THEY PRAY, MEDITATE, AND PREPARE FOR THE NEXT STEP.

" If Jesus came as king (absolute monarch/ruler) to our community*,
what changes would He make?

" If He had rule in our church*, what changes would He make?
" If He had rule in our family*, what would He change?

Note: (1) Living in us, He is in our communities, churches, families.
(2) He reigns—and we submit to His kingship.

  1
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•  “A Vision Chart”

THIS EXERCISE HELPS STUDENTS DEVELOP A VISION AND UNDERSTANDING
OF GOD’S INTENTIONS FOR THEIR FAMILY, CHURCH, AND COMMUNITY.  IF
POSSIBLE, HAVE STUDENTS READ THIS LESSON’S BACKGROUND PAPER.

IN CLASS:
1. STUDENTS SHOULD ASK GOD HOW HE WANTS THEM CHANGE—TO MOVE

TOWARD HIS VISION IN THEIR RELATIONSHIPS WITH THEIR FAMILIES,
CHURCHES, AND COMMUNITIES.
" What are differences between God's intentions and current reality?
" What changes make current reality closer to God’s vision?
" How does God want me to change—to move toward His vision?

2. INTRODUCE THE VISION CHART (HANDOUT #2).  FOR EACH AREA, HAVE
STUDENTS LIST ONE CHANGE THEY BELIEVE REFLECTS GOD’S
INTENTIONS.  BELOW THAT, HAVE STUDENTS WRITE A PROJECT OR
ACTIVITY THAT WOULD HELP THEM MOVE TOWARD THAT CHANGE.
REFER STUDENTS TO THE REVERSE SIDE OF HANDOUT #2 TO SEE
EXAMPLES OF CHANGES AND PROJECTS.

3. WHEN STUDENTS FINISH THE VISION CHART, THEY HAVE A BEGINNING
VISION OF DIFFERENT AREAS THAT GOD DESIRES TO TRANSFORM.
THEY WILL ALSO HAVE IDEAS TO HELP MOVE THEM TOWARD HIS
INTENTIONS IN THEIR RELATIONSHIPS AND SERVICE TO OTHERS.

4. HAVE STUDENTS USE THESE GUIDELINES AS THEY PLAN A PROJECT:
•  THEY WOULD NOT OTHERWISE DO THIS PROJECT.
•  IT TAKES NO LONGER THAN ONE-HALF HOUR.
•  IT REQUIRES SACRIFICE BUT FITS INTO DAILY SCHEUDLES

WITHOUT DETRACTING FROM OTHER PRIORITIES.

5. HAVE STUDENTS CIRCLE ONE PROJECT EACH IN PERSONAL, FAMILY,
CHURCH, AND COMMUNITY, A TOTAL OF FOUR MINI-DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS.  THESE SHOULD USUALLY BE COMPLETED IN ONE WEEK.

 
6. LEAD STUDENTS IN A HELPFUL DISCUSSION OF THE “CHANGES” AND

“PROJECTS” LISTED ON SEVERAL STUDENTS' VISION CHARTS.

AT HOME:
1. STUDENTS SHOULD PLACE THEIR CHARTS WHERE THEY WILL REVIEW

THEM EACH MORNING—IN THEIR BIBLE, ON A MIRROR, ETC. THEY
SHOULD BEGIN DOING A CIRCLED PROJECT IN THE PERSONAL ROW.
THE REMAINING PROJECTS MAY BE DONE IN ANY ORDER.

2. ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO REFLECT AND PRAY FOR THEIR MINI-
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS IN DAILY DEVOTIONS.  THEY SHOULD KEEP A
WRITTEN JOURNAL, FOLLOWING THE GUIDELINES ON THE VISION
CHART.   TELL THEM IF YOU WANT TO SEE THEIR JOURNALS/ REPORTS.

3. ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO DO THE REMAINDER OF THE PROJECTS—AN
AVERAGE OF FOUR PER WEEK.  AS THEY PROGRESS, THEY WILL THINK
OF OTHER AREAS THAT ARE MORE IMPORTANT OR REALISTIC.  IF SO,
THEY SHOULD MAKE THE CHANGES. (A VISION OF GOD’S INTENTIONS
WILL CHANGE AS PEOPLE GROW IN THEIR UNDERSTANDING.)

Handout
   # 2

 2,3
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Memorization

•  Habakkuk 2:2

Summary

APPLICATION
Group Exploration

Sample Questions . . .
. . .  and Possible Responses

" In addition to the Vision Chart, how could you begin to develop a vision of
God’s intentions for you, your family, your church, and your community?

# I could take a time away to pray, study, and listen to the Lord.
# I could tell others what I’ve learned about God’s vision and get

their ideas.
# I can see what resources God has already given—location, spiritual

gifts, interests, experiences, talents.  I can decide to use them for
Him.

# I can ask God for His long-range vision.  I can be careful to
compare plans with the long-range vision.

" What are some sources we can use to better understand God’s intentions?
# We can use more Scripture.
# We can get wise counsel from _________________________.

" How could you begin to have your church develop a vision of God’s
intentions for it?

# I could teach what I have learned.  We could use a Vision Chart.
# The leaders could take time away to fast, pray, and listen to the

Lord.

Commitment

Experience

•  Discussion:

HAVE STUDENTS DIVIDE INTO PAIRS AND SHARE THE DETAILS OF THE
PROJECTS THEY HAVE CIRCLED.
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Intercession

AFTER THEY SHARE, HAVE THEM PRAY THAT GOD WOULD (1) ENABLE THEM
TO COMPLETE THEIR MINI-DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AND (2) USE THESE
EFFORTS TO HELP THEM AND OTHERS GROW TOWARD GOD’S INTENTIONS.

CLOSING
Bridge Question

" We have seen that Jesus gave us a model of His growth that we can use in
our lives.  It's what God wants for His creation—a model of the perfection
and wholeness of God.  What is the next step?

•  ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO USE, IMPLEMENT, AND DISCIPLE OTHERS IN
WHAT THEY HAVE LEARNED.

•  DISCUSS HOW YOU WILL GIVE THEM AN EVALUATION OF THEIR WORK.
•  ASK FOR THEIR EVALUATION AND INPUT TO MAKE THE TRAINING MORE

USEFUL.
•  IF APPROPRIATE, TELL THEM ABOUT OTHER AVAILABLE TRAINING.

Closing Prayer

FOLLOW-UP:

! Complete the Vision Chart
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The Exhausted Students

EX1: (walking slowly)  I’m exhausted!

EX2: Me, too.

EX1: These training sessions are good, but . . .

EX2: But what?

EX1: Well, I just can’t do it!  I tried so hard to do family development that I ended up
screaming at my kids!

EX2: I know what you mean.  I tried so hard to grow in the physical area that I got a
huge headache!

EX1: Me, too!  And when I tried to be like Jesus in the spiritual area, I stayed up all
night and prayed—and then I slept through church the next day!

EX2: Worse . . . I tried so hard to grow in the wisdom area that I couldn’t remember
anything!! . . .

EX1: True!  (Laughs) . . . You know something else?  (Worries)  I thought we were
supposed to love God and the people we serve.  Right now, I don't even like the
people!  They never cooperate, and they don't appreciate anything I do.

EX2: Well, at least God must appreciate it.

EX1: I'm not so sure . . . I try hard to do all this, but I don't feel His love at all.

EX2: (Agrees) . . . I just don’t understand!  We must be doing something terribly wrong
. . . We sure don’t have a vision for this kind of thing at all!

EX1: (Wearily walk off together)  That’s true!
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MOVING TOWARD A VISION

KEY VERSE

DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

" What does this verse say about vision?
" What is the relationship between a vision and God’s intentions?
" How does vision affect our role as a “development agent”?

SUPPORTING VERSES & DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

•  Proverbs 29:18a
 

" What happens to people without vision?  What does this mean?
" What is the result of living with a vision of God’s intentions?

 
•  Jeremiah 29:11-14 $  Psalm 32:8 $  Acts 2:17

" What do these passages show us about God’s vision for His people—and His
willingness to communicate it?

" What resources does God provide?  Why is this important?

•  I Corinthians 13:3, 13b $  I John 4:19

" What is to be our heart attitude?  What is the result of doing ministry without it?
" What resource does God provide?  How does He provide it today?

•  Philippians 4:13 $  John 15:5 $  Colossians 1:29

" What other resource has God provided?
" What difference does this make in daily life and ministry?

NOTES

Please turn over  ⇒

Habakkuk 2:2
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APPLICATION  PLAN

•  Fill out Vision Plan (Handout #2) as instructed.
•  Circle and implement one mini-development project in each area (one week).

APPLICATION REPORT
(Be prepared to report at the beginning of the next class session.)

•  Complete a journal as described at the bottom of the Vision Chart (Handout #2).



Overhead #1
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Moving Toward a Vision

•  We are “development agents” in the
lives of people with whom we have
relationships.

•  As “development agents,” we help
people develop toward God’s intentions
for them.

•  As “development agents,” we look for
God’s vision for people and we make
plans according to His vision for them.

GOD WANTS TO
COMMUNICATE HIS VISION.





Vision Chart
   Growth

Areas
Wisdom Physical Spiritual Social

Personal

Change:

Project:

Change:

Project:

Change:

Project:

Change:

Project:

Family

Change:

Project:

Change:

Project:

Change

Project:

Change:

Project:

Church

Change:

Project:

Change:

Project:

Change:

Project:

Change:

Project:

Community

Change:

Project:

Change:

Project:

Change:

Project:

Change:

Project:

Project Guidelines
•  It should be something you would not otherwise do.
•  It should take no longer than one-half hour to complete.
•  It should require a sacrifice of time, but should fit into your daily

schedule without taking away from other important priorities.

Journal Guidelines
•  What was the need?  How was it met?
•  How did you prepare spiritually for the exercise?
•  How did your service point out God's love or concern?
•  Did the project help you or others move toward God’s

intentions or vision?  Why or why not?
•  What did God teach you through this project?

H
andout #2

O
verhead #2



Vision Chart
   Growth

Areas
Wisdom Physical Spiritual Social

Personal

Change:  More understanding
of God's view of weakness

Project:  Bible word study on
weakness

Change:  Daily exercise

Project:  20-minute morning
walk

Change:  Time to let God speak
to me vs. I talk to Him

Project: Spend 1/2 hour in
quietness before God, rather than
in reading or active prayer

Change:  Healed relationship
with _________

Project:  Invite _______ to
coffee

Family

Change: Kids would better
understand how to apply biblical
truth

Project: Discuss how to apply
two proverbs

Change:  Participate more in
family chores

Project:  Wash dishes after
family meal

Change:  Kids learn spiritual
leadership

Project:  Ask oldest child to
lead family devotions

Change: Bring more romance
into marriage

Project:  Take my spouse on a
date—without the kids

Church

Change: Do more than just
listen to Sunday sermon

Project: Focus Monday
devotions on how to apply
Sunday sermon

Change:  Needed repairs at
church would be done

Project:  Fix broken bench in
sanctuary

Change:  Members would pray
more for church leaders

Project:  Spend 20 min. in
prayer for pastor and elders

Change: Single parents would
have more support from members

Project: Take child of single
parent on outing with my kids

Community

Change: More understanding
of community issues

Project:  Visit community
leader; discuss major problems

Change:  Less trash on the
streets

Project:  Walk around my
neighborhood and pick up trash

Change: Know my neighbors
better

Project:  Invite my neighbor
over for coffee

Change:  Adults show more
interest in community youth

Project:  Play soccer with
neighborhood kids

Project Guidelines
•  It should be something you would not otherwise do.
•  It should take no longer than one-half hour to complete.
•  It should require a sacrifice of time, but should fit into your daily

schedule without taking away from other important priorities.

Journal Guidelines
•  What was the need?  How was it met?
•  How did you prepare spiritually for the exercise?
•  How did your service point out God's love or concern?
•  Did the exercise help you or others move toward God’s

intentions or vision?  Why or why not?
•  What did God teach you through this project?

H
andout #2

O
verhead #3
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Moving Toward a Vision
of the Kingdom of God

by
Bob Moffitt

This article will explore ministry implications of the relationship between
development and a vision of the Kingdom of God.   We will begin our
reflections with the following propositions:

First, we will define development.  In The Church in Response to Human
Need, I defined development:

 . . . every biblically-based activity of the Body of Christ, His Church,
which assists in bringing a person toward the place of complete
reconciliation with God, and complete reconciliation with his fellow
and his environment."1

Here, I will use a shorter working definition, easier to remember and
equally useful.  It is "growth toward God's intentions."

Second, for the purpose of our discussion, we will equate the Kingdom of
God with "God's realized intentions"—or God's realized will, desire, and
intentions for His creation in both the present and future.  In some
theological circles, "Kingdom of Heaven" is the term used for the present
expression of God's intentions; and "Kingdom of God" is used for the
future, eschatological expression that will be established after Christ's
second coming.

Third, Kingdom communities (local churches) and Kingdom persons
(followers of Jesus, the King) are ambassadors, representing God's
intentions to—and for—the parts of His creation to which God has sent
them.  These parts of creation include family, friends, church, work
colleagues, local and global communities, and all the rest of creation.  The
mission of Kingdom ambassadors, individually or corporately, is to:

•  Understand God's intentions
•  Model God's intentions
•  Go where God's intentions need to be known
•  Proclaim, serve, and assist others to grow toward God's intentions

On the basis of the above statements, I share the following observations
for consideration.  They are not final conclusions, but thoughts to
stimulate thinking and discussion.

 1
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Developing a Vision

Representing God's intentions to the various parts of His creation requires
"seeing" His intentions.  How do we develop, obtain, or catch such a
vision?  We do it by allowing God to develop a vision in us.  This vision
can be developed through:

•  Biblical descriptions of God's intentions for man and the rest of
creation

 
•  Prayer and meditation—waiting on God
 
•  Observation, study, and reflection on God's work—our own and

others' experiences
 
•  Testing of our perception of God's intentions in the crucible of life, to

see whether or not the results are fruits of the Kingdom—the fruits of
the Spirit

Seeking a Vision Together

It can be dangerous if a vision of God's intentions is developed by
followers of Jesus who are isolated from other believers and from other
participants in the vision.  Ideally, a vision of God's intentions should
emerge as Christians seek God's intentions together, in collaboration with
other members of the Kingdom.  Further, those the vision is for—or
about—should also participate in its development.

The Vision is Dynamic

God's intentions don't change.  However, our understanding of them will
develop, clarify, and appear to change as God reveals His plans through a
progression of experiences.  Unless we have closed ourselves to God's
process of development in our own lives, our vision of God's intentions
will not be static—that is, the vision will not remain the same.  As long as
we are people who learn and grow, our vision of God's intentions will be
dynamic—that is, the vision will continue to develop and become refined
and clarified.

The Vision is Planned

Movement toward God's intentions will be more effective if there is a
carefully considered and executed plan for growth.  Development that is

 2
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haphazard will probably waste time and resources.  Yet, because a vision
of God's intentions is dynamic, we can never arrive at a point where we
can present a "fixed" or final plan for the development or growth of a
person or community.

The Vision is Specific

The more specific, practical, and applicable our vision of God's intentions
can be, the better it is.  For example, it is not very useful to say that God
intends that the people of a poor community have their basic physical
health met.  It is more helpful to articulate the specifics of our
understanding of God's intentions.  For example, a vision for better
physical health in the community might include the following:

•  Water that is potable and reasonably accessible
 
•  Food that is regularly available and culturally acceptable, that meets

nutritional requirements for strong bodies
 
•  Shelter that is sufficient to provide privacy and protection from the

environment
 
•  Sanitation facilities that protect all members of the community from

contamination

The Vision is Balanced

Development efforts should reflect God's concern for all areas of man's
growth.  Many missions efforts of the evangelical church focus heavily on
the spiritual area, excluding or minimizing God's concern for physical or
social areas.  On the other hand, Christian relief and development efforts
tend to focus on meeting social and physical needs, but they neglect to
communicate God's spiritual intentions.  I believe that an unbalanced
ministry focus is a heresy that requires repentance and corrective action.

God's concern for man's development includes at least the four areas that
are described in Jesus' development in Luke 2:52.  These areas are wisdom
development, physical development, spiritual development, and social
development.  Missions efforts of the church and of its individual
members should be based on the need to move toward God's intentions in
all of these dimensions.

One of the tragic legacies of the evangelical missionary movement of this
century is its overreaction to the "social gospel."  As a consequence, many
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Third World evangelical churches—the spiritual children of this
movement—have not been aware of their biblically mandated role of
ministry to the whole man.  The missionary movement did not
demonstrate or teach that the local church should serve the community
incarnationally as it moves toward maturity in all aspects of life,
proclaiming God's design and desire for wholeness.

God's Institution  for Transmitting Vision

I believe that the local church is God's principal institutional entity for the
proclamation and demonstration of God's intentions for the local
community.  Ephesians 3:10 clearly indicates that the church is God's
instrument for making His plans known.  Local churches, not parachurch
organizations, were the principal vehicles through which this happened in
New Testament communities.  Parachurch organizations, however, are
part of the universal church—they can and often do serve vital functions in
God's plan of redemption and restoration.

Since 1986 Harvest has been developing a model which reflects this
conviction.  In this model, local churches—not Harvest—are the primary
vehicles for ministry.  Harvest's task is to help local churches develop
vision and strategy to move their communities toward God's intentions.
When these churches implement their emerging visions, we often see
considerably more measurable impact for the Kingdom than when they
carried out their traditional ministries.

God's Persons for Transmitting Vision

If the local church is the primary institutional vehicle for proclaiming and
advancing God's intentions in a community, what role do individuals play?
Individual Christians need to be concerned about the development of the
people with whom God has placed them in personal relationship.

I work in Christian ministry vocationally, but I can easily avoid the
implications of this truth.  If I am not careful, I easily "bury" myself in the
mission and ministry of Harvest and neglect applying the principles to my
ministry responsibilities closest to home. As a husband, I should be one of
God's principal development agents for my wife.  As a father, I need to be
one of God's principal development agents for my children.  As the
director of Harvest, I should be a development agent for our staff.  I need
to see and accept my role as one of God's development agents in the
relationships God has given me, especially in the relationships for which
He has given me responsibility or oversight.  As a development agent, I
have the responsibility to explore God's intentions for and with my wife,
children, and staff.  Then, I need to be a servant, a catalyst, an encourager

 3
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to help ensure the necessary conditions for growth toward the emerging
vision of God's intentions.

Development of the Visionary

Finally, individual kingdom ambassadors need to develop personally,
growing toward God's intentions for themselves.  The place to begin the
ministry of reaching out to others is in personal development.  Practically,
that means that all Christians should be in continual exploration of God's
intentions for their lives.  They should be "intentionalizing" a plan to grow
toward a specific, balanced vision for each major area of their lives.
Unless we as individual Christians are experiencing personal
development, it is foolish to expect that God will use us in ministry to
others.

In Summary

God desires that we understand and move toward His intentions—for
individuals and for the world.  He paid a great price to make it possible for
broken man to move toward restoration.  Although it is difficult to
understand why, He decided to use redeemed but not yet fully restored
man to be the servant-ambassadors of His love.  Christians involved in
that process are personal development agents of God's Kingdom, sent to
proclaim and minister God's healing.

The local church is God's chosen and primary institutional vehicle for that
healing.  However, if local churches are going to be effective healing
agents in their communities, then individual Christians must be open to
God's progressive revelation of His intentions. When this transformation
takes place in our own lives, God can use us to encourage others.  In other
words, this process of moving toward a vision of God's intentions must
begin with us—in our own lives.
________________________

1Bob Moffitt, "The Local Church in Development," in The Church in Response
to Human Need, ed. Tom Sine (California:  Missions Advanced Research and
Communication Center, 1983), 373.





Terms and TaskTerms and Task

■■ Development:Development:
–– Growth towards God’s intentionsGrowth towards God’s intentions

■■ Kingdom of God:Kingdom of God:
–– God’s realized intentionsGod’s realized intentions

■■ Ambassadors:Ambassadors:
–– The local churchThe local church

–– Individual followersIndividual followers

■■ The MissionThe Mission
–– UnderstandingUnderstanding

–– ModelingModeling

–– GoingGoing

–– Proclaiming Proclaiming andand serving serving

Overhead #1
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Developing VisionDeveloping Vision

■■ Through:Through:
–– Bible studyBible study

–– Prayer and meditationPrayer and meditation

–– Reflection on experienceReflection on experience

–– Testing the fruitTesting the fruit

■■ Seeking vision togetherSeeking vision together

■■ The vision is dynamicThe vision is dynamic

■■ The vision is plannedThe vision is planned

■■ The vision is specificThe vision is specific

■■ The vision is balancedThe vision is balanced

Overhead #2
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Transmitting VisionTransmitting Vision

■■ God’s institution forGod’s institution for
transmitting vision:transmitting vision:
–– The local churchThe local church

■■ God’s person for transmittingGod’s person for transmitting
vision:vision:
–– The disciplesThe disciples

Development begins with usDevelopment begins with us
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